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PREFACE 

The Police Assaults Study was a project extending over a 20-month 
period conducted by the University of Oklahoma to develop research 
methods appropriate for the study of police assaults and to gather 
and analyze empirical data concerning assaults on police officers 
in five south central states. The project was financed by a grant 
from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U. S. Department 
of Justice. 

The findings of this research project are contained in three 
volumes. A fourth volume -- an Operations Research Manual -- has 
been published as a companion "text to aid future researchers who 
may wish to replicate certain aspects of this study. 

Volume I of the Final Report begins with an introductory section 
which describes the objectives of the project and the methodology 
used to accomplish those objectives. The second part of the first 
volume contains a discussion of a theoretical perspective of 
violence as it relates to assaults against police. It is a 
hypothetical statement about the underlying causes of violence 
against police and suggests that police assaults are an inevitable 
consequence of the police role in society. The final section of 
the first volume contains a descriptive profile of the assault 
event in which a number of characteristics concerning assaults on 
police are examined for both municipal police departments and sta"te 
police and highway patrol agencies. 

Volume II of the Final Report includes a discussion of the 
characteristics of assaulted and non-assaulted officers and analyzes 
those officer characteristics which differentiate assaulted offi
cers and their non-assaulted counterparts. Following this 
discussion, personal characteristics, including age, rank and length 
of service, are examined utilizing correlatiun and multiple 
regression analysis to determine what factors are associated with 
and account for the largest amount of variation in assaults against 
police. The next section in Volume II includes a discussion of 
the characteristics of persons charged with assaulting police, 
officers and their reasons for acting as they did. The final 
section in this volume discusses alternative methods for developing 
psychological tests that may help to identify personality charac
teristics associated with "assault prone" officers. 

In the third and concluding volume of the Final Report, the study 
focuses on the police organization in an effort to determine whether 
or not assaulted officers perceive their working environment 
differently than non-assaulted officers. Next, the relationship 
between police assaults and 31 environmental and police activity 
charac~eristics are examined for 46 cities using correlation and 
multiple regression analysis techniques. 
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Following this, the results of a microanalysis of assaults on 
police in Austin, Texas are reported. The final volume concludes 
with a comprehensive bibliography of literature which, although 
selected from many diverse fields, nevertheless was found to be 
integrally related to the problem of police assaults. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Nationally, the incidence of assaults on police has grown steadily 
during the past 13 YE!ars. l The FBI statistics on police assaults 
show that the number of police officers kilied during the period 
1960-1972 has increased from 28 slain in 1960 to 112 in 1972, with 
an average of 69 deaths for each of the 13 years. During the 
same 13 year span, the total number of assaults against police 
officers ranged from a reported total of 9,621 assaults in 1960 
to 37,523 assaults in 1972, averaging 26,564 assaults per year, 
as displayed in Table 1. The consistently large numbers of both 
fatal and non-fatal assaults have caused an increased awareness of 
and expressed concern about the occupational safety of law enforce
ment officers throughout the United States. 

Obviously, some response must be made to this growing problem. It 
is unfortunate, though, that when confronted with the reality of 
such attacks, our instincts urge us to meet violence with violence. 
As natural and as warranted as this feeling may be, the history 
of human experience would suggest that a violent counter-offensive 
may entrap the police establishment in an ever-increasing spiral 
of violence leading only to more deaths and injuries as well as 
greater ali~nation from the community. A society characterized 
by fear and repression could be the result, and even the possi
bility of this result precludes taking the risk. 

Even if we do not consider the violent counter-attack, we are 
attracted to brief, straightforward, and frequently simplistic 
answers to the problem of police assaults. But, as we have grown 
to realize through experience, complex problems are not resolved 
by simple solutions. Such solutions too often affect only the 
symptoms and not the underlying causes. 

The sole al terna'ti ve lies along the road of complexity, as an 
attempt is made to identify, analyze, and evaluate the relevant 
variables that have a bearing on the assault question. If the 
ultimate goal is the development of policies and techniques that 
will reduce the incidence of attacks against the police, our 
immediate objective must include a comprehensive awareness of the 
context in which such assaults occur. 

Hence, such concepts as "police function,1J "violence," and 
"assault" will be set out in light of the needs and purposes of 
this study. The philosophical and psychological underpinnings of 
our culture, as they have contributed to the formation of present 
attitudes toward violence, will be reviewed. The values and prac
tices of contemporary society which tend to sanction or increase re
course to violence will be explored. An analysis of ' the police 
function as it may currently encourage or invoke assaultive 
behavior will be provided. 
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Total 
Year Assaults 

1960 9,621 
1961 13,190 
1962 17,330 
1963 16,793 
1964 18,001 
1965 20,523 
1966 23,851 
1967 26,755 
1968 33,604 
1969 35,202 
1970 43,171 
1971 49,768 
1972 37,523 

TOTAL 345,332 
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TABLE 1 

THE NUMBER OF ASSAULTS ON POLICE OFFICERS AND 
POLICE OFFICERS MURDERED, BY YEAR, AND ANNUAL 

PERCENTAGE CHANGE, OVER THE THIR7EEN YEAR SPAN 1960-1972 

Percent Percent Number of 
Rate Increase Assaults Rate Increase Police 
Per 100 Over Year With Per 100 Ove:::- Year Officers 
Officers Previous Injury Officers Previous Murdered 

6.3 NR* NR 28 
8.3 37.1 NR NR 37 

10.2 31.4 NR NR 48 
11.0 (-3.1) NR NR 55 

9.9 7.2 7,738 4.3 57 
10.8 14.0 6.,836 3.6 (-11. 7) 53 
12.2 16.2 9,113 4.6 33.3 57 
13.5 12.2 10,770 5.4 18.2 76 
15.8 25.6 14,072 6.6 30.7 64 
16.9 4.8 11,949 5.7 (-15.1) 86 
18.7 22.6 15,165 6.6 26.9 100 
18.7 15.3 17,631 6.6 16.3 126 
15.1 (-24.6) 12,230 5.8 (-30.6) 112 

105,504 899 

Source: Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reports (Washington, D.C.: 

L-i L...J i~J 

Per'cent 
Increase 
Over Year 
Previous 

32.1 
29.7 
14.6 

3.6 
(-7.0) w 

7.5 
33.3 

(-15.8) 
34.4 
16.3 
26.0 

(-11.0) 

U.S. 
Government Printing Office) :- Pata were extracted from each Uniform Crime Report 
for the years set out above. 

*NR - Not reported by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Uniform Crime Reports 
until 1964. 
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In addition to providing a theoretical foundation for the study of 
violence emanating from police-citizen interaction, an empirical 
analysis of assault incidents will be undertaken. Variables such 
as personal characteristics of police officers and their offenders 
will be examined. In addition, environmental and situational 
variables will be studied in light of assault frequency. Through 
a systematic analysis of the correlates of assaultive behavior, 
we hope to lay the groundwork for the identification and imple
mentation of approaches and techniques that will countermand the 
conditions now leading to assaults against police and move us 
substantially along the path toward an order of peace in our 
cities. 

Police Assaults as a Subject of National Concern 

Until 1973, efforts addressed to cope with the problem of assaults 
on law enforcement officers have largely centered around legisla
tive and executive action. At the national level measures were 
introduced in 1970 by Senators Williams (Senate Bill 4325), 
Schweiker (Senate Bill 4348), Eastland (Senate Bill 4359), and the 
late Senator Dodd (Senate Bill 4403) which contained various pro
visions designed to bring federal resources and sanctions to bear 
upon those who kill or assalJl t police, or encourage, incite, 
promote, or aid such actions. The subcommittee of the U.S. Ser-ate 
Committee of the Judiciary held hearings in 1970 and considered 
legislation proposed to red~ce violence directed against police. 2 
These Senate hearings served to further focus attention upon and 
systematically document the problem of assaults on police officers 
as did other efforts, including periodic reports released by the 
Police Weapons Center of the International Association of Chiefs 
of Police. 

Perhaps the most publicized single response, other than the Senate 
Subcommi ttee hearings, was 'the White House conference of June 3, 
1971 during which President Nixon and members of his administration 
met with law enforcement personnel from across the nation. The 
President, indicating his concern over the upswing in police 
killings, proposed that'the federal government pay a lump sum of 
$50,000 ~o the survivors of any police officer murdered in the line 
of duty. Furthermore, the President asserted that, "All resources 
of the Department of Justice and the FBI are pledged by this· 5 
Administration to assist you in discharging your responsibilities." 

President Nixon's pledge provided that upon specific request of 
chiefs or agency heads, the Federal Bureau of Investigation would 
actively participate in the investigation of the killing of police 
officers by working jointly with local authorities. The President's 
letter of June 14, 1971 formally advised local and state law 
enforcement officials throughout the nation of his pledge to help 
stop fatal assaults on police. 6 
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On September 9 and 10, 1971, several lawmen from across America 
met in the District of Columbia and participated in The Attorney 
General's 1971 Conference on Crime Reduction. A subcommittee 
on police casualties, chaired by District of Columbia Metropolitan 
Police Chief Jerry V. Wilson, announced its support for the 
President's proposal to pay survivors. The conference partici
pants also recommended that public policy statements be made by 
government officials and political parties denouncing assaults 
on police. 7 In spite of substantial lobbying, the Congress 
failed to pass the measure. 

Review of the Literature 

Despite the urgency of the assault problem, very little is knmvn 
about assaults on police. The lack of a comprehensive set of 
data on the characteristics of police assaults prompted J. Shane 
Creamer and Gerald R. Robin to remark in an article appearing in 
a leading police journal: 

While statistics and background information on 
fatal assaults is very limited, long range 
information on nonfatal police assaults is 
non-existent •.. Actually all that can be done 
at this point is to alert the police to certain 
characteristics of the assault problem. Too 
little information is available to begin to 
solve this diffi~ult problem of assaults on 
police officers. 

The national statistical data provided each year by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation are extracted from forms submitted by 
police agencies to the FBI or from state bureaus of criminal 
statistics. The form developed by the FBI to collect data on 
assaults during the period 1960-1971 was very basic in design 
and was limited to gathering the following" type of information: 
(1) the number of full-time officers killed in the line of duty; 
(2) the total number of police assaulted; (3) the total number 
of injury and non-injury assaults; and (4) the type of weapon 
utilized in the assault event. 9 Since January 1, 1972/ the basic 
assault report was substantially revised and reflects a deter- , 
mined effort to assemble a more complete set of assault related 
information, such as the type of police activity the officer was 
engag(~d in and the type of officer assignment whem the assault 
occur:red. The "Law Enforcement Officers Killed or Assaulted" 
reporiting form is shown in Figure 1. 

The FBI assault statistics are pertinent to the study of police 
assaults in many ways. However, the FBI data are fundamental 
and limited in scope and do not adequately address the many ques
tions pertaining to assaults which must be investigated in any 
thorough study of violence against law enforcement officers. 
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12-108 (Rpv. 4-18-72) -:----' 
Bureau Budget No. 43-ROSOO 

LAW EN FOR C EM EN T 0 F Fie E R SKI L LED 0 R A SS A U L TED 
It is requested this report be completed and trensmitted with monthly crime reports to: Director, 

Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reports, \Vashington, D. C. 20535. This form should be 
used to report the number of your officers who were assaulted or killed in the line of duty during the month . 
Aclrlitional information concerning officers killed will be requested by a separate questionnaire. 

OFFICERS KILLED I 
Number of your law enforcement officers I 

I 
By feloniouR act 

killed in the line of duty this month. I By accident or negligence ____ ~~ 

Officers Assaulted (Do not include officers killed) - See other side for instructions. 
Type of Weapon Type of Assignment 

t----,---'-'--,----'--r---i---r- -- ---'----,--::c--,--=------.----- ~-----
'Knife Two- One-Man Detective or 

or, Man Vehicle 8pecialAssign. Other 
Other Other Hands, VehiclE 

Cutting Danger- Fists, 
Instru-' ous Feet, 

F'ireunn ment Weapon etc. 

I 
i 
I • .:\0-

Alone i sj steel 
BCD E 

Total 
Assault! 

by 
Wenpon 

A Type of Activity FiG I H 

ance" calls (family quar-

Alone 
I 

As
sisted 

J 

Police 
As- \ssnulL 

Alone sisted rleared 
K L M 

I 1--+----+--+--t----t-----I 
2. Burglaries in progress or \ 

pursuing burglary I I 

1. Responding w wDis4urb- I' I: I 
rels, man with gun, etc.) 

~-s~u~sp~e~c~ts~.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.~r_-~r_--~r_-~r_-~---_;r_-+-~----4_--~----4_--4_----~---1 
3. Robberies in progress or I 

pursuing robbery 
suspects ......... . 

I~--T 
, ; 

-.~ ----+---+--+------~-I-l~~-- I 
1---__ \-- __ ._ 1--_ I ----I-----I.--.J- . _1 ___ +, ____ +--___ + ___ -+ __ ;---__ . 

I I r I 

--I--~-- ----t- -+-- -----f -+ ----~ t - t-. 

~---.:.------=-----_j_~--__t_--t_---- -~- - -t~-- --- . _.--+- -- --t---- ~-~-c_--~--+ ---1_- ----

+1 I i I 
~~--If----l----l-- I ---J---f--~---t-- -rl-----li---+---t---t---t------

I---=~-~----r_--~-- ---t--t-- -r ---1\--'---+-__ -+-i .---+----I--~-

12. TOTAL (l.ll) Ii! I 
13. Number 

with per~()n!ll injury .. I 
__ . _____ . --.----- ---1---- --- ------ .~-- .. -I_-

14. Number 
without personal injury. t-......:==..:.::::.:.:;.:.:.:..:....:.:.:..:.;.:..-t---r---t---+--t---r.-: 

c\.~~~ __ +-_ .- -- .--j--------1----+-- --I 
15. Time of assaults .... P!\ J 

12:01 2:00 4:00 G:OO H:OO 1fl:OO 12:00 

----:----:-:-:---~--.- --- -- ~~-- ----------
l\!onth Ilnd Yenr Agem'y Identifier 

-----_._------- ---------------
Agency :-ilate 

I 
DO NOT WRITE HERE 

Initials 

Recorded 
~Eili--'t-e-d--+------'-

Puncill'd 
1-----1---- .. ----

\,prificd 
I-------j----.-

Adjusled 

,p;; 
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Owing to the many problems inherent to gathering data on police 
assaults, few empirical studies have been undertaken. Prior to 
1973 several reports on assaults were written by law enforcement 
officials and published in news magazines. These reports were 
highly impressionistic and were generally based on day-to-day 
observations by a police officer or investigative writer and 
focused on specific operational aspects of the problem. However, 
they did not provide a systematic treatment of the many factors 
surrounding assault incidents. lO 

An entire issue of The Annalsll was devoted to articles dealing 
wi th violence J' mosJc of which were concerned with the psychological 
and sociological aspects of violent behavior. Only one article 
out of 14 dealt with aggressive crimes, and the writer concluded 
that the paucity of statistics available precluded the identifi
cation of trends in this area. 

Another type of literature which is relevant to the problem of 
assaults on police officers is information which was published 
at periodic intervals by the International Association of Chiefs 
of Police in Gaithersburg, Maryland, and is abstracted from data 
collected by ,the IACP' s Police Weapons Center. This information 
was presented in the form of statistical and summary reports on 
various operational aspects of police injuries and deaths which 
arose from combat situations across the nation. The Police Wea
pons Center was funded in part for its first year (1970) through 
a U.S. Department of Justice Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tration grant. The purpose of the Police Weapons Center was to 
provide the information required by law enforcement agencies to 
formulate effective plans for the procurement and discriminate 
use of weapons systems, for the purpose of reducing the levels 
of violence associated with routine police operations and civil 
disorder. 

Another IACP program, "Police Casualty Series," also funded by 
the u.S. De2artment of Justice, gathered data relating to assaults 
on police. 12 However, this data suffered from several limita
tions. First, the IACP-assembled data were taken from accounts 
reported in newspapers and public journals, posing problems of 
reliability. Second, the data are heavily weighted toward inci
dents where one or more police officers were injured or killed; 
incidents without police injuries/fatalities often receive little 
or no media coverage. This identifies a third factor, the un
known number of unreported assault cases. Fourth, although the 
data are broken down by region, there is no separation between 
urban and rural incidents, which may be an important factor in 
the assaults problem. Thus, for at least the above reasons, 
data gathered under the Police Casualty Series Program is of 
limited value in the construction of a valid and uniform data 
base. 

Two studies completed in the mid and late 1960's represent a more 
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sophisticated res~arch approach. The first investigated beha
vioral patterns in police-citizen contacts and focused on the 
nature and number of these contacts. 13 However, the usefulness 
of the results in considering assaults was limited by the fact 
that the study only included data on police-citizen contacts 
which were free of conflict. The second study! by Grant and 
Toch, attempted to formulate E.t typology of violence through a 
socio-psychological perspective in t.wo special settings. It 
was useful as a foundation to the Police Assaults study.14 The 
primary objective of the Grant and Toch study was to identify 
recurring patterns of violence. Its second objective was to 
define the world of various kinds of habitually violent p~rsons, 
to analyze the settings in which 'Violence tends to occur, and to 
investigate the nature of the relationship between types of 
violent persons and types of violent incidents. Grant and Toch 
used content analysis of 444 police descriptions of assaults on 
themselves, then interviewed as many of the assailants and police
men as they could conveniently locate. A "peer interview" method 
was used in which the intervievi7er of a convicted assailan·t was 
himself a former violent felon. 

The results of the study showed that most of the assaults follm..red 
a sequence of events. The most common sequence. (found in 40 
percent of the incidents examined) consisted of a police officer 
issuing orders or instructions to a person, t'he person expressing 
his contempt for the offic\:~r, and the officer pressing his demand. 
The final precipitating act: found the officer placing his hands 
on the person after concluding that verbal injunctions were in
effective. Violence then ensued. IS The sec0nd most frequent 
sequence (found in 27 percent of the incidents) was one in which 
violence was already manifest as the police officer entered the 
scene. The assault on the officer occurred when he attempted 
to restrain the violent person(s). 

The authors concluded that violent behavior can be dealt with as 
a sequential component of interpersonal games or themes, and 
that present enforcement procedures do not recognize this aspect 
of violence and are thus apt to 'increase the probability of 
violence rather than reduce it. They suggested that many assailants 
use violent behavior to manipulate the controlling authority into 
doing something that would be of benefit to the assailants. In 
such cases, the authority's reaction, which focuses on the vio-
lent act itself and not on the motivation for the act, is easily 
prediqted. It is thi.3 reaction which is the goal of the violent 
act. In such cases, police officers are unknowing contributors 
to violence directed against themselves by reacting in a predic
table manner. 

Although valuable, the Grant and Toch study was confined to a 
single geographic area in northern California and probed a rela
tively small number of cases. Therefore, its results seem too 
limited to be used as the basis for p~oposing remedial programs. 
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A later study by Toch delved further into the psychology of vio
lent men t but did not concentrate on the problem of assaults on 
police. lb 

Another useful study was that of Professor Allen P. Bristow, who 
in a study of 110 officers injured by an assailant's gunfire, 
discovered that more officers are shot subsequent to an initial 
contact, e.g., during interrogation, citation, or while requesting 
a radio record check, than in making the initial contact with a 
suspect. 17 

Still another study of value dealt with the nature of police 
fatalities among officers in California over an II-year span. It 
reported that of the 85 California peace officers slain on duty 
from 1960 through 1970, 39 percent were alone as opposed to 41 
percent who had one partner and an additional 20 percent who were 
with two or more officers. 18 

The United States Senate was responsible for assembling some of 
the most relevant literature about assaults on police officers 
occurring during the 1960's. Two Senate subcommittee hearings 
on the issue in lQ70 produced published transcripts of testimony. 
First, from July 15 through August 6, 1970 the Senate's Perma
nent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Govern
ment Operations held public hearings on riots, civil and criminal 
disorders. Part of the hearings included testimony by police and 
other public officials about assaults on police. 19 Next, the 
Senate's Subcommittee to Investigate the Administration of the 
Internal Security Act and Other Internal Security Laws, a sub-unit 
of the Committee on the JUdiciary, held public hearings on 
assaults on law enforcement officers from October 6 through 9, 
1970. 20 The October hearings were intended to provide information 
and make recommendations concerning: (1) federal legislative 
proposals concerning the killing of police officers or firemen; 
(2) making assaults on state officers a federal offense; (3) 
applying criminal sanctions for urban terrorism; and (4) develop
ment of additional recommendations concerning the control and 
use of explosives. The five "volumes which stemmed from these 
two Senate subcommittee hearings include abundant general informa
tion, but are deficient in addressing and analyzing the central 
issue of assaults against law enforcement officers. 

'I'his is a summary of the available literature through 1972 when 
the Police Assaults Study was initiated at the University of 
Oklahoma. Clearly the assault issue had not been subjected to a 
deliberate, adequate and systematic analys~s of a broadly based 
na-ture. 

~e of the Research 

The mounting numbers of officers assaulted and killed, the concern 
manifested at the national political level, the paucity of 
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meaningful literature on assaultive behavior make an incontro
vertable case for conducting research to help identify and explain 
the assault phenomenon. 

Definition of Assault 

To insure uniformity in data collection it was necessary to 
provide a common and generally accepted definition of what 
constitutes an assault on a police officer. Therefore, an assault 
is operationally defined in this research as lIany overt physical 
act that the officer perceives or has reason to believe was 
intended to cause him harm. II An examination of assault incidents 
reported reveals that the majority of cases involved some form 
of physical contact between the officer and suspect. There were 
several cases, however, in which assaults were of a highly anony
mous nature, e.g., snipings, ambushes, and the propelling of 
objects. Since the acts were clearly motivated with the intent 
to inflict bodily harm to an officer, even though the suspect in 
most cases was not identified, these events were included within 
the assault population under study. Finally, there were a small 
number of cases where the interaction between the suspect and offi
cer was characterized solely by verbal abuse or mere threat of 
assault. These few cases were classified as constituting an 
assault since they clearly fall within the parameter of the as
sault's theoretical definition. 

Research Objectives 

This research attempted to answer several questions associated 
with a number of variables hypothesized to be related to police 
assaults. Since the empirical research was principally explora
tory in nature, it was not designed to confirm or reject any 
existing theory of violence against police officers. However, 
some existing literature did provide an initial focus by suggest
ing that the assault problem might be analyzed by looking at the 
following four sets of variables: (1) situational and, environ
mental; (2) actor; (3) process;: and (4) triggering mechanisms. 

The Situational and Environmental Variables: 

°What are the specific locales in which assaults take place? 

°In what kind of jurisdiction (municipal, county, state) are 
the assaulted officers employed? 

°Wha.t community social, economic and demographic characteris
tics are associated with assaultive behavior? , , 
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The Actor Variables: 

°What are the characteristics of the officers who get 
assaulted? 

°What are the characteristics of the alleged police offender? 

The Process Variables: 

°What kinds of police functions and activities are most 
frequently associated with assaults? 

The Triggering Mechanisms: 

°Which kinds of verbal and physical behavior are demonstrated 
by either the officer(s) or offender(s) that contribute in 
escalating a police-citizen interaction into a violent 
encounter? 

To fulfill these objectives, the Police Assaults study focused 
on six work products. The first work product, which is more com
prehensive in design, develops a theoretical framework for the 
analysis of the nature and causes of violence directed against 
police officers. The remaining five work products,21 which are 
mOire specifically oriented, include the following: 

1. The development of socio-psychological profiles for 
assaulted police officers and police offenders. 

2. A description of the environmental and situational 
factors which contribute to assaultive behavior. 

3. The identification of common triggering mechanisms 
which may be related to the assault e.pisode. 

4. An analysis of the management and supervisory milieu 
within selected police organizations relative to police 
assaults. 

5. Examination of the processes of police selection and 
police training within selected police agencies to 
discern ways in which assaults may be significantly 
reduced or prevented. 

The master research plan utilized in completing the six work pro
ducts is presented in Table 2. Table 2 arrays the work products 
by both study components and by the research methods and strate
gies employed. The various study components outlined in the 
master research plan are presented in this report. The data 
generated from these various study components constitute an 
empirical data base from which police operaticna.l techniques, 
procedures, training and equipment may be developed. These 
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TABU; 2 

MASTER RESEARCH PLAN FOR FULFILLING WORK PRODUCTS BY • 
RESEARCH AND DATA COLLECTION METHODS &~D CORRESPONDING STUDY COMPONENTS 

> Research Methods ,.. Theoretical .,. I Framework 
(Search of the ~ • Survey Research 

_ ~ _ ~gg~g~e _ ~a:y~is _ _ _ Literature) ...: "l - - - - - 1- - -' STU D Y CO; P 0 N E NT S } _ --f--- - --1--
"Macro Micro ~ 

Tot~l Municipal I Sociologi7al- I Study of the I Survey of Analysis of 
. 

POLICE .. i\SSAULTS Search and police Assaults Assaults on 
STUDY WORK Review of the Police Assaults Reported from PSYChO~Og~ca~ Ind~\~idual. Officers Per- Assaults on Police in Austin, 
PRODUCTS Li tera ture on Reported from the New !-texico 

I 
Charac :-erl.stl.cs Poll.ce Offl.- ,ception of MuniCipal Texas (1970-1972 

Violence 37 Police State Police, of Pollee cers Personal Police Organi- Police Offi- Data Base) 
Agencies in the Louisiana State Officers and I Characteristics I zation in which cers i~ ~6 
South Cc'ntral police and Offenders (1973 Data They Function South Central 
LS. (1973 Oklahoma High-

I 
(l973 Data : Base) in Three ,U.S. Cities 

Data Base} way Patrol Base) Selected Cities (1970-1972 
(1973 Data ! and a Profile I Data' Base) 

I' Base) of Assaulted 
} I and Non-

I Assaulted Offi- f 
! 

, 
1 cers for 

COMPREHENSI\'E i Selected Cities 
THE NATL'RE A."D , i (1973 Data Base) 
CAGSES OF VIO- l 

[ 
LENCE AS : 

! I RELATED TO i 
POLICE ASSAULTS YES YES YES I YES YES YES YES 

I 

YES 

I SPECIFIC i SOCIOLGGICAL-
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
PROFILE OF } 

ASSACLTED LAW i I 
I i I I ENFORCEME~T I OFFICERS &~D I 

POLICE YES I YES !<O I i 
NO NO 

ASSAILA:;TS YES YES YES i : I 

I 
! 

~~~~~~~~~AL ANDi I i I 
FACTORS RELATED 

I i TO ASSAULT 
\ INCIDENTS YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
} I TRIGGERING I , 
I 

} 
} 

MECHANISMS I 

RELATED TO I t 

ASSAULT INCI-
j I , 

} I 
DENTS YES YES YES YES YES NO NO NO I I 
MANAGEMENT AND 

} 

V SUPERVISORY I i } 

TooL3- AND TECH- I ! i 
NIQUES RELATED t } 

TO ASSAULT 
, I NO YES , YE~·. 

i 
NO NO 

~",->~.;"""::"'. • 
M ;::u::;::::..~_=~ ~ .~~.. _ ~ 

INCIDENTS I NO NO rm 

I POLICE SELEC- i 

TION AND TRAIN- I 

I NG RELATED TO I I ASSAULTS I NO YES YES NO YES 

-'EhiS master plan indl.catcs with a ttyes" nr a "no" whloch wOLk products were satisfied uSlng a particular 
method of research and included In one or several of the various study components. For instance, 
"Triggering Mechanisms Related to Assaults" were treatpd 1n a ·-:rcater or less extent in each of the 
research methods and study compom:;tts (yes), except ~n tl't.~ inst.:tncps when the case study ..lnd aggreqate 
analysis methodfi .... ·ere utIlized (nc) .. 

I 

I 

J 
YES NO NO I 
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developments could hopefully enhance the personal safety of law 
enforcement personnel • 
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FOOTNOTES 

lAlthough the total number of reported assaults for the time from 
1960-1972 indicates an upward trend, a decrease in police assaults over the 
previous year was evidenced during 1963 (-3.1 percent) and 1972 (-24.6 
percent) respectively. For a more detailed assault distribution, see 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reports, Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Pr.inting Office, 1960-1972. 

2United States, Congress, Senate, Committee of the Judiciary, Assaults 
on Police Officers Hearings before the Subcommittee to Investigate Ehe 
Administration of the Internal Security Laws, on S. 1941, 92nd Congress, 
October 6 through 9, 1970. Senator James Eastland (D., Miss.), Chairman of 
the Subcommittee, opened the October 6-9 hearings: 

These vicious attacks on officers, the murder and 
maiming of lawmen, are assaults of the most 
dangerous nature upon the structure of law and order 
which support civilized society ... 

At the October 8th he~ring, Senator Strom Thurmond (R., S. Car.) 
expressed his opinion on the issue: 

Without policemen, the people have no safety, 
without law enforcement officers we have an 
uncivilized society. 

3police Casualty Series, Police Weapons Center, Management and 
Research Division, International Association of Chi~fs of Police, 1970-71. 

4The proposal to p~ovide $50,000 to survivors of police officers mur
dered in the line of duty attracted support from several quarters. Then 
Deputy Attorney General Richard G. Kliendienst testified before a Senate 
Judiciary subcommittee in late September, 1971. He asserted that it was 
important to amend the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 
1968 to enable the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) to 
make payments from funds appropriated for that purpose. The lump sum 
payment would be in addition to any other state or local benefits due. the 
survivors. See "Deputy Attorney General Testifies in Support of Bill to 
Aid Survivors of Slain Policemen," LEAA Newsletter, 2 (November, 1971), p. 12., 

S"President Nixon Pledges Full Support to stop Police Killings," 
The FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, 40 (August, 1971), p. 16. 

6Ibid ., p. 17. 

7"Remarks of the Workshop Moderators," The Attorney General's Conference 
on Crime Reduction, 1971, (September 9 and 10, 1971), transoript, 17 pp. 
mimeo . 
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8J . Shane Creamer and Gerald D. Robin, "Assaults on Police," 
Police, 12 (March-April, 1968), pp. 82-87. 

9specifically, the FBI form asked for the following infor
mation: 

OFFICERS KILLED: Number of full-time law enforcement officers 
belonging to your organization who were killed 
in the line of duty during the year ------

OFFICERS ASSAULTED: Number of full-time law enforcement offi
cers belonging to your organization who 
were assaulted in the line of duty during 
the year by use 0= the following weapons: 

a " Fir e arm. It .. • • • • • • • • .. • • • • ,. • • • • • • • • • • 

Injury No Injury 

b. Knife or cutting instrument ...... . ---
c. Other dangerous weapon ........•... ---
d. Hands, fists, feet, etc •.......... ----

---TOTAL •....•.. " .• " . ---
10Examples of these kinds of publications include: Thomas 

J. Reddin, "Non-Lethal Weapons -- Curse or Cure?" The Police Chief, 
34 (December, 1967), pp. 60-63. Also see: Henry A. Fitzgibbon, 
"The Sniper Menace," The Police Chief, 34 (November, 1967), pp. 
40-42; and J. Edgar Hoover, "Police 'Brutality' -- Fact or 
Fiction?" U.S. News and World Report (September 6, 1965), pp. 37-
39; Louise Cook, "Tempo Quickening in Assaults Against Police-
men in U.S.," Pacific Stars and Stripes, (September 21, 1970), 
p. 11, colum,'1 1-4; and Katherine Hatch, "Eight Troopers Killed 
on Du·ty," The Daily Oklahoman, (February 19, 1971) 1 p. 7, columns 
4-8. 

11"Patterns of Violence," The Annals of the American Academy 
of Political and Social Science, Thorsten Sellin, Editor, 364 
(March, 1966). 

12police Casualty Series, Police Weapons Center, Management 
and Research Division, International Association of Chiefs of 
Police, 1970-71. 

13Donald J. Blci'ck and Albert J. Reiss, Jr., "Patterns of 
Behavior in Police and Citizen Transactions," Studies of Crime and 
Law Enforcement i,!! Major Metropolitan Areas, 11, Ann Arbor: The 
University of Michigan, 1966, pp. 11-13. 

14J . Douglas Grant and Hans Toch, A Typology of Violence 
According to Purpose, Sacramento: Institute for the Study of 
Crime and Delinquency, January, 1968. 

lSThis phenomenon is amply described in: Julius Fast, Body 
Language, New York: Pocket Books, 1970, pp. 9-52. Also see: 
Robert, Audrey, The ,Territorial Imperative, New York; Atheneum, 
1966. 
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l6Hans Toch, Violent Men: -- An Inguiry into the Psychology 
of Violence, Chicago: Aldine, 1969, p. 285. 

l7Allen P. Bristow, "Police Officer Shootings: 
Evaluation," The Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology 
Science, 54 (March-April, 1963), pp. 93-95. 

A Tactical 
and Police 

l8Willard H. Hutchins, California State Department of Jus
tice, Bureau of Criminal Statistics, "Criminal Homicides of 
California Peace Officers, 1960-1970," an address given in Los 
Angeles on March 5, 1971 before the California Homicide Investi
gators' Conference. 

19U. S . Congress, Senate, Committee on Government Operations, 
Riots, Civil and Criminal Disorders Hearings before the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations, 92nd Congress, July 31 and August 
4, 5 and 6, 1970. 

20u. S . Congress, Senate, Committee of the Judiciary, Assaults 
on Police Officers Hearings before the Subcommittee to Investigate 
the Administration of the Internal Security Laws, on s. 1941, 92nd 
Congress, October 6 through 9, 1970. 

21In addition to the five specific work products outlined, 
the Police Assaults Study was initially charged with researching 
two additional substantive areas: (1) to analyze those personal 
defense systems, weapons, and techniques related to the handling 
of conflict situations and to make recommendati.ons for the improve
ment of existing training programs; and (2) to provide for an 
analysis of the legal and regulatory codes that set forth direc
tives which govern police-citizen interactions and to make recom
mendations concerning their improvement. 

These two work products are not contained in this report. Owing 
to a variety of methodological problems, accompanied by funding 
constraints, the magnitude of research and technical skills needed 
for conducting an empirical investigation into these areas, and 
based upon outside professional evaluation and recommendation, 
a modification was requested and subsequently authorized by the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration on January 18, 1974. 

L 
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RESEARCH METHODS 

Introduction 

This chapter presents a general overview of the research methods, 
designs and instruments utilized in the study of assaults directed 
against municipal and state police officers in the south central 
region of the United States. It also provides a brief descrip
tion of several data collection procedures and statistical proce
dures employed in the analysis of project data. 

This discussion is intentionally brief since the data collection 
procedures, data processing and analysis techniques, questionnaire 
construction and design, master coding formats, and other data 
set characteristics are comprehensively treatedlin a companion 
project volume, the Operations Research Manual. In addition, a 
synopsis of the major methodological procedures and data analysis 
techniques are presented in each of the study components included 
subsequently in this project final report, Perspectives of Police 
Assaults in the South Central United States. 

Research Design and Methods 

Over the course of the Police Assaults Study, six principal research 
designs have been employed. These include: (1) the construction 
of a theoretical perspective on violence against police officers; 
(2) the development of a profile of the assault incident for muni-
cipal and state police agencies; (3) an identification of the 
personal characteristics of assaulted and non-assaulted police 
officers; (4) a sociometric analysis of selected police organiza
tions; (5) a description of alternative methods for the psycho
logical testing of police officers; and (6) an analysis of the 
rel.ationship between community environmental characteristics and 
police ~ssaults. The research methods used to analyze the several 
assault dimensions outlined above are briefly discussed below. 

A. A Theoretical Perspective on Violence 
Against Law Enforcement Personnel 

The theoretical perspective on violence against police was the 
product of an exhaustive search and review of the literature on 
violence. 2 To develop a theoretical framework by which assaults 
against police could be more comprehensively understood, it was 
necessary to examine the sociological, psychological, religious, 
political and ~conomic attributes associated with violence in 
general. The theoretical perspective on violence which emerged 
from this research was based on and supported by the observation 
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of some of the most reputable experts and students of violent 
behavior, such as Plato, Mills, Sorel, Freud, Maslow, Sibley, 
Baldwin, Fanin, and ma:ny';~others. 

B. Profile of the Assault Incident 

In the study and analysis of the assault incident four general 
assault dimensions were identified. These dimensions provide a 
profile of the assaulted officer, a profile of the police assailant, 
a description of the assault environment and an analysis of the 
dynamics surrounding the assault incident. 

To obtain data corresponding to these assault dimensions, survey 
research methods were employed. 3 The principal assault reporting 
instrument was the Physical Contact Summary (PCS) form. Assaulted 
police officers in participating study cities were requested to 
complete the PCS form. To insure uniformity in assault reporting 
the following operational definition of an assault was set out for 
officers in each participating agency: "Any overt physical act 
that the officer perceives or has reason to believe was intended 
to cause him harm. ,,4 

The PCS is comprised of seven principal sections. The type of 
questions contained in the PCS form a.e basically reflective of 
the stimulus-response paradigmS so widely employed in the beha
vioral sciences. Most of the questions, however, are of the 
stimulus-structured (SS) and response·-structured (RS) variety, 
although a wide latitude was permitted for stimulus-free (SF) and 
response-free (RF) questions in Parts IV and VII of the Physical 
Contact Summary. 

1 .. Instructions and Expression of Appreciation 

Instructions printed on the cover of the Physical Contact Summary 
form are designed to clarify the questionnaire format for the 
responding officer anq to insure, as mu,ch as possible, uniform 
recording and.reporting of assault information. The cover also 
contains a note of appreciation to the respondent for participating 
in the Police Assaults Study research project .. 

2. Agency Identification 

The information obtained by this section allows statistical con
trol for: (1) type of law enforcement agency reporting assault 
information; (2) population of the city in which the assault took 
place; and (3) the state from which the assault data originates 
during the period of data collec'cion (January 1 through December 
31,1973). 

h .: 
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3. Officer Data 

This section contains questions regarding law enforcement back
ground, length of service, height, rank, duty status, duty assign
ment, race, the presence of other officers at the time of the 
assault, and other relevant information about the assaulted offi
cer. 

4. Suspect Data 

This section solicits information not only about the physical 
and social characteristics of the suspected assailant but also 
includes questions concerning the suspect's being under the 
influence of alcohol or drugs at the time of the incident . 

5. A.ssault Data 

This section gathers data on the general environmental and 
behavioral seLting of the assault event by means of four descrip
tive categories: 

a. Time-Space Properties: These questions solicit 
information concerning the data, day, time and 
location of the assault event. 

b. Officer and Suspect Activity: These questions 
deal with the principal actors' activity prior to 
the assault event. 

c. Triggering Mechanisms: These questions attempt to 
specify the exact physical acts and spoken words 
occurring immediately prior to the assault. 

d. Violence Dimension: These questions concern the 
type of weapons employed and the level of violence 
manifested during the assault event. 

6. Officer and Suspect Injuries 

Thi.s section elicits information concerning the nature, location 
and level of injury suffered by the actors engaged in the assault 
event. 

7. Training Background of Officer 

This section is designed to allow an assessment of the training 
background of the assaulted officer. It contains questions re
lated to the type of training received during various time frames 
(prior six months, prior 12 months, and more than 12 months). The 
t-ype.of training received ranges from "basic recruit" to "police 
community relations." 
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The PCS form was constructed after the staff had completed a 
comprehensive review of the literature in the field of assaultive 
behavior and had drawn on consultants' knowledge in survey re
search. This procedure was used for a variety of methodological 
considerations: 

1. To insure that the language used in the schedule would be 
precise, that it would enhance communication, and that it 
would be useful for general quantitative measurement pur
poses. 6 

2. To minimize the problems of measurement specification in 
terms of time, place, and individualized items. 

3. To standardize the measurement devices as much as possible 
for purposes of comparison, precision, and control of attri
butes, properties, and circumstances surrounding the assault 
event. 7 

4. To enhance the accuracy and control function of the ques
tionnaire to insure as much "truth, validity, and confidence" 
as possible in

8
the information transmitted on the 

questionnaire. 

5. To bet~er understand the symbolic environment of the respon
dent and his organizational illilieu. 9 

6. To guard against making errors of ambiguity; misunderstanding, 
and intentional or unintentional loading of the stimulus
response items. lO 

7. To survey the scientific literature encompassing the fields 
of assaultive, conflictive, aggressive, and stressful beha
vior to insure more complete familiarization with the sub
ject matter under study.ll 

After satisfying the standard tenets of modern survey research 
methodology related to questionnaire construction, the PCS form 
was pre-tested during February, March and April, 1973 in 38 urban 
and rural police agencies throughout Oklahoma, including the 
Oklahoma Highway Patrol. The pre-tes·t design solicited 1971 
assaul t data. In all, 331 Physical Contact Summaries were J~om
pleted by the 38 participating agencies and sent to the Police 
Assaults Study research staff. 

These returned questionnaires were then analyzed for incomplete 
or missing information, loaded questions, double-ended questions, 
adequacy of the time allowed for questionnaire completion, dis
cernment of multiple response items, level of vocabulary fami
liarity, and the need for additional questions to solicit a more 
complete descr.iption of the assault event. This pre-test and 
accompanying preliminary statistical analysis rendered a sizable 
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benefit in terms of long-range questionnaire applicability and uni
formity in: 

1. Sharpening the theoretical definitions. 

2. Refinement of the various operational definitions and subse
quent item construction. This resulted in modifying some of 
~he questions used in the pre-test agencies and the addition 
0~ other questicn~ which were either inadvertently omitted 
or not properly conceptualized. 

3. Redevelopment of questionnaire deployment strategies which 
were more harmonious with the assault reporting procedures 
of all-purpose governmental police units (municipal, county 
and state) and law enforcement agencies in other political 
subdivisions (towns, villages, and hamlets) . 

4. Development of multiple-response information storage and 
retrieval systems. 12 

5. Incorporation of specialized computational packages to 
adequately tr~at missing data. 13 

6. Expansion of the scope of confidentiality and anon.ymity con
sistent with the advice and recommendations of a legal 
consultant and social research expert. 14 

Subsequent to the development, construction and pre-testing of 
the Physical Contact Summary form, the refined instrument was 
administered by research team associates to all assaulted offi
cers from 37 municipal police departments in Oklahoma, New 
Mexico, .. Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas' and from three state agen
cies in Louisiana, Ne\,l Mexico and Oklahoma during the data 
collection period which extended from January 1, 1973 through 
December 31, 1973 • 

The selection of police agencies for participation in this area 
of research was based on their willingness to cooperate in the 
study. Owing to the exigencies of police work, ·the law enforce
ment community is often hesitant to participate in research 
which closely examines the activities and operations of their 
respective departments. Therefore, it was necessary to obtain 
data on an availability basis. While this method of selection 
has some drawbacks, it is nevert,heless recognized as a legitimate 
methodological approach. For example, in their discussion of 
sampling methods, Mueller et. al. note that: 

Although fully aware of the limitations of 
nonrandom sampling, sooner or later the ex
perienced social scientist will realize that 
some form of it is the only alternative to 
abandoning the inquiry ••• Therefore, it would 
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be pendantic to deny the uses of available 
opportunities, even though they do not yield 
ideal data. lS . 

The principal techniques utilized in the analysis of data obtained 
from the PCS forms were descriptive, including percentages, means, 
standard deviations, and frequency distribution. 16 In addition, 
the municipal, county and state agencies were kept conceptually 
distinct for purposes of assault analysis. 

c. Profile of the Personal Characteristics 
of Assaulted and Non-Assaulted Officers 

This research was designed ~o provide for a comparison of the 
personal characteristics which differentiate assaulted officers 
from non-assaulted officers. To facilitate this comparison, 
data were collected on each police officer within participating 
municipal and state agencies for six categories. These cate
gories consist of demographic data, educational data, professional 
data, employment history, physical data and assault data. 

The principal research instruments used to acquire personal infor
mation were the Personal Data Inventory (PDI) and the Police 
Agency Personnel Profile (PAPP). These questionnaires were 
distributed to 13 south central municipal police agencies and 
one state police agency. The PDI forms were completed for all 
officers by a project field representative upon a searcn of the 
individual officer's personnel files. The Police Agency Per
sonnel Profiles were completed by the individual officers under 
the direct supervision of the agency representative. 

The municipal departments were selected relative t.o their rank 
order on the Index of Proneness to be Assaulted (IPA).17 The IPA 
was developed by determining the ratio of total assaults to each 
10,000 inhabitants for 46 south central cities, and then rank 
ordering the cities from low assault to high assault ratios. 
The agencies participating in this phase of the research ranked 
at either the low, middle or high end of the ranking spectrum. 
The ranking of the 46 cities is listed in Table 1. 

Although the rank position of the municipalities on the IPA was 
a major criterion utilized for agency selection, these choices 
were largely conditioned by the willingness of the agency to 
cooperate in subsequent research with the project staff. The 
state agency was selected in order to discern if there are any 
major differences between the assaulted and non-assaulted offi
cers by type of agency. However, the two agency types (muni
cipal and state) remained conceptually distinct throughout the 
analysis. 

In the analysis of the personal characteristics of police officers, 
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Rank --

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

L.J 

* 

L-J L.J &.-I L-I l-i L..J L-Q LJ L-J L.J LJ L-: L-J l-1 

TABLE 1 

INDEX OF PRONENESS TO BE ASSAULTED FOR 46 SOUTH CENTRAL CITIES 
BY RATIO OF TOTAL ASSAULTS TO 10,000 POPULATION 

City Assaults per 
10,000 Population 

Fort Worth .3 
*North Little Rock .3 
*Lake Charles .5 
*Abilene .6 
Midland · 7 

*Norman .8 
Odessa · 9 
Corpus Christi · 9 
Wichita Falls 1.0 
Longview 1.1 

*Monroe 1.1 
Victoria 1.2 
Tyler 1.2 
Arlington 1.2 
Port Arthur 1.2 
Brownsville 1.3 
Laredo 1.4 
Waco 1.5 
El Paso 1.6 
Baytown 1.8 
Dallas 1.9 

*Pine Bluff 2.1 
*Austin 2.2 

Rank 

24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

City 

Garland 
Irving 
Lubbock 

*Lawton 
**Oklahoma City 

San Antonio 
Mesquite 
Beaumont 
Midwest City 
Fort Smith 
Pasadena 

**Tulsa 
Shreveport 
Grand Prairie 
Little Rock 
San Angelo 

*Bossier City 
*Amarillo 
*Galveston 

New Orleans 
Houston 
Baton Rouge 
Albuquerque 

Assaults per 
10,000 Population 

2.2 
2.3 
2.5 
2.6 
2.7 
3.0 
3.1 
3.1 
3.3 
3.5 
3.5 
3.6 
3.6 
3.9 
4.1 
4.2 
4.6 
4.7 
4.9 
5.7 
5.8 
6.7 

12.5 

Police jurisdictions which submitted the Personal Data Inventory. 

**Police jurisdictions which submitted the Police Agency Personnel Profile. 
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des'cripti ve statistics were commonly employed. In addition, 
Pearson's product moment correlations were utilized to assess the 
relationships wpich exist between the independent variables and 
the frequency of officer assaults. 18 

D. A Sociome-tric Analysis 
of Selected Police Organizations 

This study was designed to assess the individual officer's percep
tion of the formal and informal characteristics of the organiza
tion of which he is a member. The analysis focused on the aggre
gate perceptions of the police officers surveyed. The Hemphill's 
Index of Group Dimensions questionnaire19 was distributed to all 
commissioned officers of three selected agencies to determine 
the organizational perceptions of assaulted and non-assaulted 
officers. 

The agencies surveyed were selected on the basis of several 
important considerations. First, Lake Charles, Abilene and 
Galveston were chosen as research sites due to their rankings on 
the IPA (two agencies indexed low and one agency indexed high) . 
Second, these agencies expressed a desire to cooperate in this 
aspect of the research since they had participated in the other 
research components of the study. The Hemphill Index is a 
standardized self-administered questionnaire which was distributed 
to to all police officers in the three surveyed jurisdictions by 
an agency representative of the Police Assaults Study. 

The data generated from this questionnaire were evaluated through 
the medium of descriptive sta"tistics, utilizing comparison of 
means and frequency distributions. 

E. Description of the Sociological and 
Psychological Characteristics of Assaulted 
Police Officers and Police Offenders 

The socio-psychological research conducted during Phase I was 
oriented toward gathering data on the personality characteristics 
of law enforcement officers in several south central police )uris
dictions. 

A psychological test battery was administered to 147 officers. 
The test battery consisted of the California F-scale, the Taylor 
Manifest Anxiety Scale, the California Personality Inventory, the 
16 PF, and the D-scale. No attempt is made in this section to 
describe the various tests which were administered, or what they 
were designed to measure since the component entitled, "Alterna
tive Methods for the Psychological Testing of Police Officers," 
provides a comprehensive treatment of these tests. In addition, 
this essay presents a comprehensive review of the psychological , ,1 
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and sociological literature addressed to police personality 
testing, and a discussion of the various methodological designs 
and strategies employed for agency and respondent selection. Also 
included in this essay is a discussion of the methods utilized 
for test administration and scoring, test i-cem reduction, as well 
as a statistical treatment and analysis of the collected data . 

In addition to assessing the social and psychological character
istics of assaulted and non-assaulted police officers, a police 
offender study was conducted in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The 
primary objective of this research was to make a scientific inquiry 
into the interpersonal dynamics and circumstances surrounding 
the assault event. Therefore, during the five month period from 
August through December, 1973, this phase of the study focused 
principally on the sociological and psychological attributes of 
persons in Albuquerque charged with an assault against a muni
cipal police officer, and the general circumstances related to 
the assault occurrence. The primary instrumentr utilized in 
acquiring offender data were an in-depth intervlew with the alleged 
offender, a police assailant questionnaire, and a presentence 
report. Comparison of means and univariate distributions were 
utilized in the analysis. 

F. An Analysis of the Relationships Between 
Community Environmental Characteristics and 
Police Assaults 

The final component of this report includes two studies which 
were designed to analyze the relationships between the environ-r. 
mental characteristics of communities and assault frequency. One 
of the studies which is macro in nature examines the social, 
economic and demographic characteristics as well as the level of 
police activity and selected polic~ organizational characteristics 
among 46 south central u.s. c~Bies in relationship to their 
corresponding assault levels. The other st.udy, micro in 
natu+e, utilizes a similar set of variables to examine assaults 
within one municipality. 

The 46 cities studied represent nearly 90 percent of all the 
municipalities with a population of 40,000 or above in the states_ 
of Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas. Although 
there were 52 cities which met the population requirement for 
inclusion in this study, six agencies did not keep assault re
lated statistics and therefore were eliminated from consideration. 

The city of Austin, Texas was singled out for in-depth analysis 
since its police reporting districts coincide with the census 
enumeration tracts. In addition, Austin ranked at the medium 
point on the Index of Proneness to be Assaulted. Both the micro 
and macro studies discussed above utilized multivariate analysis 
techniques on their respecti~e aggregate dat~ sets. 21 Specifi
cally, multiple-linear (step-wise) regression procedures were 
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employed in an attempt to explain variation in assaults on police 
officers. The micro study in Austin also utilized causal modeling 
techniques to investigate the possibilities of infering sequen
tial and directional relationships among the selected variables. 

Confidentiality and Anonymity of Data 

The questions of anonymity, confidentiality, and accessibility to 
project data were of primary concern to police agency representa
tives as well as officer participants during Phase I. Some of 
the following precautions have been utilized to address these 
extrelnely important questions. First, participants were identi
fied by separate identification numbers in both the agency from 
which the data originated and in the project data files. The 
'project staff and police administrations (excluding the desig
nated agency representative) were not privileged to the identity 
of police respondents. Second, on the receipt of all assault 
information reported from participating agencies, the data was 
placed on computer tapes for security in storag~ and for easy 
project retrieval. Third, once the data was placed on magnetic 
tapes it could be "scrambled" to assure greater confidentiality 
and provide a greClter assurance against the data being utilized 
by non-authorized persons. In addition, the scrambled data set 
is still readily accessible ,to proj ect programmers, but it is 
essentially impossible to reconstruct the original data set 
without access to the program utilized for scrambling. Fourth, 
the data was stored at project headquarters and also in a tape 
library. This measure was taken to provide an additional pre
cautionary device against unforseen events, such as damage by 
fire. 

The o.roject data security consultants are satisfied that the 
project took every measure to maintain the confidentiality, 
anonymity and security of the data. Judge J.David Rambo, a 
principle data security consultant to the project, concluded that 
" ... recent federal enactments ... coupled with the excellent staff 
design and direction, provides a complete shield for confiden
tiality of data collected and prevents (the) staff from being 
able to disclose any information." The letter from which the 
above quotation was taken and an opinion from the U.S. Justice 
Department General Counsel are provided in Appendix 18 of the 
Operations Research Manual. 23 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 
Samuel G. Chapman, C. Kenneth Meyer, Charles D. Hale, 

Cheryl G. Swanson and Patton N. Morrison, Operations Research 
Manual, The University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma, June 28, 
1974, 256 pp. 

2For an interesting discussion of literature review as a 
research technique, see Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of 
Behavioral Research, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964, 
pp. 539-544. 

3For a discussion of the use and techniques of survey re
search methods, see C.A. Mose.r.', Survey Methods in Social InVes
tigation, London: Heineman, 1961; Charles H. Backstrom and 
Gerald D. Hursh, Survey Research, Evanston: Northwestern Uni
versity Press, 1963; and Herbert Hyman, Survey Design and 
Analysis, New York: Free Press, 1955. 

4Samuel G. Chapman, Project Plan and Supporting Data to 
Investigate Assaults on Policemen, Norman, Oklahoma: University 
of Oklahoma, January, 1973. 

501iver E. Benson, Political Science Laboratory, Columbus, 
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1969, pp.14-31; Delbert C. Miller, 
Handbook of Research Design and Social Measurement, New York: 
David McKay, 1970, pp. 76-83. These sources were particularly 
helpful in designing questions for field use. 

6see Gideon Sjoberg and Roger Nett, A Methodology for Social 
Research, New York: Harper and Row, 1968, pp. 199-202; also, 
Stanley L. Payne, The Art of Asking Questions, Princeton: 
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ABSTRACT 

Serving to complement the empirical components of this report, 
this study presents a normative approach to the problem-of police 
assaults. First, sUch terms as "violence," IIforce," and "assault" 
are carefully defined. Then, drawing upon these definitions as 
well as the literature of violence, the author constructs a theory 
of the forces motivating an assailant. He concludes that in all 
but the most exceptional cases, e.g., insanity, social conditions 
cause the police to 'be assaulted because the police are the often 
unwitting participants in a struggle between the haves and the 
have-nots. Those whose needs for self~esteem and material success 
are denied tend to view the policeman as the representa·tive of 
those who do the denying. The assailants do not resp,~:ct the laws 
of society because they believe the laws act against them and only 
benefit those in power. If these are actually the circumstances 
underlying most police assaults, it is obvious that a significant 
reduction in these incidents can be achieved only through sub
stantial social change. To do otherwise would be to merely treat 
the symptoms rather than the causes of police assaults. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Mankind finds itself today in an unprecedented period of history 
which is characterized by rapid and monumental change. Ours is a 
world that is literally changing right before our eyes, and the ef
fect of these alterations is extensive and exciting, but it is also 
quite frightening. It is obvious that we can attribute a great 
deal of this radical change to the technological discoveries that 
have proliferated in the past century and which seem to be multi
plying at an increasingly rapid rate. Technology is changing the 
world and the environment, and i~ the process, man himself is under
going a thorough transformation. 

The consequences of technology are all about us, and we find our
selves struggling to deal with our new and confusing environment. 
Medical technology has greatly affected human society by producing 
a population explosion which, paradoxically, threatens our very 
survival. Industrial and agricultural technology have enriched . 
the lives of many people, while at the same time serving to pollute 
and destroy our physical environment. The technological strides 
made in the areas of transportation and communication have served 
to bring closer together the bourgeoning populations in disparate 
sections of the globe. 

The consequences of shrinking the world by bringing more and more 
people closer and closer together have not been insignificant. The 
poor and disadvantaged people within a nation are constantly bom
bardedby the very sophisticated media, and in the process, many of 
them become painfully aware of life styles that they would wish to 
emulate, but which are not available to them. The f"':.ct that people 
are in a position to witness and learn about values, cultures, tradi
tions, and social systems far different from their own has caused 
people throughout the world to reassess their own ideas, practices, 
and ways of life. This reassessment cannot help but raise questions 
and problems for which there are no ready answers. Thus, we see in 
many nations of the world, and particularly in the United States -
the problem is most likely greater here than in most other countries 
because our technological development exceeds that of most of the 
other nations -- we see the basic and fundamental values, customs, 
and institutions being called into question. For many people, the 
old ways are not fulfilling the new needs and aspirations, and new 
approaches are being suggested and demanded. 

The fact of the matter is that conflict and turmoil abounds in a 
world that at_times appears to be adrift. As men and women of all 
ranks, professions, classes, and ideologies seek for answers to the 
new and complex problems of·our changing world, conflict inexorably 
dominates much of the human scene. Conflicts of needs, desires, in
terests, values, and creeds threaten to rend asunder the social 
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fabric in many nations of the world, and we have been forced'to 
realize that this is particularly true in the United States. In 
many instances, these conflicts have gotten quite out of hand, and 
as a result, many people have suffered loss of property and position 
or have been physically injured or killed. 

It is difficult to evaluate and make a comparison between the so-
c.';'al strife today as compared to that in other periods of history. 
We have no conclusive statistics or measuring sticks to make such 
a comparison, but it is probably safe to. say that this period of 
history is particularly conflict-laden and can be characterized as 
one of great violence and destruction. Recently, particularly in 
the United States, where no one claims that there has ever pre-
vailed an environment of serenity or pacifismr there seems to have 
been unprecedented outpourings of violent and destructive behavior. 
The violence, of course, is manifested not only in this nation's 
relations with other nations, but also in the interactions of various 
members, groups, and classes within our own society. This violent 
conflict, frightening to behold and embarrassing to have to admit, 
threatens the very social-political-economic foundation on which 
this nation resides, and the voices that cry for change will not be 
silenced. The consequence is, of course, that the pr,esent established 
political system finds itself in a position where it must deal with 
the conflict, quell the turbulence" and repress the voices and the 
bodies which threaten the social st:ructure. 

A very critical component in this conflict and turbulence 
is the police system. If the conflict and violence pervading our 
society is to be dealt with and if the present structure of society 
is to be defended and maintained, there must be a policing mechanis~ 
to do the job. Also, there must be a meChanism to which is entrusted 
the duty of repressing those individuals and groups who are seeking 
to disavow the present power structure and those who are attempting 
to abolish it and establish a new one. This job falls on the 
shoulders of approximately 500,000 police officers who comprise the 
14,806 police agencies at the federal, state, and local levels of 
government. 2 These are the protagonists in the violent social drama 
that is playing around us today, and these are the people who are 
expected to immerse themselves in the conflict and violence of a 
disoriented society with the aim of establishing some order and 
security in the threatening chaos. 

Faced with this very difficult and very thankless task, the lives 
and welfare of these police officers are quite vulnerable. As pri
mary contestants in the violent struggles of society, their job be
comes an extremely hazardous and dangerous one. Again, it is 
difficul t to quote and compare statistics w'here none are in existence, 
but it seems quite certain that the past two decades have ushered 
in an era of alarming increase in the amount c1.nd the severity of 
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violence directed against the police. Police officers have 
increasingly become the objects of violence of lesser and greater 
degrees, and their duty has become more and more hazardous as our 
society escalates the degree of conflict and violence in everyday 
life. 

With this in mind, it seems imperative that some remedial steps 
be undertaken at once. In the first place, we must begin to study 
and analyze the violence that is being directed against police of
ficers. We must try to understand the causes of assaults against 
police, and we must try to determine how these people can be pro
tected. Police officers are recruited from the ranks of our society, 
and if we truly are concerned with the safety and welfare of all 
citizens and all people, we must not overlook the police. 

Statement of Purpose 

Consequently, it is our aim to examjne and understand the variables 
that go into the assaults on police. It goe$ without saying that 
ours is only a beginning in this endeavor, and we are hopeful that " 
we can furnish ideas and data that will serve as a heuristic device 
to spur others on to further research and understanding on this very 
critical problem. If we can be among the first to shed some light 
on police assaults, and if we can offer some tentative insights and 
suggestions for reducing assault, perhaps something very valuable 
and ~mportant can be accomplished. A major objective of the study, 
then, is to develop techniques, p~ocedures, and equipment that will 
reduce the number of assaults on police 'and minimize the injuries 
resulting from such assaults. 

To be sure, this is an ambitious undertaking, and'it requires that 
we take a cautious and circumspect look at the total environment in 
which police assaults occur. That is to say that to understand why 
and how police are assaulted, we must understand more than the mere 
assaultive incident itself. We must be able to put the specific con
frontations into a general framework and analyze the underlying ele
ments of conflict which are not immediately obvious and visible to 
the casual observer. The total assaultive situation tends to be a 
complex one which goes far beyond the physical contact between a 
police officer and his assailant. We must attempt to discern under
lying social, political, and psychological factors which build up to 
the precipitate attack. 

In spite of the great amount of time, energy, money, and attention 
that has been devoted in recent years to the study of crime and vio
lence in America, there has been a consistent failure to adequately 
deal with the total situational and environmental factors that pro
duce them. Admittedly, various crime commission and violence com
mission reports have paid lip service to the existence of a violent 
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-tradition in American society, and they have even gone to some 
lengths to point out social and economic injustices that have in
advertently arisen within our social system. What they have not 
done -- not to the extent that is necessary for an understanding 
of the problem -- is to look at and to reevaluate some of the basic 
values and assumptions th.at tie together our total social structure. 
Until we do this, and unless we are willing to make this compre
hensive evaluation, we are bound to be frustrated in our efforts, 
and we are seriously limiting our effectiveness in proposing solu
tions that will provide a modicum of safety and security for the 
police officers allover the nation. 

Organization of the Discuss.ion 

We might begin the analysis of police assaults; by analyzing the two 
major concepts that comprise the subject of our investigation. That 
is, to understand "police assaults," we must be certain that we know 
wt"'lt we mean by the term "police" and the term "assault." Conse
quently, it may not be amiss -to analyze, first of all, the problem 
of "assault" by identifying it as an element within the general con
cept of "yiolence." One set of questions that we must then ask, 
is, "What are the causes, characteristics, and consequences of vio
lence in general and of assault in particular?1I Secondly, we must 
come to some understanding on the meaning and implication of that 
very complex concept of "police." We must analyze the role and 
function of the police and be consciously alert: to the consequen,ces 
that ensue from the carrying out of this role and function . 

Therefore, the remainder of this discussion will be divided into 
three sections. In the first section, an attempt will be made to 
investigate and analyze the problem of violence in general in or~ 
der to be abl~ 'to talk meaningfully about assaults in particular. 
In the second section, we will undertake an analysis of the role and 
function of police organizations and police officers in our society. 
This will require at least a brief analysis of the nature of the so
cial , -political, and legal structures wi thin which police organiza
tions operate. Finally, in the third section, we will attempt to
synthesize the discussion on violel1ce and police roles by bringipg 
them together and drawing some conclusions as to why police are as
saulted. At that point, it will be incumbent upon us to make some 
suggestions and recommendations that are designed -to be the first 
step in providing some security to those people who wear police 
uniforms. 

At first glance, it might appear to be unnecessary to adopt this 
cautious and broad approach to the problem, but a moment's reflection 
Inay convince one of the necessity of such an analysis. If we truly 
care about the protection and welfare of police officers,' we must be 
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, 
~ willing to gain a perspective of the forest before examining the 
trees. What is more, we are obliged to take a bold, honest look 
at the total picture, even if it requires that we break new ground 
and make observations and analyses which run counter to traditional 
views on the subject. To do less is to admit a willingness to sac
rifice those people who perform the police duties in our society 
to a violent and tragic fate. We must examine the totality even 
if it requires us to see and acknowledge some rather disturbing 
and unLomfortable facts and observations. Perhaps some of these 
observations will even be disturbing to some of the police offi
cials who are not anxious to reevaluate traditional police atti
tudes and practices. Yet we cannot afford to be unimaginative for 
that reason, because it is so very apparent that traditional values 
and practices have resulted in an alarming increase of violence 
and assaults on police. For the sake of protecting and assisting 
police officers around the country, we may have to point out prob
lems and issues that policemen do not want to hear about. 

Bringing security to police officers and safeguarding them from 
violent assailants is not an easy task, and it cannot be accomplished 
overnight. It demands time and attention from concerned people in 
many different professions and walks of life. It requires courage 
to deal with the critical and controversial issues. It requires 
energy and imaginat'ion on the part of those who are concerned enough 
to study the problem. And, finally, it requires the cooperation be
tween police workers and the public at large. To be satisfied with 
anything less is to admit our willingness to sacrifice a certain 
portion of our populat'ion to the exigencies of our social system. 
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THE PROBLEM OF VIOLENCE 

Why Study Violence? 

When we talk about assaults, what we are really concerned with is 
the violence that is inflicted on a police officer, or the threat 
of violence that is leveled against him. When we examine assaultive 
behavior, the behavior that we attempt to measure and analyze is 
violent behavior which has as its aim the injury or destruction of 
a police officer. An assault, then, is an act of violence, and we 
must examine it from that. perspective. 

In order to understand an assault on a police officer, it becomes 
imperative to grapple with the very complex and difficult ramifica
tions of violence. We must first come to some understanding of what 
violence is. This requires that we be able to separate violence 
from nonviolence and violent behavior from beha.vior that is not vio
lent. Surprisingly, this is not easy to do, so we will need to at
tempt to reach a definition of violence. 

In addition to defining the term, however, we want to know, as far 
as is possible, what causes violence. We must ask ourselves why 
people resort to violent behavior, and we want to know what function 
and role violence plays in interpersonal relationships. Unless we 
can arrive at some conclusions on these questions, even if the con
clusions are only tentative, it is impossible to ma}ce broad and 
general statements about police assaults. That is, it obviously 
is not particularly helpful to sit back and identify an assault or 
a violent act and then to categorize it and count it in among a 
number of other identifiable assaults. In order for our observa
tions to be meaningful, we are obliged to examine and measure them 
in the context of some kind of causal relationship. Only by so do
ing can we hope to be able to predict and to anticipate violent be
havior. For it seems .that only if we can anticipate and predict 
assaults can we hope to bring about change in the present trend of 
violent behavior direct~d against police. 

Finally, we must try to understand what the results or consequences 
of violence' are. We want to do this not only to understand the vio
lence that is used against po~ice officers, but also to understand 
the violence that is sometimes used by the police against civilians. 
This leads.us to ask if violence or violent behavior produces con
structive and valuable ~esults or if it is likely to be ineffective 
for being unable to produce desired ends. 

In understanding what violence is, what causes or justifies it, and 
what its conseq~ences are, we are taking only one small step in the 
attempt to understand police assaults in general. However, it is a 
necessary and very important first step that we should not overlook. 
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Perhaps understanding violence is also a necessary step in dealing 
with other aspects of life and social interaction in this country, 
but it certainly is an integral aspect of the totality of police 
assaults. 

Violence in Philosophy 

It is difficult to know where to begin in talking about violence. 
It is a phenomenon that is ever present in social interaction in 
spite of the fact that it seems to be a somewhat extraordinary form 
of behavior. It is extraordinary because it is behavior which in 
some sense departs from normal and usual methods of interaction. 
ForD statistically, few people in our society are violence-prone; 3 
the rest of us lead lives relatively free of major physical strife. 
Violence is, in most instances, behavior that is used as a last re
sort, or it is used when wore normal and customary behavior has 
proved to be ineffective. One need only refer to the media on any 
given day to realize that violence is continually operating, but, 
then we must recognize that, by and large, it is the function of 
the mass media to report unusual events and phenomena. Perhaps if 
violent behavior were not relatively unusual, it would not receive 
as much attention as it does. It seems to be the case, then, that 
all people tend to act in nonviolent ways most of the time. Their 
daily interactions with other people are characteristically peace
ful, or at least nonviolent, and a resort to violence suggests that 
some unusual or extraordinary motivation or s,timulus is operating 
upon the violent individual. It is this extraordinary or unusual 
stimulus that needs to be understood. 

Extraordinary though it may be, violence has been an important factor 
in human relationships for as long as man can remember. Even in the 
Garden of Eden story, which must in some sense reflect important be
liefs and events that occurred in prehistory, we are told of Cain 
slaying Abel. Yet if one attempts to find any systematic and detailed 
analyses of violence, ~ither in history books or social science re
search, he is very hard pressed to come up with very much useful in
formation. Needless to say, our history books are full of descriptions 
of violent men and violent societies, but almost none of the great 
thinkers and philosophers devotedstheir attention to the analysis and 
understanding of violencEl itself. It seems as if it is a phenomenon 
that is recognized, taken for granted, and then ignored. One wonders. 
why some great philosopher like a Plato or a Hume or a Kant did not 
devote himself to an explanation of violence. Perhaps the closest we 
get to such an analysis is in the writings of some religious thinkers 
such as Augustine, who implies that violence is the result of man being 
damned ar~ living in an ungodly world. 6 Godly men apparently. would 
not resort' to the use of violence. But even with Augustine we do not 
get any systematic discussion of violence which would define it and 
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separate it from other kinds of behavior. He simply gives us a 
somewhat mystical explanation of why it is used. That is, he at
tempts to explain "why" violence is used, but not "what" violence 
is. 

The Tradition of Nonviolence 

Yet to say that violence has been thoroughly neglected in the 
philosophical and scientific literature of western society is not 
~o say that no one has been interested in the problem. Ironically, 
if one searches carefully, it is pos7ible to accumulate a fairly 
sizable bibliography on nonviolence. This is ironic when one 
considers that the condition of man throughout history has been 
one where violence was no·t only an acceptable form of behavior, 
within certain limits, but violence has historically been rather 
popular. This is not to deny that most people throughout history 
(including soldiers) have resorted to violence or acted violently 
only in rare and unusual circumstances, but violence has almost 
universally been tolerated. On the other hand, one must scan the 
history books in vain in attempting to find any sizable community 
that practiced nonviolence over any extended period of time. Still, 
the fact remains that the literature on nonviolence is more abundant 
(and, one might add, more intellectually compelling) than that deal
ing with violence. 

There are very prominent strains of nonviolence in most of the world's 
great and lasting religions. Although there are some ambiguities 
in their doctrines, Taoism, Bud~hism, and Hinduism all have very 
strong elements of nonviolence. They stress the importance of 
avoiding conflict of all kinds, and they encourage their followers 
to persevere in the face of violence and conflict initiated by 
others. Even Judaism, which has a history of bitter conflict and 
violence, contains some very strong elements of nonviolence, par- 9 
ticularly in the admonitions of some of the Old Testament prophets. 
What is more, it is significant to note that the word "Islam, " .. which 
means "submission," is the religion of the Moslems. 

Probably the strongest ap~eal for nonviolence that is made by any 
religious group is to be seen in the doctrines and practices of 
Christianity. Although the extant sources on the life and thought 
of Jesus are brief and unsystematic at best, there is little room 
for doubt regarding his attitudes on the problem of violence. He 
was vehemently opposed to all forms of violence, whether it was 
used for aC~ijiring power, for defending oneself, or even for 
punishment. . . 

Jesus' teachings on nonviolence ~ere not insignificant nor incidental 
to his overall moral and social beliefs. For the first two or three 
centuries of its existence, the Christian religion held very firmly 
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to the doctrines and practices of nonviolence, with Christians 
f . .Ll even re uSlng, at the penalty of death, to serve as soldiers. 

Only as the Christian religion has become temporally removed from 
the experience and teachings of its founders has it accommodated 
itself to political power st,ructures and allowed itself to be rec
onciled to conflict, war, and violence. 

Yet, we should not leave the impression that nonviolence has been 
exclusively a doctrine and a principle of religious saints and sages. 
Defenders of' nonviolence are persuaded by such secular moralists as 
Socrates, who insisted that an uncompromising commitment to a moral 
life demands that a person recognirz that it is a better thing to 
suffer an evil than to commit one. This insight would lead one 
to believe that a person faced with the alternative of suffering 
an injury from another, or inflicting an injury in order to defend 
himself, is morally obligated to be injured rather than committing 
the immoral act of injuring another. 

Although there have been a number of people who have theorized and 
practiced nonviolence, probably no one has been more strongly identi
fied wi!§ this approach to social interaction than Mohandas K. 
Gandhi. Gandhi had been strongly influenced in the development 
of his thought by religious writings and teachings (including Budd
hist, Taoist, Hindu, and Christian) as well as by various secular 
thinkers. He openly admitted £~s intellectual debt to 19th-Century 
pacifists, such as Lrg Tolstoy and the American transcendentalist 
Henry Davi~6Thoreau. In more recent times, Martin Luther 
King, Jr., has been recognized as a leading exponent of nonviolent 
thought and action. 

Mankind has a long and distinguished moral and-religious tradition 
which very clearly stresses a plea for peace, harmon~, and nonvio
lence in human relationships. Yet it seems to be a characteristic 
of human beings to separate their actions from rgeir ethical codes, 
at considerable individual and collective cost, and so we see a 
world where violence is a common and acceptable means in the conduct 
of social interaction. The rhetoric and theory simply do not cor
respond to the actual practice. 

In the process of analyzing and writing about nonviolence, these 
thinkers have necessarily discussed the nature and implications of 
violence also. In fact, most of that which is known about violence 
comes from the works of its opponents, because they must deal with 
violence in order to make a case for nonviolence. This literature 
is of value, but perhaps there are advantages in having a person do 
the exposition who believes in and is committed to his s~ject. 

The fact remains, however, that systematic and informative treatments 
of violence, as opposed to nonviolence, are rather scarce. still, 
we must make an effort to understand the complexities of violence. 
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We will divide our discussion of violence into sections 
according to the three general problem areas noted above. In the 
first section, we will attempt to define violence and explain what 
it is. In the second section, an attempt will be made to discover 
why violence is used or why people reso~t to violence instead of 
some other form of behavior. Finally, in the third section, we will 
attempt to deal with the effects or consequences of violent behavior. 
These! then, are our three general aims: 

1. What is violence? 

2. Why is violence used? 

3. What are the effects of violence? 

Defining Violence 

The word IIviolencel! is not an unconunon one, for it is a term that 
most adults use in their everyday conversation. People using the 
term seem to have no trouble with iL, and most everyone certainly 
must feel that they know what it means. Yet, the term is used in 
very different ways by different people and at various times. In 
order to bring some precision and consistency to the use of the 
term, then, it might prove helpful to give a specific definition, 
which will serve aslft working definition throughout the remainder 
of this discussion. 

Violence 

Very simply then, Violence is an act in which one human being 
knowingly and intentionally inflicts physical pain, injury, or 
destruction on one or more other human beings. This definition, 
hopefully, is simple and to the point, and it reflects the usage 
that most people seem to give it when they utter or write the word. 
At the same time, it serves as a criteria to observe and analyze 
the kind of behavioY' that concerns us in this study. Having stated 
this simple definition, however, it may still be of some value'to 
comment upon the definition and to emphasize some of the important 
considerations involved therein. 

In the first place, violence is a human physical act. That is, it 
is a particular kind of behavior performed by a human being, and it 
is directed at another human being or at a number of human beings. 
This means that we cannot u~e the term in describing hehavior per
formed by animals, nor does it refer to behavior that is directed 
against nonhumans. In other words, we may say without confusio~ 
that animals are mean, vicious, d~adly, or even cruel, but we w111 
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not describe them as being violent. Likewise, a person may be mean 
or cr,uel to an animal, but that person is not being violent, 

This aspect of the definition may lead into some controversy, be
cause it requires that we refrain from using the term "violence" 
when discussing a human action which aims at damaging or destroying 
nonhuman objects such as private property. No doubt an excellent 
argument can be made to sustain the contention that it is very 
wrong and unkind to destroy property, but it does not seem to be 
of any use to refer to such negative behavior'as violence. To do 
so only confuses and complicates an already difficult problem. 

?ne of the major difficulties involved in the discussion 019violence 
1S the fact that the term is all too often used emotively. That 
is, people very often use the term in order to create an emotional 
effect on their listener. In such a situation, when a word is being 
used emotively, the intention of the speaker is not so much to con
vey precise and informative information, but rather to ,arouse his 
listener. For example, all too often a speaker uses the term "vio
lence" not to convey any referential information, but instead he 
is implying that he disapproves of the act he is describing. For 
example, if the statement, "Torn used violence yesterday," is ut
tered, the intention is to condemn and to bring disrepute on Torn, 
and the specifics of the action become incidental to the attempt 
to make 'a moral judgment. Thus, we want to avoid as far as pos
sible such a misleading use of the term violence; we want to use 
it referentially and not emotively. For this reason, violence 
will not refer to behavior which is directed at nonhuman entities. 
There are other good and useful terms which more accurately and 
precisely describe damage and destruction to property, and it would 
be well if we used them in their appropriate contexts. 

In this same vein, it should be stressed that violence refers to a 
physical act and not to a psychological act. It seems obvious that 
there are situations in which a person can be just as mean and cruel 
by inflicting psychological pain or injury on another person, but 
we will not want to refer to this as violence. For example, one 
person might berate, swear at, embarrass, or belittle another, and 
this may have a very painful and injurious effect. To be sure, such 
behavior is repulsive and despicable, but it is not violent. Also, in 
a kidnapping, where the victim is not injured or killed, we see an 
example of serious mental deprivation, coercion, and even cruelty, 
but not violence. At the risk of belaboring the point, it must be 
emphasized that violence is not the only manner in which a human be
ing can act in a contemptible and inhumane way. 

To elaborate further on our definition, it is obvious that violence 
is inflicted only if the action is intended to bring pain, injury,' 
or destruction (death) to the recipient. This is crucial to the 
whole 'definition, of course, and characterizes the basic nature of 
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the act~ Along with this obvious observation, we should recognize 
the less obvious fact that in order for behavior to be labeled as 
violent, the actor must intend for his action to be painful, in
jurious, or destructive. A person who unintentionally causes pain, 
harm, or death to another may very well not be a violent person. 
If a man were to trip on a patch of ice while carrying a baby, 
thereby causing the baby to fall and be injured, we would not de
scribe this as violent behavior, nor is the man necessarily a 
violent man. 

Violence, then, is just one runong many different kinds of human 
behavior. Although it is a somewhat unusual or extraordinary form 
of behavior, as mentioned above, it is one alternative among many 
that is available to human beings. Ordinarily, it is an action 
that is selected to serve as a means or as a tactic in order to 
achieve some end. The end may be virtuous or sinful, immediate 
or distant, conscious or unconscious, but it will be there in most 
instances, nevertheless. This is not to say that violent behavior 
is necessarily rational, constructive, or well thought out, but 
most of the time it is used to accomplish some goal, even if that 
goal is nothing mor~ than an urge to express oneself in a dramatic 
manner. 

If we are to make good on our intention to use the term "violence" 
in a referential context and still attempt to have the word repre
sent the meaning that most people intend for it when they use it, 
we must make one more important observation. No matter how fair 
and objective we try to be, no matter how dedicated we remain to 
our scientific endeavor, we cannot esca~a the fact that "violence" 
retains a certain negative connotation. To use the term, no 
matter how precise we might be, we are referring to s'ome kind of 
objectionable and inhJJmane behavior. We simply cannot totally 
escape this, because it is built into the word and cannot be sepa
rated out. As long as all or most human beings value the life and 
welfare of other human beings, they must adopt a negative attitude 
toward behavior which by i,ts very definition is designed to threaten 
those values. Rather than attempting to accomplish the impossible 
task of totally ferreting out all negative connotations of the word, 
we might better strive to include under the rubric of violence all 
behavior that fits our definition. This means that we must label as 
vioience acts which traditionally are granted other labels, simply 
to escape reproach and blame. For example, we will be compelled for 
the sake of honesty and consistency to label as violent those things 
that policemen and soldiers (even the good guys 'on our side) often 
do. 

Before leaving the discussion regarding the definition and use of 
the term "violence," it may be advantageous to look rather closely 
at several other concepts that are closely related to violence. It 
is not unusual to see such words as "force," "coercion," and "power" 
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used interchangeably with violence. Again, while seeking for 
workable definitions, we will attempt to remain as close to common 
and popular usage as is possible. It does appear, upon careful 
analysis, that each of these terms has a meaning and a use that is 
somewhat different from all of the others. 

Force 

First of all, the term "force,,21 can be defined as the application 
of physical energy or power to accomplish a task. This very simple 
definition allows us to use the term in both a positive and a nega
tive way. A person may use force positively to boost a child up a 
tree so that he can pick an apple. On the other hand, force can be 
used to negate another person's actions, as when a man restrains a 
child from running out into traffic. Or force can be applied to 
prevent a man from entering a public conveyance. Force can thus 
be applied either with or without the other person's approval, and 
force maybe applied either violently or nonviolently. If the energy 
is applied in such a fashion that the second party is intentionally 
harmed, it becomes an act of violent force. It is interesting to 
note that "force" does not carry within it a negatively emotive 
connotation as is the case with violence. 

The use of the term "force" can be very misleading at times, and 
often this is the case because an attempt is made to camouflage a 
violent act. Two of the classical works that deal with violence 
have stressed the ambiguous way in which the terms "'force" and 22 
"violence" are us~d. Georges Sorel in his Re~~ect~ons on Violenc~ 
and Frantz Fanon ~n The Wretched of the Earth' pOlnt out that both 
terms are used by established members of society to describe the 
same kind of behavior. However, "force" is used when that ,behavior 
is committed by police or officials who are attempting to uphold 
the laws or the customs of the state, while "violence" is used when 
the very same kind of behavior is committed by people who are op
posed to the s~ate or to the status quo. In other words, people 
who are seeking change are charged with being violent, while people 
opposing change are looked upon as only applying "force:" James 
Baldwin makes the,same arg~ment in ~omparing the violence d~ne ~~ 
ghetto dwellers wlth the vlolence (l.e., force) done by pollce .. 

Such deliberate manipulation of words, of course, illustrates an at
tempt to justify some painful, harmful, and injurious acts, while 
condemning others. This is an obvious example of how "violence" is 
an'emotive term, heavily laden with negative connotations. It is 
frightening to realize the very important impact that choice of 
words can have on social action and policy. with this manipulation 
of terms we have been taught that cowboys with white hats, American 
soldiers, and police officers use manly force, while Indians, Gooks, 
criminals, and revolutionaries use cruel violence. It is this kind 
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of inc.onsistency in terminology that we must avoid if we are to 
make any progress in coming to understand violence. 

Coercion 

"Coercion" means compelling another person to act contrary to his 
or her wishes. ' Coercion may be violent, as when one man twists 
another man's arm in order ·to compel him to enter an automobile 
that he does not wish to en'ter. On the other hand, coercion could 
be nonviolent, as when the child is compelled against his wishes 
to refrain from runn:i;'ng into heavy traffic. That is, the compulsion 
can be applied without delivering any physical pain, injury, or de
struction. Unlike both violence and force, coercion can be a psy
chological act or mode of behavior, as well as physical. People 
can be psychologically compelled to act against their wishes with 
no physical restraint or punishment of any kind being applied. For 
example, a wife might coerce her husband into giving up gambling 
by threatening him with divorce or infidelity. Threatening to em
ploy violence without actually employing it is a form of psychological 
coercion which borders on violence. The point is, though, that a 
person may be coerced with violence, with force, with physical threats, 
with the threat or i.mposition of psychological punishment, or: simply 
with the ~~thdrawal of rewards. Violence is only one method of 
coercion, and oftentimes it is an inefficient method. 

Power 

Finally, it seems to be nece~Eary to define the concept "power" be
fore ending this discussion." "Power" is the capacity to modify 
another person's behavior. "Power" is a much broader and more in
clusive term than the others we have defined. Violence, force, and 
coercion are all different types of power. That is, each one of them 
is a means for modifying other people's behavior. There are, of 
course, many means or tactics for gaining power, and we have been 
discussing only a few. It should be noted that persuasion, love, and 
sacrifice are other means of power -- that is, they are other methods 
for influencing people or modifying their behavior in some manner. 
Mohandas Gandhi was acutely aware of these latter, nontraditional 
means of power, but unfortunately, most politicians, social scien
tists, and laymen remain oblivious to their value and efficacy. 

We might summarize this discussion by pointing out: tha1t violence is 
one means or one tactic that is used to achieve certain ends. It 
is a form of behavior that has sim.:j..larities to force and coercion, 
but it also differs from both of them in certain fundamental ways. 
Violence, by definition, is behavior that is destructive to certain 
basic and fundamental human values, and the term carries a certain 
negative connotation, no mati:er how objective one may be. With these 
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,thoughts in mind, we must proceed to a discussion of why violent 
behavior is selected from, a number of alternatives. Why do 
people act violently, when they have the choice to act in some 
other manner? 

Causes of Violence 

In attempting to understand why people resort to violent behavior 
when, as w'e have already noted, it is unusual and extraordinary, 
we might divide our analysis into three parts. That is, there 
seem to be three broad, general categories that might be used to 
try to explain violent behavior. These categories of explanation, 
or perhaps of causation, are the following: ' 

1. Cultural training and conditioning to violence 
(Violence as learned behavior) 

2. Psychological aberrations or genetic defects in the actor 
(Violence as pathological behavior) 

3. Violence seen as ins'trumental or utilitarian behavior 
(Violence as a goal-directed behavior) 

Within these three categories, perhaps all possible examples of 
violent behavior can be placed. These three categories allow for 
the possibility that violence is a result of: 1) a sick or deranged 
environment; 2) a sick or deranged individual; or (3) that violence 
is not pathological at all, but is a rational, intelligent approach 
to human interaction. Hopefully, one or all of them together will 
allow us someday to better understand, and thereby deal with, vio
lence. For now, all we can do is see the possibilities and the 
nature of the problem in order to ask some pertinent questions. 
The final answers will come only after people and institutions be
come convinced that the problem is critical. 

Violence As Learned Behavior 

The first category, then, for attempting to explain violent behavior 
is the one which suggests that it may be the result of cultural 
training and conditioning. That is to say that it may very well 
be the case that people resort to violent behavior because they have 
learned to act in this manner. The assumption here is that violence 
is a part of our culture, and the members of society tend to adopt 
the values and customs that are endemic in that culture. In speak
ing of our culture, we have reference to the predominant values and 
customs that are shared by the members o~7a society and which are 
passed on from generation to generation. This approach assumes 
that violent patterns of behavior are not solely the result of 
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individua·l human idiosyncrasies but that they are established by 
the environment in which people live. The capacity for violence, 
as noted, exists within the individual, just as does the capacity 
for nonviolence, but the individual selects and makes choices 'ac
cording to the values that society imposes. A society with a vio
lent tradition and one in which violent attitudes and values are 
passed on to the young is likely to be a society where many people 
are going' to behave violently at times. 

One need only make a cursory analysis of the united States in or
der to conclude that ours is, and has always been, a violent society. 
within our culture it is easy to see that we have adopted some very 
violent attitudes and values, and we have created various mechanisms 
and institutions which function quite effectively in giving wide ex
posureto these values and in passing them on to the young. We 
might support this contention by taking a brief look, first at our 
violent at.titudes and values, and then at the mechanisms that are 
used to eX0ress them and to pass them on to the young. 

First, in tErms of interpersonal relationships, our culture is rife 
with violence .. One might go so far as to say that violence, in a 
subtle way, is tinged with aspects of honor and prestige. To be 
sure, there is a certain ritual and dogma attached to the use of 
violence, and certain cerembnies must be followed in its use, but 
it is there all the s~e·. What seems to prevail is an implicit at
titude thaZ8 the use of violence is a mark of honor, prestige, or 
authority. It is a form of behavior that people who are superior 
in some manner may use against the~r inferiors. This very insidious 
apotheosis of violence is probably extremely effective in establish
ing positive attitudes toward it in most people, although it is dif
ficult to systematically measure these effects. 

An obvious example of the respectability of violent behavior can be 
seen in the relationship between parents and their children. Mos·t 
parents train and discipline their children by spanking or hitting 
them. Whether we like to admit it or not, such methods of child
rearing are examples of violence, because their aim is to inflict 
pain. Now this disciplinary relationship is clearly one of adult 
to child, and of superior to inferior. The child, on the other 
hand, has no right. or opportunity ·to inflict pain on his parents .. 
Consequently, such a right to use violence cannot help but signify 
a relationship of inequality, and the violent act itself becomes a 
syrrbol' of the rights of mature, adult human beings who represent 
authority. At this very elementary level, then, vlolence creeps 
into the cultural value system. "Violent" discipline may appear 
to some to be a very significant and harmless practice, but its ef
fects cannot be anything but far-reaching, especially when the pres
tige attached to the use of violence is reenforced in other ways. 
There is an abundance of literatur'e in the field of psychology which 
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points up the close connection ~9tween aggression in the child and 
the parents' use of punishment. 

Violence is also a tactic that a teacher may employ on a student 
occasionally, again reenforcing the idea that violence is something 
that superiors inflict on their inferiors. As with the parent-child 
relationship, the student may not reciprocate by using violence 
against the teacher. The same type of relationship has existed 
between masters and slaves and, even to a certain extent, between 
native-born Americans and immigrants, and between white Anglo-Saxon 
Protestants and their racial and religious lIinferiors." Finally, 
we see this attitude of violence being the monopoly of the superior 
members of society r."tanifested in the relationship of governmental 
officials with ordinary civilians. Police officers and members of 
the military establishment are empowered, within limits, to use 
violence, but never can violence used by civilians against these 
representatives of authority be condoned. 

These relationships are all ve~y subtle, but for the maSSGS of peo
ple who are seeking to establish their individual identities, \·;r!1n 
are attempting to develop self-images that they can respect, and 
who a30 attempting to gain' the admiration and respect of their 
peers -- they cannot help but wonder whether the use of violence, 
that symbol of prestige and authority, may not very well be a short
cut to success. Hans Toch describes this tendency to seek a favorable 
self-image on the part of people who h,ave constantly found themselves 
in positions of submission and inferiority in their relationships 
with others: 

We have suggested that two types of orientation 
are especially likely to produce violence: one 
of these is that of the person who sees other 
people as tools designed to serve his needs; 
the second is that of the individual who feels 
v~lnerable to manipulation. These two prospec
tives, when we examine them more closely, become 
faces of the same coin: both rest on the premise 
that human relations are power-centered, one-way 
affairsi both involve efforts at self-assertion 
with a desP31ate, feverish quality that suggests 
self-doubt. 

Frantz Fanon, the brilliant Black psychiatrist from Algeria, has 
written eloquently on this aspect of violence, showing how its use 
symbolizes power, prestige, and authority. Because violence is a 
sign of authority, Fanon would encourage the powerless and the down
trodden to embrace violence in order to free themselves and to gain 
equality. He refers to violence as a "cl,eansing force" which alone 
can free oppressed peoples from feelings of inferiority, from despair, 
and from inaction. Violence is the one meth~2 that conquered people 
have at their disposal to gain self-respect. 
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In addition to these very subtle and pervasive interactions between 
individuals, the foundation for violence is built into our social 
institutions and structures. The willingness to employ violence 
necessarily requires that the acto33 1ook upon his victim as some-
thing less than an ultimate value. It requires him to assume that 
that individual is not of great worth and value, or that somehow 
he is not too good to be assaulted. In other words, it requires 
an attitude that human life and welfare are not of supreme value. 
Now it can be argued that a certain amount of conditioning and 
training must intercede in order to lead people to downgrade the 
value of human life and welfare, especially to the extent that 
they are ready and willing to violate other people. 

There have been some rather profound analyses of American society 
made in recent years, which have concluded that ours is a society 
that has become structured in such a way that human beings are no 
longer of ultimate value. In place of man at the top of our social 
value hierarchy, we have substituted technology, the machine, and 
the organization. Men, women, and children have been treated as 
inferior entities, who exist only as means for other people and 
their profit. Man has become an appendage to the machine, and his 
role -- the role of millions of Americans -- is to serve the machine. 
In discussing our econc)my of mass production, Lewis Mumford has ad
dressed himself to this problem: 

The tendency in mass production is to transfer 
initiative and signific~nce from the worker 
who once operated the machine to the machine 
that operates the worker. As the process be
comes more highly rationalized, on its own 
narrow terms, the worker becomes, as it were, 
de-rationalized; and t~~s applies on every 
level of organization. 

Directing his attention to the white-collar worker, rather than 
the laboring man, Robert Presthus is also disturbed by the aliena
tion and dehumanization of man in modern society: 

Today, however, big organizations tend to 
'view man instrumentally ... Administrators 
often try to reconcile the organization's 
interests with those of the individual, but 
they tend nevertheless to view human beings 
as instruments designed to achieve ends con
sidered by the organization to be more im- 35 
portant than those of any individual person. 

In such a topsy-turvy value hierarchy, where inanimate machines and 
organizations take precedence over the lives and welfare of real, 
living people, the preconditions for violence are established. To 
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demean and devalue people in this manner is probably a necessary 
prerequisi te for setting the stage to treat people wi,th violence. 
If they are not very important or valuable anyway, why should we 
worry about inflicting pain, injury, and destruction upon them? 
After all, even machines break down and are discarded eventually, 
so why not people who are subservient to machines? In a society 
where man has become depersonalized, dehumanized

S6
and degraded, 

one should not be surprised if violence results. 

Finally, we can clearly see violent values and attitudes infusing 
our decisions and practices on public policy. In both our domestic 
and foreign policy, social and political decisions are built around, 
and enforced with, violence or the threat of violence. Domesti
cally, our pena1 37ystem clearly works to inflict pain and injury 
on human beings, and up until very recent times, we condoned the 
rational, premeditated practice of the death penalty. 

In terms of our foreign policy, a national commitment to violence 
is an overriding characteristic of our current stance. We are a 
nation which has become deeply ingrained with militant and violent 
institutions ~fiich maintain us in a condition of perpetual military 
mobilization. We stand ready at all times to deliver a nuclear 
attack on any ndtion that should threaten our interests and security. 
Such readiness assumes that we are quite prepared and quite willing 
to bring about the annihilation of tens of millions of people in 
other lands, while accepting the internal consequences that would 
result from our attack. The consequences, of course, would be a 
counterattack by our opponents th~~ would result in the deaths of 
at least fifty million Americans. The masses of American society 
are not oblivious to these policies, nor to the value implications 
inv\)l ved therein. 

Also, as a perpetual'ly mobilized nation we have been willing in the 
past to draft the young men of this country into our armed 'forces, 
and we have required them, at the risk of severe punishment, to kill 
or be46illed in wars in which they may not have wanted to partici-
pate. This is not the time or place to discuss the merits and 
demerits of war, deterrence, the draft, mass annihilation, and brinks
manship, but regardless of one's attitudes on these issues, it would 
be very difficult to deny that our present social and political pos
ture is one that is inextricably tied to the commitment to use and 
to unleash violence in very extreme ways. 

Reinforcing the policy of violence around which our social system 
pivots, we must take account of the speeches and policy positions 
of our respected political leaders who continually justify our vi04'l 
lent policies by speaking of honor and pride. "Peace with honor," 
and refusing to "cut and run" mean that we must demonstrate our in
tegrity and our strength of national character by demonstrating to 
the res't of the world that we, better than any other nation, can be 
effective in our violence. And should a final conflagration be 
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reached that ends in almost total world destruction, we can take 
pride in knowing that the world's last survivor is an American. 

These illustrate some of the basic values and attitudes that are so 
deeply ingrained in our culture. Certainly, we cannot overlook the 
fact that a great many words and speeches are directed to the Ameri
can people, explaining the virtue and desirability of peace. No
body takes this rhetoric very seriously, however, and least of all 
the people who utter such inanities. It is part of the game to 
speak of peace, but the hypocrisy of such rhetoric is apparent to 
all but the most extremely naive, because more often than not these 
"nonviolent" speeches are used in justifying or calling for more 
violence. This has been a tactic of most of the Presidents in our 
nation's history, and it represents the rhetoric of a majority of 
our legislative leaders as well. Consequently, the message comes 
through loud and clear: We will pay lip service to the virtue of 
peace and nonviolence, for to be sure they represent our moral and 
religious traditions, but a~~er all is said and done, "violence is 
as American as cherry pie." 

In discussing \vhat our cultural attitudes and values are regarding 
violence, we have implicitly indicated ways in which those values 
are passed on to the people. Still we might attempt to 
explicitly indicate how these values are imposed on society, en
suring that all or most people will be of one accord. Perhaps the 
most important and effective method of establishing violent values 
and attitudes is through child-rearing practices. An individual's 
approach to social life and social interaction begins with his care 
and training within the family situation, and it starts as soon as 
the child is born. Many of the attitudes that are developed in 'in
fancy will never be changed, and with violence constituting an in
tegral part of the rearing process, violence becomes integral to the 
total social process. 

Violent attitudes learned in infancy within the family environment 
are reinforced within the child's peer group. Using and demo.nstrat
ing violence may very well be a method of attaining honor and ~res
tige among the child's friends. After all, such methods symbolize 
mature, adult behavior and indicate that the violent person is in 
some sense superior. Consequently, peer grQup relationships serve 
·to support the values that have been lea~~ed in the family and which 
are representative of the total society. 

The educational system also plays an important part in the violence
conditioning process. In this way, the values of society are 
thoroughly and systematically passed on to the younger generation. 
The glories of war and military heroics are established ingredients 
of the curriculum, and notions of corporal punishment are shown to 
be necessary and proper elements of social organization. Also, the 
educational system is entrusted ~rith the job of acquainting the child 
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with the historical traditions of his society, in order that he 
may understand what is expected of him in his social roles. In a 
society that has a lo.ng and spectacular violent tradition, the his
torical lessons are bound to inculcate violent attitudes and values. 

Considerable attention has been directed recently to the violent 
tradition of American society, including two extended r~~orts by 
staff members of a Presidential Commission on Violence. These 
studies have dispelled any doubts that might ever have existed as 
to the violent character of our nation's history. It would serve 
no purpose to attempt to add to or improve upon these extensive 
treatments, but we might very briefly remind ourselves of some of 
the salient features in the tradition of American violence. The 
history of the North American continent begins with very violent 
experiences. White Europeans explored and settled on the land in 
utter disregard of the wishes and rights of the native population 
that inhabited it. The understandable resistance on the part of 
American Indians to European encroachment and occupation was over-
come by violence and deception. Some of the most brutal and vio-
lent episodes in world history were committed by Europeans against 
Indians in the process of conquering this territory. Although our 
history books tend to focus on the violent nature of the resisting 
Indians, recent scholarship has demonstrated the almost unprecedente~5 
cruelty and violence that was used by Europeans against the Indians. 
This is how our history began -- in an environment of violence, 
theft, and treachery. This may be a harsh way of describing our 
history, but no reputable scholar will any longer deny its authenticity. 

After the white man had succeeded in taking the land from the Indians, 
our new and independent nation was founded in a violent and bloody 
war of revolution. Having been successful in our revolution, the 
nation was secured during trying times of turbulence and revolt by 
violent repression of rebellious groups, culminating in the extremely 
destructive Civil War of the mid-19th Century. In terms of total 
deaths and casualties, this was the fourth most violent war in all 
of human history, exceeded on!~ by World Wars I and II and the Tai-
Piing Rebellion of 1851-1864. In the process of fulfilling our 
"manifest destiny" to bring the North American continent under our 
control, the united States engaged in bloody and destructive wars 
against various Indian nations, as well as against Spain, Mexico, 
Great Britain, and France. 

Having founded, maintained, and extended our new nation by the use 
of violence, the United Sta'tes embarked upon the policy of active 
intervention in international affairs in the 20th Century. The his
tory of 20th Century united States is almost a continuous chronology 
of war and violence, culminating in the two World Wars. It is signi
ficant that of the four most bloody and violent wars in human history, 
the United States, a virtual infant among ~ge nations of the world, 
has been deeply involved in three of them. Without attempting to 
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deal with the question of "blame" and causation in regard to this 
tradition, it is quite obvious that the tradition that children 
learn in our school system is a very violent one. If these children 
are expected to conform to this tradition and the value system on 
which it is based, we must be ready and willing to face the fact 
that many of these children are going to express violent tendencies. 
What is mpre, these tendencies will not always be expressed in 
heroic ways, but this does not negate the effect of our "heroic" 
cultural influence as an explanation of their behavior. 

Another mechanism that plays an important part in inculcating vio
lent values and attitudes in the masses of the &~erican population 
is the military esta9lishment. Up until very recently, all male 
members of the society were required to serve a minimum of two years 
in a branch of the armed forces. The basic training for all of the 
branches is very clearly designed to produce violent skills and at
titudes in the recruits. This is perhaps the most obvio11S and direct 
approach taken by the society to condition its members .in violence, 
and obviously, such conditioning is not automatically nullified when 
an individual takes off his uniform. 

A final means for transmitting the message of violent v~aues and at-
titudes to the members of society is through the m.edia. Our radio, 
television, movies, newspapers, and periodicals have proved them
selves to be quite efficient in reporting and dramatizing violence. 

\ This is not to say that the media somehow create emotions or urges
49 in people that compels them to go out and commit some violent act. 

Rather, the media conditions individuals to accept certain values, 
and they offer behavior models that serve to influence the value 
system of the viewer. Therefore, it would be very difficult to show 
that violence on television, for example, caused a person to cOmITlit 
a certain act, but certainly it helped to instill values and atti
tudes which made violence an acceptable alternative; among others, 
for that person's act. 

We have been arguing in this section that cultural training and con
ditioning are important factors in the behavior patterns of members 
of society. We have not a.ttempted to argue that a violen>c culture 
inevitably and necessarily causes all individuals to act violently. 
This would be patently absurd, because all members of society are 
not violent, and no member of society acts violently very often. 
What we do wish to emphasize here, however, is that through its 
values and attitudes, society offers to the individual certain vio
lent models for behavior, and by so doing, society assures that some 
individuals, some of the time, are going to be influenced by this 
conditioning and training and are going-to choose to act violently. 
It would be very unusual and perplexing, indeed, if this were not 
the case. In fact, a careful consider~tion of our cultural values 
might ver~ wel~ lead. us tOs5sk the question, '.'~hy is the:e. not more 
violence ln thlS soclety?" It seems that wl'Ch our tralnlng and 
conditioning we ought to be even more violent than we are. Perhaps 
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the answer is that although our training and conditioning make 
violent behavior a viable and acceptable alternative, they do not 
absolutely d2termine our behavior. Thus, we must look elsewhere 
to supplement our attempt to explain the cause of violence. 

Violence As Pathological Behavior 

A second possible explanation for the use of violence deals with 
psychological and genetic defects that are present in the violent 
actor. The assumption that is made from this perspective is that 
violence occurs because something is wrong with the person. Either 
he has some sort of psychological aberration -- that is, he is 
mentally or emotionally unbalanced -- or otherwise he has some 
genetic or chemical defect which has destined him to act in a de
structive and antisocial manner. Some people would argue that all 
violent behavior can be traced to emotional instability, a: d the 
implication seems to be that healthy, we5t-balanced individuals 
never would or could resort to violence. Violence, from this 
perspective, by its very definition (~ definition we do not accept, 
incidentally) is always irrational, immoral, and insane. It neces
sarily indicates a serious defect or malfunction in the violent 
person, and consequen-tly, the immediate environmental factors that 
precipitate the violent act are incidental and irrelevant. 

Freuqian psychology in general, as well as various other approaches 
to psychoanalysis and psychiatry, must be considered in this ca'te
gory. Although our first reaction is to want to disregard such ex
planations for violence, perhaps it is necessary to at least 
consider and be aware of the possibility. Freudian psychology has 
made a deep and lasting impact on modern society, and its disciples 
are legion, which is reason enough to respect its method of analysis. 
To be overly brief, possibly to the point bf distortion, we migh't 
characterize the Freudian view of violence in the following manner. 
All male children go through the Oedipal stage of growth and develop
Inent, whe~ in they must deal with some critical and inevitable con
flicts. This is a universal phenomenon, Freud argued, for all people 
are determine<S2by their biologir:al nature to be involved in such a 
relationship. The crisis centers around the male infant's love 
for ~ smother -- his first love affair -- and his fear of his father 
who is his overpowering competitor for his mother's love. Because 
of this love-hate conflict, the child deve~ops ambivalent feelings 
toward his father, who comes to sYItLbolize all power and authority. 
He loves and respects his father on the one hand and acknoYlTledges 
his power, wisdom, and authority, but on the other hand, he fears 
and hates him, because he stands between ·the child and the mother. 
Accordingly, Freud insisted, all male children have an unconscious 
desire to kill their father, which would free them from the fear 
that immobilizes them. As boys mature to manhood, this hateful 
figure of authority is transferred to other people who are in posi
tions of authority -- to teache~s, boss~s, policemen, and political 
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leaders. In the depths of the subconscious these symbols of 
authority replace the father as the hated a~d feared threat to 
their safety and security. Consequently, that man who has failed 
to develop through.and resolve his Oedipus complex in a healthy 
and constructive manner is capable of and likely to vent his hate 
and destructive urge on members of society who represent authority 
to him. Thus, policemen, among others, become vulnerable to the 
sick and deranged anxieties of many members of society. 

Freud's analysis is more complicated than this, of course, and it 
becomes even more ambiguous when we take into account his later 
theories of an innate and universal death instinct which often
times manifests ~3self by redirecting' urges for self-destruction 
to other people. Also, his analysis of female development is 
rather detailed and complicated, and for the purposes of this study, 
there is probably no advantage in attempting to analyze the so- 4 
called"Electra complex" (the female version of the Oedipus complex}.5 
What is important here is that it becomes obvious that this very 
widely accepted analysis of man and psychology has a very definite 
point of view in explaining violence. It seems to imply that all 
people are violence prone and that those who actually commit vio
lence were destined to do so because of their failure to resolve 
their Oedipal complexes. Any attempts to explain violence as a 
healthy and normal reaction to a cruel and harsh environment are 
discarded out of hand. The social and political status quo is 
automatically justified by this view, and blame can only be placed 
on individual pathology. 

It is true that various "neo-Freudians" have altered some of Freud's 
conclusions, while retainingssome of his basic insig~ts. Such neo-57 
Freudians aS5Wilhelm Reich, Harry St3§k Sullivan,Karen Horney, 
Erich Fromm, and even Abraham Maslow were very conscientious in 
making alterations in Freud's system that would allow us to empha
size environmental factors in such human behavior as violence. These 
thinkers are important, but because they do not accept the fact of 
genetic or psychological defects as the necessary cause of violence, 
we need not discuss them here. Nevertheless, the psychoanalytic view 
of Sigmund Freud does represent one very sophisticated and respected 
approach to an explanation of violence, and it is one that no one 
can afford to ignore entirely. 

Another theory that focuses upon the notion of the innate defective
ness of the violent actor is the recent genetic theory that certain 
people are born violent because of a chromosome imbalance. It has 
been found that certain particularly violent and horrible crimes 
have been 'recently committed by males with an extra Y chromosome. 
These people, characterized by their unusual XYY chromosome, are 
said to be distinguished, among other ways, by their predilection 
to extreme violence. Richard Speck, who murdered eight nurses in 
Chicago in one mass murder episode, is cited as the prime example 
of this theory. 
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It should be pointed out that there are serious shortcomings in 
using this genetic theory to account for violence. In the first 
place, subsequent investigation has failed to give any clear evi
dence that people with XYY chromosomes actually are more violence
prone than a~y othetopeople, .and some studies,have even shown them 
to be less vlolent. What 1S more, people w1th XYY chromosomes 
have been estima~rd to constitute only about 0.15 percent of the 
rnale population, and certainly that segment of the population 
does not even begin to become significant in a society where vio
lence is such a widespread pattern of behavior. It is interesting 
to observe the great amount of attention this new theory has re
ceived, for it seems to indicate an attempt to return to the old 
Lornbrosian notion that crime and antisocial behavior can be ac
counted for by the fact that certain people are just born bad. 

Cesare Lombroso was an Italian psychiatrist and anthropologist 
who went to g~zat lengths to try to show that criminals are born 
and not made. His daughter, who attempted to summarize his work, 
argued that "heredity is the principle organic cause of criminal 
tendencies ... Arthritis and gou53have been known to generate 
criminality in the descendants." This view, though tempered 
somewhat, has been argued by students of antisocial behavior in 
more recent times. Hans J. Eysenck has argued. that although it 
may be questionable as to whether people are born criminals/ never
thel~ss it 6~ems certain that predispositions to antisocial behavior 
are lnnate. 

It does not seem to be very helpful when investigating the causes 
of violence to adopt this Calvinistic view of man. To divide hu
manity into two groups, one of the damned and the'other of the 
virtuous, is a very questionable tactic at best. Even if it were 
possible to define criminality, we certainly cannot separate our 
population into categories of sinful and virtuous on the basis of' 
their approach to violence. The fact of the matter is that some of 
the most respected and representative members of society, including 
a number of our political leaders, have distinguished themselves 
through their valiant and violent behavior during periods of war. 
If we are to grant that there is an innate predisposition to vio
lence in some individuals, it seems that we would have to include 
virtually the totality of the past and present American population. 
It seems that all, or almost all, people have the innate capacity 
to employ violence, so we must look elsewhere for explanations as 
to why this capacity is exercised by some but not by others. This 
means that we will also ignore any notions of special racial pre
dilections for violence, because if methods cannot be conceptualized 
for comparing innate violence tendencies in individuals, there cer
tainly does not seem to be any way to compare races. We are forced 
to attribute, then, any racial differences in violent behavior to 
social and environmental conditions rather than to genetic factors. 
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Although it would be shortsighted to categorically rule out all 
considerations of psychological aberration and innate predisposi
tions in searching for the etiology of violence, still it seems 
to be an area of limited explanatory potential. Among some stu
dents of violence there is a certain appeal in this direction, be
cause in assuming that violence results from an individual human 
defect, there is no possibility of indicting the social and politi
cal status quo. In this manner r conformity to the system is justi
fied. and made admirable, for social structures and practices are 
released from blame. One must remain alert to the conservative 
bias of such explanations, but in so doing, we cannot afford to 
totally ignore the possibilities in this area. Undoubtedly, there 
are some i.nstances of violence which can be accounted for by no 
other explanation than that of individual pathology. That is, some 
people at times commit irrational, nonsensical violence which they 
cannot even explain themselves. However, it is probably the case 
that violence of this pathological and irrational kind accounts 
for only a minute percentage of all known violence. 

Violence As Goal-Directed Behavior 

This leads us to our third and final category for explaining why 
people use violent behavior. In this discussion, we will argue 
that violence is instrumental or utilitarian behavior. It is a 
form of action that is used because the actor sees it as being an 
efficient and useful way of gaining some reward or of accomplishing 
some end. This perspective is in direct contradiction to the sec
ond category in which we considered violence to be some sort .of ir
rat·ional behavior. According to the instrumental view, violence 
may be quite rational. It may be selected as a mode of action af
ter very careful consideration and calculation. 

In the controversy between t~~se who insist that violence and ag
gression are human instincts and those who deny such contentions, 
members of the latter group are often inclined to argue that ag
gressive and violent behavior result from frustration. That is, 
they feel that when certa~n basic needs are not fulfilled or are 
denied expression, aggressive tendencies well up. However, the 
manner in which an individual will react to frustration depends on 
his training and conditioning, as well as on his inclination to 
think through his frustr~5ipg problem. This theory of violence re
sulting from frustration seems to be quite useful in explaining 
much of the violent behavior we observe, but unfortunately, it cannot 
account for all violent behavio:r;, nor can it explain why frustration 
sometimes leads to violent behavior, while other times it leads to, 
nonviolent actions. 
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A. Individual Goals 

As a response to frustration, violence occurs on two different 
levels in human interaction. Either it represents a reaction to 
frustrating and inhibiting conditions for the individual human 
being, or otherwise it is an expression of group frustration and 
group dissatisfaction. Unfortunately, it is not always easy to 
look at a violent incident and determine whether it is an example 
of group-oriented violence, or if it is a case of simple individual 
violence. The problem is compounded by the fact that the individual 
himself is not always totally aware of what the basis of his action 
is. For example, a member of a minority racial group may commit 
an act of violence on his own in response to his frustrating in~' 
dividual environment, but perhaps his frustration is caused by his 
group identity. Fanon, for example, points out that the frustra
tion of colonized people first manifests itself in violence against 
one's own people and associates. Only later, after people are made 
aware of the cause of their frustration, can their violence be ~9re 
constructively directed against the cause of their frustration. 
With this difficulty of distinction in mind, we might note some of 
the goal-oriented factors involved in the commission of individual 
violence. 

Most of the violence that people act out on the individual level 
can be analytically categorized into several broad areas. That is, 
individuals appear to act violently or to initiate violent behavior 
for these broad, general reasons. Perhaps the factor that explains 
most individual violence is that people so act when they perceive 
their basic needs as being threatened. Violence from this perspective 
is simply behavior that results from need-frustration. Yet there 
seems to be some instances of violence where need-frustration simply 
cannot account for the behavior. Some people have been knmvn to em
ploy violence, not for their own benefit or welfare -- in fact, pos
sibly even at the risk and danger to their own welfare -- but in 
order to aid or assist others. A policeman intervening in a fight, 
a stranger corning to the aid of an assaulted child, or a ~hite poli
tical activist committing violence for what he conaiders to be the 
benefit of oppressed Blacks or vietnamese peasants -- all of these 
are examples of non-need fulfilling goal-oriented violence~ 

Also, we should not overlook the obvious fact that violence tends 
very directly to breed more violence. People who have violence 
directed against them are very likely to employ violence themselves. 
Again, using violence as a reaction to violence is not strictly a 
means of achieving a need, because it is not essential that any need 
be threatened in order for violent reaction to erupt. 

We have suggested above that violence is a somewhat unusual and 
extraordinary form of behavior. It is behavior that is not recog
nized as an acceptable means of ordinary, everyday social interaction. 
It is socially acceptable only in unusual circumstances, and it is 
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socially tolerated only when it is used to deal with exceptional 
problems or threats. It seems, in other words, that there is a 
kind of social inertia operating in human social relationships, 
and that inertia is characterized by nonviolent behavior. It takes 
a rather strong or unusual stimulus to overcome the inertia of non
violence, for this stimulus must be powerful and influential enough 
to push the actor to a different and less customary level OI 
behavior, that is, to motivate him to resort to violence. 

However, once this inertia has been overcome, once violence has 
been initiated in a social interaction, that violence creates a 
new social inertia. That is, once violence has been introduced 
into an encounter, violence becomes the dominant characteristic 
of that interaction. Once one member of a social encounter breaks 
the inertia of nonviolence and resorts to violence, it becomes 
very easy and acceptable for other members of that encounter to act 
violently also. It is as if their violence is made easy and ac
ceptable, because the normal situation has been nullified, and a 
new atmosphere has been created. The person reacting to violence 
then is not forced to overcome the inertia of nonviolence, so he 
quite easily and naturally conforms to the newly created atmosphere, 
with little mental or emotional eIfort, by acting violently . 

What this means is that once violence has been introduced into a 
social encounter, it is more than likely going to produce violent 
reactions. In fact, it takes an unusual stimulus or motivation to 
prevent an individual's initial reactions within this newly created 
violent environment from being temporarily violent. Within a vio
lent encounter, it seems that only very strong and principled in
dividuals have the capacity to break through the mental and emotional 
inertia of the violence and respond to violence without themselves 
being violent. In other words, a Gandhi or a Martin Luther King 
may possess the strength of character and will to overcome violent 
inertia and thereby ac·t nonviolently in a violent encounter. Un
fortunately, most people have not disciplined themselves to achieve 
this strength and integrity, and consequently, we can expect most 
people to act violently within a direct violent encounter. 

Somewhat related to the tendency to react violently to violence is 
the use of violence as a means of individual revenge. Some people 
will inflict violence on another in retribution for a wrong that 
has been done to them, and this revenge need have no bearing on the 
individual's basic needs. The principle of "an eye for an eye, and 
a tooth for a tooth," of course, is not peculiar to contemporary 
~erican society. 

Finally, there must be a miscellaneous category of individual violen't 
behavior, because there are occasional instances of violence that do 
not seem to fit any general pattern. Within this category we would 
have to place the pathological violent behavior discussed above. 
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Perhaps violent behavior is even resorted to ~~w and then, simply 
out of boredom or because the weather is hot. The violent acts 
in this miscellaneous category appear to be somewhat rare and un
usual, but they deserve to be recognized nonetheless. 

It has been hypothesized that all.i.ndividual goal-oriented violence 
can be explained by saying it is behavior which aims at satis-
fying some basic 'human drive or neea.6~ In a broad, general senseI' 
then, people choose to act violently beca~se they feel threatened 
in some sense, and they consider violence to be a useful means of 
removing a restriction or an inhibition to their need gratification. 
This immediately raises the question of what constitutes a need or 
a urive70 James C. Davies, borrowing from the work of Abraham 
Has low , suggests that there are four levels of human need. 

First, there are the most basic needs which might be referred to 
as survival needs. These include the needs for food, water, rest, 
physical security, and perhaps sex. These are the needs that must 
be satisfied before any of the other can even be considered. With
out their satisfaction, there simply will be no organism. 

Second, there are what Maslow refers to as the love and belonging 
needs. The contention here is that every human being has a need 
to love and be loved above and beyond his desire for physical sexual 
satisfaction. A human being is a social animal, and he remains 
healt:1Y and stable only so long as he has other people to identify 
with and with whom he can interact. To deprive a person of these 
needs is to force him into a state of alienation and emotional in
stability. People will oftentimes fight as violently to protect 
these needs as they will to satisfy survival needs. 

Third, there are the esteem needs. In addition to an individual 
being accepted into ,a group and being' allowed to identify with it, 
a person seems to have a need, in some sense, to distinguish himself 
as an important or worthy member of that group. He must be allowed 
to express himself in such a way that the group will recognize him 
as being something individual and unique while remaini.ng a member 
of the group. This need may manifest itself in various ways, such 
as a will to power, a flair for comedy, artistic expression, a capa
city to aid and assist others, etc. It is at this level that a per
son seems to require such political rights as power, freedom, and 
equality. Without these, he or she cannot adequately satisfy the 
esteem needs that are very important to most of us. It i.s also at 
this level, perhaps combined with level two, that males are very 
sensitive about masculinity. To be loved and accepted and to be 
esteemed necessitates, for men, that they be allowed to demonstrate 
those qualities which are typically considered to be m~Iculine. 
"Violence feeds on low self-esteem and self-doubt ... " To threaten 
a man's image of his own masculinity often leads to a very violent 
confrontation~ It is a need which most men are not able to have 
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blocked without becoming extremely frustrated. It seems to be at 
this level, also, that Fanon directs his claims that violence is a 
cleansing force which allows oppressed people to cast off their 
feelings of inferiority in order to gain freedom, equality I' and 
self-respect. 

At the level of individuals, violence is a 
cleansing force. It frees the native from 
his inferiority complex and from his despair 
and inaction; it makes -h~~ fearless and re
stores his self-respect. 

The fourth and final level of human need, according to Maslow, con
cerns development and creativity needs. These needs seem to be 
somewhat related to esteem needs, but they go beyond them. At this 
level, the individual strives to develop his inna-te potentialities, 
whatever they might be, or the individual strives for what Maslow 
referred to as "self-actualization.~ These self-actualizing needs, 
as distinguished from esteem needs, are not pursued for the sake of 
impressing others or for gaining prestige within the group. Rather, 
they represent individual needs, similar-to th~ survival needs, where 
the individual seeks realization simply for his own health and 
happiness. 

with these four categories of human needs in mind, we can probably 
account for a large percentage of the incidents of violence. Cer
tainly, it is not always immediately evident what level of need is 
motivating a particular act of violence, but if we could devote time 
and attention to each incident, it seems likely that many of them 
would fit into one of these four categories. It would seem that a 
great deal of time and attention needs to be devoted to this kind 
of analysis, for it might offer valuable insight into understandir.g 
violence in our society as well as offering potential remedies for 
violence. If, for example, it were to be discovered that violence 
in this country is the-result of deprivation of esteem needs, or if 
we were to discover that police officers tend to be assaulted most 
often when their assailants' esteem needs are threatened, perhaps 
we could find some remedies. 

In suggesting that many instances of violence might be explained in 
terms of need deprivation, we are not attempting to condone violence, 
nor to suggest that it is admirable or legitimate. Rather, it is 
imperative to point out that such behavior is an understandable 
phenomenon within the general social context. Perhaps nonviolent 
tactics would be more rational and more effective in the long run, 
but for an individual to adopt nonviolent attitudes and inclinations 
would require a great deal more thought, effort, and sophistication 
than most of the members of our society -- particularly the more 
violent-prone members -- can be expected to have. Such an attitude 
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would require a super self-actualized individual (in Maslow's terms) 
who is able to resist a great deal of cultural conditioning. There 
just are not very many Gandhis around, and we should not expect 
there to be, within the present environment. -

B. Group Goals 

We must also consider the motivation for goal-directed violence 
from the point of view of group action. That is, it certainly 
seems to be true that in many instances of violence, we cannot 
meaningfully account for it by referring to strictly personal or 
individual needs, at least not directly. Instead, there seems to 
be some group aim or need operating, and in most instances of 
this kind of' violence, we are referring to political violence. 
In fact, some students of violence in America are of the opinion 
that political violence7~s definitely on the upswing, as opposed 
to individual violence. 

From this perspective, violence must be,viewed as a political act, 
and the aims that are being sought through the violent behavior 
are likely to be political aims. In most instances, such group or 
political violence can probably be interpreted as an effort to ef
fect change. Certain groups and their leaders have apparently come 
to the conclusion that vidlent act4ins will,be ~ffebtive in bring
ing about certain political goals. 

We can see specific examples of this motivation for violence in 
the actions and writings of various groups and their spokesmen. 
For Fanon, violence is a political act, as well as a form of in
dividual self-exp~ession. He sees it as a necessary and proper 
method, (performed by the oppressed and powerless people in the 
colonized nation), of removing the oppressive burden of colonialism. 
According to Fanon, the colonial regime has been established by 

,outsiders with the use of violence, and it is the, violence that has 
IIlegitimized" that regime. Violence maintains and protects that 
regime, and therefore, Fanon assumes, the only thing that a coloniz
ing power understands or respects is violence. Consequently, the 
violent power must be dealt with violently . 

... ,the policeman and the soldier, by their 
immediate presence and their frequent and 
direct action maintain contact with the 
native and advise him by means of rifle 
butts and napalm not to budge. It is ob
vious here that the agents of government 
speak the language of pure force. The 
intermediary does not lighten the oppression, 
nor seek to hide the domination; he shows 
them up and puts them into practice with 
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the clear conscience of an upholder of the 
peace; yet he is the bringer of violence 
int~ th75home and into the mind of the 
nat1.ve. 

Fanon's remarks arise out of a colonial environment in which a 
society is being ruled and occupied by some external political 
force. Yet his insights and observations are not irrelevant to 
nations such as ours, where, ostensibly, there is no foreign oc
cupation. James Baldwin insists that Black Americans are in a 
situation very similar to the colonized Algerians under French 
control which Fanon was describing. Baldwin states that Blacks 
are aware of their inferior and subservient position in American 
society, and many of them view the established white political 
system as an occupying force. The police and public officials who 
represent that colonizing power, particularly in the ghetto, are 
seen as enemy soldiers whose role is to enforce the regime of the 
invader and to oppress the native inhabitants. 

He (the policeman) moves through Harlem, 
therefore, like an occupying soldier in a 
bitterly hostile country; which is precisely 
what, and where, he is, a~~ is the reason he 
walks in twos and threes. 

If there is any validity in Baldwin's remarks, we must assume that 
members of other racial minorities, and perhaps even poor and dis
pairing white people, find themselves in similar circumstances. 
These political acts of groups of people who feel themselves as 
outs1ders, or who do not consider themselves to be within the 
favored and powerful ranks of society, may very well be atte~pts 
to gain the basic changes that are necessary to fulfill their needs. 
Their group has needs, and they as individuals within that group 
have needs. If these needs are thwarted, violence is a very likely 
alternative to be used by these desperate people. 

This explanation of violence certainly must account for a great deal 
of the turmoil in our society, but it is one that is very difficult 
to subject to empirical analysis. To be able to accurately measure 
and evaluate the phenomenon from. this point of view, it would be 
necessary that we have some means of determining when people are 
acting strictly as individuals, and when they are acting.as a mem
ber of a group. Most likely, the violent individuals are not them
selves always aware of their motivation. Some grou.p membership in 
this respect is conscious and deliberate, but sometimes it may be 
unconscious and unperceived. Do all colonials recognize their group 
plight? Do all Blacks, or even all ghetto Blacks, perceive them
selves as living in a colonized nation? Obvicusly, the answer to 
both questions is no, but this does not negate the idea. Even if 
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only a significant minority are at such a stage of consciousness, 
such a phenomenon is critically important in understanding group 
violence. 

It appears that at this level, people are aspiring to such abstract 
concepts as freedom, equality, and justice; and history has shown 
time dnd again that people will fight and die for these abstractions . 
Undoubtedly, many people feel that unusual and extraordinary means 
are justified in their pursuit. In addition, in such a struggle, 
violent behavior is selected because people see it as a symbol of 
their commitment and their dedication. Violence is an extreme and 
irrevocable act, which once done cannot be taken back. Consequently, 
it symbolizes unconditional and total allegiance to a cause. Fanon 
felt this to be one of the great virtues of violence, for he felt 
that absolute and total commitment was the only means by which a 
subjugated P79ple could throw off their bonds and achieve their 
noble goals. 

Another justification that is sometimes given to the use of politi
cal violence is that it is a necessary retributive device. That is, 
an unjust society that has brutalized and destroyed others, itself 
deserves to be brutalized. Violence is utilized for the pure and 
simple aim of revenge. According to Hannah Arendt, sometimes ~~e 
only way to ensure justice is to repay violence with violence. 
The Weathermen faction of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) 
took this position when they decided that justice demanded that 
violent America have violence inflicted upon it for the destruction 
that it 9~d delivered upon an innocent and helpless nation like 
Vietnam. 

O'rdinarily when one thinks of political violence, attention is di
rected toward rebellious groups seeking change within a society. 
However, it is important to emphasize that political violence is 
just as likely to be employed by defenders of a political system. 
Although the euphemism of "force" is usually adopted to explain the 
violence of those groups attempting to maintain the status quo, the 
basic elements of the behavior are the same. History, in this coun
try and around the world, is replete with examples of governments 
and elite groups using violent methods to repress social elements 
that would challenge their superiority. Violence, then, is commonly 
used to maintain and extend privileges and advantages that are al
ready enjoyed, as well as its use in challenging them. It is a 
premeditated tactic of groups who are seeking to avoid change, as 
well as a tactic for change-seekers. Individuals and groups that 
benefit from a prevailing distribution of power and privilege ' 
throughout history have shown themselves to be unwilling to allow 
these adv~Btages to be shared or taken away without a violent 
struggle. 
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For examples of this truism, we need not look very far back in our 
history. The Ku Klux Klan has exis·ted throughout the 20th Century 
while committing violence against those who would advocate and seek 
racial and political change. The Chicago Police in 1968 initiated 
w~at ~8~o~ernment investigation was to characterize as a "police 
rlot, ln order to quell peaceful protestors who were seeking 
broad political change. Police and FBI purges of the Black Panther 
Organization have illustrated government~~ use of violence to re-
press a movement seeking radical change. And, of course, American 
foreign policy since the end of World War I has been founded on the 
goal of using any and all means to prevent an alteration in the in
ternational balance of power. 

In summary, it seems that in trying to understand the motivation and 
causation for violent behavior, it is helpful to distinguish between 
individual acts of violence over against group violence. Under each 
of these broad divisions, there are a number of categories that al
low us to classify different causes of violent behavior. qThe follow
ing listing seems to account for most of the violence that occurs 
in our society: 

A. Individual Goal-Oriented Violence 

1. Violence as a reaction to need deprivation 
2. Violence used to assist others 
3. Violence as a response to violence 
4. Violence as revenge 
5. Miscellaneous violence 

B. Political or Group Goal-Oriented Violence 

1. Violence as a means of securing freedom, equality; 
and justice 

2. Violence as a symbol and a commitment 
3. Violence as group revenge 
4. Violence as a means of preserving and extending 

power and privilege 

We have attempted to focus, in this section, on the causal factors 
that lead to violent behavior. We have concluded that cultural 
training and environmental conditioning play very important parts 
in supplying the violent actor with attitudes and values that make 
violence a meaningful alternative. such training and conditioning 
is perhaps a necessary cause of violence, but by itself is not a 
sufficient cause. The culture can supply the predisposition to act 
violently, but it is obvious that some other ingredient must be 
present to allow this predisposition to be activated. otherwise 
we would not be able to account for the fact that there is not more 
violence in our society. 
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The necessary ingredient that suffices to trigger the violence is 
either an innate psychological or genetic predisposition within the 
actor himself, or else it is a defect in the environment which 
causes people to beco~e sufficiently desperate to use the unusual and 
exceptional violent alternative. It is our feeling that to look 
for violent causation by seeking to uncover psychotic aberrations 
in the individual human being, while not being without some merits, 
has limited value for several reasons. The most important reason 
is that violence of this kind seems to represent a minute percentage 
of the total violent acts committed in our society. 'consequently, 
the major emphasis has been placed on explaining violence as a 
rational, goal-directed type of behavior, operating, of course, 
within a value system which accepts violence as an acceptable and 
rational method of dealing with conflict. To say that violence is 
rational is not to deny that it may be conducted with a great deal 
of emotion. Reason and emotion are not mutually exclusive, and it 
is very possible, and even likely, that a person can be quite emo
tional in his reasoning processes. In fact, it would be extremely 
unusual if a person witnessing a mugging or a massacre did not be
come very angry and upset as he rationally prepared to interY'ene. 

These observations are somewhat tentative by necessity, because 
sufficient time and meaningful research has not been devoted to 
this extremely critical problem. It is essential that social sci
entists and scholars begin to recognize violence and violent be
havior as an important legitimate field of study. By so doing, the 
conclusions offered here could be more elaborate and more securely 
founded. 

Consequences of Violence 

Having discussed the causes of violence, we are led to a ,considera
tion of the results of violence. It would be helpful to know what 
the effects are -- what problems violence solves and what problems 
it creates. If most violence is goal-oriented behavior, we cannot 
help but ask how effective it is in achieving these goals. Unfor
tunately, this is another area where far too little time and re
search has been devoted. The first broad, thorough, and systematic 
analysis of the effects o£ violence is still to be undertaken, but 
perhaps we can make Gome tentative and introductory observations 
on the problem. 

We simply want to ask very generally what the consequences of vio
lence are -- other than the fact that recipients of violence get 
hurt or killed. The practitioners of violence are wont to enlarge 
upon its positive effects, while its detrac·tors have emphasized 
shortcomings. We might start by looking at the positive results, 
and then pass on to the reputed negative effects . 
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Positive Consequences of Violence 

An advantage that violent behavior has over most forms of behavior 
is that it is very conspicuous. Violence grabs people's attention 
and forces them to look at an issue or a problem thet they might 
othervlise ignore. It is a dramatic and even fascinating form of 
human action, and practically nobody can resist its mysterious, 
though frightening r appeal. Thus, we see individuals and groups 
resorting to violence who have for yec..rs attempted to get attention 
or help in other ways, for there probably is no better way to dew~n
strate that a problem exists and that people are upset about it. 

We see, then, examples of il~~ividuals who have been ignored in their 
plea for love and attention, striking out violently as a last resort 
in order to get others to pay some attention to them. Also, recent 
racial upheavals have exploded as means of bringing attention to 
the depl~~able conditions of the ghettoes and of Black Americ~ in 
general. Of course, it is tragic that people and institutions 
will deal with critical human problems only after they have been 
frightened by violent outbursts, but unfortunately, this often has 
been the case. It would be very.difficult to deny the attentio~
grabbing value that inheres in violent behavior. 

Some people seem to feel that violence is rather effective in ac
complishing immediate and short-range goals. To the extent that 
this is correct, it is probably related to the previously mentioned 
fac·t that violence commands attention. Thus, Black militants have 
argued that burning and rioting in ghettoes have brought more posi
tive reaction on the part of the white establishment than all the 
years of peacSSmarches, sit-ins, demonstrations, and other nonvio
lent tactics. Local and federal politicians have been forced to 
deal with the issues, crime commissioners have been assembled to 
investigate problems, and laws have been passed that aim at immedi
ate, if not far-reaching, remedies. One could produce a long list 
of examples where group or political violence has produced immediate, 
short-range results, but on the individual level, it is more dif
ficult to demonstrate that even this has been effectively accom
plished through violence. For individuals, perhaps the most 
prevalent and most positive gain in the use of violence is that it 
allows -the actor to release pent-up emotion and anxiety. That is, 
it may very well serve as a psychological catharsis that allows a -
frustra·ted individual to return to a near normal state of emotional 
equilibrium. Beyond this, it is difficult to show any significant 
results from the use of individual violence. 

Georges Sorel, again focusing primarily upon group and political 
violence, suggests at least three overriding advantages that vio
lence has over nonviolence. He feels that the act of violence serves 
to keep the classes separate and thus prevents members of the higher 
classes from mingling with members of the depressed classes. This 
is an advantage.' because he feels that the elite classes have been 
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effective in dampening the fires of'revolutionary fervor with their 
tactics of infiltrating the ranks of the depressed classes. Vio
lence used by the proletariat against the capitalist class creates 
a.rift which prevents ~ny ~uch c~~ingling, and thereby the revolu
tlonary prospects remaln vlable. 

Sorel goes on to argue that nations which have grown passive and 
lethargic" "a:t'e' abU:' "c1:Y' 'recover their farmer energy and ' vital i ty by 
using violence. Apparently he sees violence as a catalyst 
vitalization and rB~nvigoration of the oppressed and depressed 
masses of society. Fanon seems to concur with this observation 
when he argues that, "for the colonized people this violence, be
cause it constitutes their only work, ~~vests their characters 
with positive and creative qualities." They are suggesting that 
violence is very effective in arousing the masses, shaking them 
out of their resignation, and inspiring them to action that will 
bring about the fundamental social and political changes that are 
so badly needed. In short, Sorel and Fanon seem to be saying, 
violence is a good way to get the revolution started . 

Related to this is Sorel's observation that violence is irrevocable. 89 

Once a person or a grop.p has acted violently, they have made a com
mitment which cannot be canceled. The damage is done, there is no 
way to undo it, and therefore, the revolution is strengthened. 
There is no turning back once violence has been used. 

Sorel sees these characteristics of violence as being advantages and 
as being- positive results. It is difficult to evaluate his remarks, 
however, because it is very difficult to subject arguments of this 
kind to empiri~al observation. On the level of individual violence, 
these observations become somewhat academic. 

Negative Consequences of Violence 

Having pointed to,~ome of the more important arguments regarding 
tLe advantageous effects of viole.nce, we must 'also refer to some of 
the obvious disadvantages. One disadvantage has already been alluded 
to when we suggested that violence, by its very definition, carries 
with it certain negative moral connotations. If human beings value 
human life, health, and welfare, violence, which is a tactic designed 
to threaten these values, cannot help but be immoral in somp- sense. 
There simply is no way of escaping this simple fact. Of course, the 
argument will usually be made that some threat to human life and wel
fare is justified if it is done in order to protect other lives. 
In a sense, the defenders of violence are suggesting that any means 
justifies a noble end. This mayor may not be an acceptable argu
ment, but obviously defenders of violence are so convinced. Gandhi 
argued that although mankind should remain steadfast in the pursuit 
of the truth, it is essential to recognize that human bei~gs can 
never be absolutely certain as to what constitutes truth. There 
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is always some doubt or some possibility of error, and until man 
becomes God, this possibility persists. Because violence is an 
irrevocable act, it becomes an unsatisfactory means of social in
teraction, because it fails to acknowledge the possibility, no 
matter how slight, that the other person's position may be right. 
Thus, in direct contradiction to the position of Sorel and Fanon, 
Gandhi would condemn violence, among other reasons, because it is 
irrevocable. It is an action which cannot be rectified if one 
finds himself in error. 

Gandhi also condemned violence in terms of its consequences, by 
insisting that the users of violence have failed to recognize the 
necessary connection between ends and means. He felt very strongly 
that the methods that people use in seeking any kind of goal will 
very directly and profoundlYRaffect those goals. If noble goals 
of love, brotherhood, and human life and welfare are to be pursued, 
it is not merely immoral to use violent means, it is also stupid. 
For very practical reasons, he would condemn the use of violence, 
because its consequences will inevitably lead to the perversion 
and distortion of one's original aims. 

Your belief that there is no connection between 
the means and the end is a great mistake. Through 
that mistake even men who have been considered 
religious have con~itted grievous crimes. Your 
reasoning is the same as saying that we can get 
a rose through planting a noxious weed .•. the means 
may be likened to a seed, the end to a tree; and 
there is just the same inviolable connection be
tween the means and the end as there is between 
the §red and the tree ... We reap ~xactly'as we 
sow. 

It has been argued that a further negative consequence Qf violence 
is the deleterious effect it has on the personality of the in
dividual who uses it. Violent acts seem to harden the user and to 
dull his moral sensitivities. Having once used violence, a person 
is more likely to use it again, and he thus removes himself from a 
humane approach to social interaction. Hans Toch contends that 
violence becomes habit forming, and consequently, the individual 
b~co~es9~allous and ends up brutalizing himself as well as his 
vlctlm. 

Violence is also counter-productive in that it tends to encourage 
more violence. We have noted earlier that violence is one of the 
causes of violence. If we accept the fact that violence is an im
moral and inhumane form of behavior, it can be argued. that it is 
wrong to employ it even as a temporary means of social control, be
cause its effects are likely to produce more immorality and 
inhumanity. 
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Related to this observation, finally, it must be pointed out that 
violence is a very questionable form of behavior because it almost 
never deals with the causes of a problem or a conflict. Violence 
almost always deals with symptoms and not with the reasons that 
created the problem. This is the case at all levels of violence, 
including the child who is spanked, the criminal who is beaten up 
by a policeman, and the policeman who is stoned by a political 
activist. In each of these cases, violence becomes an Heasy" and 
ineffective substitute for dealing with the real problem. Gandhi 
and Martin Luther King, Jr., went to great pains trying to make 
people understand that love, brotherhood, human health, happiness, 
and welfare 9~nnot be promoted through hate, brutality, and 
destruction • 

Even if violence is effective in bringing about short-range changes 
and results, it is doomed to failure in the long run, because it 
is incapable of dealing with the underlying causes. Spanking a 
child may temporarily settle him down, but it certainly doesn!t 
deal with the problem that causes his tantrum in the first place. 
Beating up a rapist may temporarily pacify him, but it doesn't 
make a loving, secure human being out of him. stoning a police
man may bring momen·tary revengeful glee, but it will not begin 
to deal with the problems of injustice and inequality in society. 
Behavior that by its nature is capable of dealing only with super
ficial symptoms, but which cannot deal with causes, is questionable 
as a useful and constructive .approach to social interaction. 
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THE POLICE FUNCTION 

Having.at~empted in 'the previous section to define and analyze the 
very dlfflcult concept of violence, we must next try to understand 
the pOlice function in its broadest social context. Unless we can 
form a clear picture of what the police officer is and unless we 
c~n clearly delineate what his role is in society, it wiil be dif
flcult to make any sense out of assaults against him. Police as
saults occur within a total social pattern, and the motivation and 
cause of violence directed against police is bound to be related 
to the role of the police within that pattern. Again, then, the 
struggle for understanding demands that we look at the broad and 
abstract elements within society, before focusing in to study and 
understand the particular details. We are convinced that if we 
bear in mind what it is the police officer is required to do, we 
will have a much better grasp on the problems and dangers that 
confront him. 

The duties and obligations of policemen, as a number of commentators 
have explained, are many and diverse. Activities all the way from 
getting a kitten out of a tree to having a shoot-out with a hardened 
criminal fall within the policeman's purview, and there are many 
shades of responsibility in between. There exists a sizable amount 
of literature dealing with the various specific duties and obliga
tions of the police, and these analyses of the police function, 
though differing in details and ~~ methods of exposition, seem to 
be quite similar and consistent. Interpolating from these police 
role descriptions, it seems that it is possible to delineate three 
broad categories within which fall all but the most unusual police 
activities. These three categories of function encompass all of the 
roles of the policeman and allow us to make an analytic evaluation 
of their position within society. 

The first, and probably the most obvious, function of the police is 
to enforce and to uphold the law. In this role, they serve as the 
mechanisms of force and coercion which underlie the constraining 
influence of law. The pOlice in this role represent the Hobbesean 
conviction that "covenants, without theg§word, are but words, and 
of no strength to secure a man at all." The second function of 
the police is to serve as the agent whose duty it is to deal with 
and mediate conflict whenever and wherever it arises in society. 
That is, society is rife with conflicts of many degrees and kinds, 
and it is a primary function of the policeman to go out and deal 
with these conflicts. And finally, the police in our society have 
a role of performing community service functions. That. is, police 
are supposed to perform a variety of tasks which are ailned strictly 
at giving aid and assistance to the members of the community. To 
be sure, there are points where these three categories may overlap, 
and there may be some police duties which would seem to fit 
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THE POLICE FUNCTION 

Having attempted in 'the previous section to define and analyze the 
very difficult concept of violence, we must next try to understand 
·the police function in its broadest social context. Unless we can 
form a clear picture of what the police officer is and unless we 
can clearly delineate what his role is in society, it will be dif
ficult to make any sense out of assaults against him. Police as
saults occur within a total social pattern, and the motivation and 
cause of violence directed against police is bound to be related 
to the role of the police within that pattern. Again, then, the 
struggle for understanding demands that we look at the broad and 
abstract elements within society, before focusing in to study and 
understand the particular details. We are convinced that if we 
bear in mind what it is the police officer is required to do, we 
will have a much bet.ter grasp on the problems and dangers that 
confront him. 

The duties and obligations of policemen, as a number of commentators 
have explained, are many and diverse. Activities all the way from 
getting a kitten out of a tree to having a shoot-out with a hardened 
criminal fall within the policeman's purview, and there are many 
shades of responsibility in between. There exists a sizable amount 
of literature dealing with the various specific duties and obliga
tions of the police, and these analyses of the police function, 
though differing in details and ~~ methods of exposition, seem to 
be quite similar and consistent. Interpolating from these police 
role descriptions, it seems that it is possible to delineate three 
broad categories wi thin 'which fall all but the most unusual police 
activities. These three categories of function encompass all of the 
roles of the policeman and allow us to make an analytic evaluation 
of their position within society .. 

The first, and probably the most obvious, function of the police is 
to enforce and to uphold the law. In this role, they serve as the 
mechanisms of force and' coercion which underlie the constraining 
influence of law.. The police in this role represent the Hobbesean 
conviction that "covenants, without the 9Sword, are but words, and 
of no strength to secure a man at all." The second function of 
the police is to serve as the agent whose duty it is to deal with 
and mediate conflict whenever and wherever it arises in society. 
That is, society is rife with conflicts of many degrees and kinds, 
and it is a primary function of the policeman to go out and deal 
with these conflicts. And finally, the police in our·society have 
a role of performing co~nunity service functions. That is, police 
are supposed to perform a variety of tasks which are aimed strictly 
at giving aid and assistance to the members of the community. To 
be sure, there are points where these three categories may overlap, 
and there may be some police duties 'Vvhich would seem to fit 
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comfortably in either of two or even all three; but taken as a whole, 
they seem to account for all of a police officer's duties and ac
tivities. This breakdown of police functions into three general 
categories, incidentally, seems to correspond very closely with the 
divisions made in a staff report to the National Commission on the 
Causes and Prevention of Violence pre~~red by James S. Campbell, 
Joseph R. Salind, and David P. Stang. We will analy~e each of 
these categories in some detail in our effort to understand the 
police officer's role in society: 

1. Enforce and uphold the law 

2. Mediate conflict 

3. Perform community service tasks 

Enforcing Law 

Perhaps the most obvious and characteristic role of the policeman 
is that of enforcing and upholding the law. This is probably the 
role in which he is most typically identified by most of the mem
bers of society. In evaluating this role, it is absolutely impera
tive that we have a clear understanding of what law is. At a quick 
glance, this appears to be a minor and superficial problem -- de
fining and charactJerizing lc:.w -- but unfortunately, it is not 
simple and unimportant at all. In fact, one could convincingly 
argue that one of the major shortcomings of every report by Presi
dential commissions on crime and violence has been the failure to 
take a long, hard, and courageous look at the concept of law. 
Either law and the structures which surround it are taken for 
granted -- assuming that everyone knows what law is and where it 
comes from -- or else a very unrealistic and distorted view of it 
is given. Yet, to assume a Pollyanna view of law is to assure 
superficial and unsatisfactory conclusions on social and political 
problems. 

Law and the State 

It has been the tradition in Western society, and it certainly is 
common today, to cloak law in robes of justice, morality, and free
dom. We tend to talk of law as if it were a set of rules designed 
to promote liberty, equality, and justice for all. A contemporary 
text in criminal studies defi~7s law as "an ordinance of reason; 
directed to the common good." According to this popular view, 
laws are simply rules used to guide the behavior of the members of 
society, and these rules are arrived at by forming a compromise 
between all of the many interests and ideas within that grouping. 
Every member of society benefits o~8suffers from the rule of law 
to the same extent as every other. Anyone who would violate a 
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law, then, anyone who would commit a crime by his very act proves 
his antisocial nature and demons~9ates his selfishness and his 
utter contempt fo~ other people . 

According to this pervasive view of law, because crime and law 
breaking automatically reflect antisocial and unhumanitarian be
havior, people who do break the law are considered to be somehow 
evil and base. The people who break the law must be defective, 
and law becomes necessary to protect society from base men. This 
assumption of the evil nature of man on which legal systems ala 
established and which upholds the sanctity of the rule of law 0 
seems never to question whether the law itself might not be at 
fault rather than men. Thus, a whole society remains perplexed 
about violations of and contempt for law. Executive Order #11412, 
"Establishing a National Commission on the Causes and Preventions 
of Violence," finds forme+. President Lyndon B. Johnson dire~ting money 
and attention to finding answers to the question, among others, of: 

b) The causes and prevention of disrespect for 
law and order, of disrespect for public officials, 
and of violent disrupti~H! of public'order by 
individuals and groups. . 

The sincere manner in which this question is so naively posed il
lustrates a totally unrealistic view of the enigmas of law and 
order, and it shows that even a former President lacked a basic under
standing of the "lawlessness" in our society. What we must do, 
then, is to take the sugar coating off of the concepts of law and 
order and describe them as they really are. Only in this manner 
can we gain any insight into the police officer's part in the pro
cess, and only by understanding his role can we hope to protect 
him from the dangers and the violence that threaten him in his 
daily routine. 

As opposed to such abstractions as natural law, or physical laws 
of nature, the law that pOlicemen deal with are the local ordinances 
and state and federal statutes, as well as the legal structures 
that surround them. These are the laws that need to be defined 
and analyzed for the sake of clarification. Very simply, laws are 
those rules which are designed to organize and control the behavior 
of the members of the state and vvhich are sanctioned by force and 
coercion. 

According to this definition, only that political mechanism called 
the state, or an official subdivision thereof, possesses the power 
and the authority to make law. Or as Max Weber states it102Today 
legal coercion by violence is the monopoly of the state." In
dividuals without power and authority lack the capacity to pass 
law, at least in contemporary American society, and so do other 
organizations and institutions such as churches, clubs, fraternities, 
unions, etc. The fact that only the state may make law is obvious, 
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although it may not be so obvious why this is the case. In 
defining law, we indicated that laws are rules which are sanctioned 
by force and coercion. If anyone should decide not to obey a law, 
he will be compelled to do so, either through threat or actual use 
of force or coercion. Laws are the only rules and mechanisms aim
ing a~ pu~C~c organization and control that do have this kind of 
sanctlon. All others, such as habits, customs, traditions, 
mores, religious strictures, and union and club bylaws, lack the 
sanction of physical force and coercion. 

The point is that the state is a mandatory organization of societal 
members which holds a monopoly of force in that society. Or as 
Max Weber described it, "A state is a hUIn2.n community that success
fully claims the monopoly ~tJ4the legitimate use of physical force 
within a giwm territory." This monopolization of force charac-
terizes all states, and it is the factor which distinguishes the 
state from all other social organizations. In a sense, it puts the 
state above all other forms of association, because the others exist 
and operate at the sufferance of the state. 

This amounts to the fact that the power and authority of the state 
is legitimized by the state's ability to be superior in the use of 
force, coercion, and violence. In this superiority, it forms a 
monopoly by forbidding 'the use of all force and violence which is 
not first approved or permitted by the state. Thus, we may talk, 
and for centuries philosophers have written, as if the authority 
and the legitimacy of the state rests on consent, a social contract 
or agreement, natural law, or as if it is just plain 'in the nature 
of things for the state to exist. The fact remains that what brings 
the state into being, and what ultimately preserves and perpetuates 
it, is the capacity for those in control to use and monopolize vio
lence and coercion. Any violence not sanctioned by the state is a 
danger and a threat to the existing political power atructure, and 
thus it is by definition illegal and unconstitutional. 

The 18th r:entury Americans, who init'iated actions of force and vio
lence in an effort to rid themselves of British rule and gain inde
pendence, found themselves challenging the British monopolization 
of force. During the hostilities, the Colonials were acting il
legally, unconstitutionally (contrary to the 3ritish Constitution)" 
and in a revolutionary manner. However, because they succeeded in 
their attempt to be more forceful, coercive, and violent than their 
opponent -- that is, because they won the war -- their actions be
came legitimate. 

This points to the ~rony of the state and its use of violence. All 
violence and coercion which is not sanctioned by the state is il
legitimate and illegal, unless or until it succeeds in overcoming 
the state "s pmver. A state gains legitimacy only after the fact, 
and no group can claim legitimacy for its violence or for its rule 
until after it has 'succeeded in monopolizing force. Ther. the very 
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fact of having a greater capacity to impose force and y~glence 
legitimizes that violence, and consequently the state. Whether 
we like to admit it or not, force is the ultimate legitimizing 
factor in politics, and mankind does now, and throughout history 
has always, operated on the theory that might makes right. As long 
a~ there are states, legitimacy, by definition, is determined by 
vl0lence and force. 

This is neither the time nor the place to go inr87a detailed analysis 
of who controls the state and for what reasons. The very fact 
that there are struggles to gain control of the state suggest that 
certain advantages are to be gained. Perhaps it is instructive to 
point out, however, that those people who succeed in their capacity 
to monopolize force and violence are those who have the social and 
economic power which allows them to recruit people to their cause, 
as well as producing the materials and equipment that are necessary 
for successful violence. This would lead us to guess that the de'
sire for control of the sta'te is based on some desire to gain and 
maintain certain social and economic advantages and privileges. 

Again, Max Weber's analysis of the state sheds light on the issue 
when he states: 

A compulsory political association with continuous 
organization will be called a "state" if and in so 
far as its administrative staff successfully upholds 
a claim to the monopoly of the legitimate use 0t08 
physical force in the enforcement of its order. 

Weber's statement- suggests that a state exists in order to impose 
some specific "order" on society. The state exercises control 
and regulat,ion over the lives of all members of society, and it 
does this in order to accomplish ends which are deemed to be neces
sary or important. 

Law is perhaps the most important mechanism used by the state to 
control the behavior of people in order to establish a particular 
order or system. The laws of any state, then, reflect the values 
and attitudes of that group that is powerful enough to monopolize 
the means of force and coercion. They command behavior on the part 
of all citizens that will serve to advance the advantages and 
privile3!n~ of what John Stuart Mill referred to as the "ascendant 
class." ~.' That is, laws are drawn up in such a manner that a so
cial and economic environment prevails that benefits the ascendant 
group in society. 

In addition to establishing these ~~Oms on a society-wide level --
the norms promoting elitist values -- laws are designed to assure 
a modicum of harmony and security within this environment. It is 
one thing to legislate'a socioeconomic system, such as capitalism, 
but additional laws are required to make it possible for people to 
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operate within that environment. These laws, designed for harmony 
and security within the system, bring "order" to society. These 
laws promoting order are rules which forbid people to do those 
things that most people would not do most of the time even if there 
were no such laws. For example, laws against murder, rape, and 
assault as well as laws for public convenience, such as many traffic 
regulations, are designed to promote order and security within the 
social system which the state erects. 

The legal system of any society, comprised of the many and varied 
individual laws, is designed to create a particular kind of environ
ment or "system" that is advantageous to the ascendant class~ Laws 
and legal systems are not designed to promote the interest and wel
fare of the whole society, nor even of the majority. They are not 
designed to promote liberty, equality, and justice for all of the 
members of society. On the contrary, law establishes conditions 
that give advantages to the class that controls the state, and thus, 
in a sense, law assures that inequality will prevail. 

Notions of 1,~gitim?cy, and especially of leg'ality, 
result in recognizing the decisions of political 
power as valid because of their form, not their 
content, because of the power held by governmentll 
leaders, not their ability or sense of justice. 

Law requires many members of society to do things that they would 
not otherwise do, and it req~±2es them to act in ways that are con
trary to their own interests (e.g., draft laws, censorship laws, 
mortgage and contract laws, tax laws, laws that require a destitute 
man to respect the private property of the wealthy, etc.). 

What seems obvious is that law too often takes from the poor and 
needy members of society, while giving advantages to the members 
who least need help. Robert F. Kennedy, who should know whereof 
he speaks, having been Attorney-General of the United States, indi·~ 
cated that he recognized this tendency in the law when he said: 

... to the poor man, 'I legal" has become a synonym 
for technicalities and obstruction, not for that 
which is to be respected. The poor man looks 
upon the law as an enemy, not as a friend. !~3 
him the law is always taking something away_ 

To be sure, there are many instances of law where poor and needy 
people are not abused. Laws are not intended to be used to bring 
pain and misery on the many, but rather to bring advantages to the 
few. The best laws, in terms of efficiency and good will, are those 
that aid the members of the ascendant class without hurting or an
gering the majority of society's members. The interests of the 
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ascendant class and the interests of the rest of society are not 
always in conflict, but when these interests do conflict, law 
serves to mediate in favor of the elite. 

In a ~ense, then, la~ ~s a command from alIRperior to an inferior, 
sanctloned by the velled threat of force. ~ What renders law par
ticularly effective, however, is its characteristic of appearing 
to be impersonal. Law is subjectively designed to benefit certain 
people, but objectively it is applied in a general and universal 
manner. Laws appear to be impartial because of the universality 
of their application. After all, as Anatole France is reputed to 
have observed, it is a crime for a rich man to steal a loaf of 
bread, just as it is for a poor man; and a rich man has no more 
right to find lodgings under a bridge than does a homeless 
transient. The point is, of course, that universal and impartial 
application of the law does not lead to justice and equality if 
the content of the law is slanted in favor of a particular group 
or groups. 

For each new class which puts itself in the 
place of one ruling before it, is compelled, 
merely in order to carry through its aim, to 
represent its interest as .the common interest 
of all the members in a society, that is, ex
pressed in ideal form: it has to give its 
ideas t.he form of uni vers al i ty, and r epres ent 
them ilSthe only rational, universally valid 
ones. 

The impersonal and general character of law renders it very effective 
as an instrument of political organization and control. Although 
force, coercion, and violent reaction underlie the whole legal 
system -- that is, in spite of the fact that noncompliance to a 
law will be met with some kind of physical enforcement -- the im
personality and remoteness of it encourages people to accept it. 
The overwhelming majority of people in any society would certainly 
endorse the institution of law. To the extent that a political 
system is characterized by injustice, inequality, and repression 
of varioul1groups, law and the legal syst~m camou~lage these in
equities. People have never known a Ilfe outslde of law, and 
they accept it without question, just as they accept inconveniences 
in nature. People do not consciously oppose law, then; not even 
those who suffe~ from its effects. Most people obey the law, not 
because of t~e threat of physical sanctions, but rather out of habit 
or custorn. l Many obey law because they fear the disapproval of 
other members of society should they not obey . 
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The broad mass of the participants act in a 
way corresponding to legal norms, not out of 
obedience regarded as a legal obligation, but 
ei ther because the enT,Tironment approves of the 
conduct and disapproves of its opposite, or 
merely as a result of unreflective habituation 
to a regularlif3 of life that has engraved itself 
as a custom. 

If it is true that most people act according to custom and peer 
approval, one must wonder about the need for laws which command 
obedience as an escape from physical coercion. Maurice Duverger 
contends that an important factor in explaining widespread obedience 
to law -- even to laws that are contrary to people's interests --
is the almost universal desire on the part of people to want to 
believe that all is well and that law is a means of ensuring the 
general welfare. That is, he feels people obey law because they 
are seeking a panacea, and they place their faith in the ubiquitous 
power of the law. 

The dream of order, justice, harmony, and 
solidarity that all men share, the great 
yearning to escape from loneliness and find 
fulfillment in a genuine community, in a 
truly integrated society, serves the aims 
of the governing power. We alwi~9 see things 
somewhat as we want them to be. 

The tendency to glorify the concepts of law and order is not peculiar 
to this country. Yet we should be aware that such apotheosis can be 
self-defeating. The truth of the matter is that a regime which 
rigidly clings to the precepts of lruq and order is not necessarily 
a desirable one. Democratic forms of government are not assured by 
such methods. and on the contrary, the most rigid, stultifying, and 
dictatorial states have been those which have maintained a strong 
commitment to law and order. Hitler's Germany and Stalin's Russia 
placed great emphasis on law and order. In fact, there is probably 
no environment more chara.cterized by law and order than a prison. 
Obviously, then, by themselves, law and order are of no particular 
value or charm. Order without justice may be a treacherous condi
tion, and the history of Western political thought can be interpreted 
as a long and unsuccessful effort to reconcile the seemingly irrecon
ci~able concepts of Justice versus Law. and Order. 

It is interesting to note that a recognized authority in the field 
of crimi'nal justice has suggested that law and order ma.y themselves 
be incompatible. "Law is notl~fJrely an instrument of order, but may 
frequently be its adversary." The point seems to be that at times 
law can create inequities that disturb the otherwise peaceful ,and 
orderly rela~ions among members of a community. 
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Law and the Police 

All of this leads us to ask what the role of the police is in this 
politico-legal environment, although the answers seem to be rather 
obvious. The police force is the mechanism which is employed to 
enforce the law. It is the means of applying the ultimate sanction 
the force, coercion, and violence which may be necessary to control 
the.behi~±or of those who have not become habituated to legal be
havl0r. For those who will not conform or who will not submit 
to the prevailing norms and structures of the established system, 
the police are called in to impose compliance and obedience. The 
police force, in other words, serves as the coercive and violent 
mechanism which stands behind the law and gives it an ultimately 
mandatory and unchallengeable authority. 

... the role of the police is best understood 
as a mechanism for the distribution of non
nego·tiably coercive force employed in accordance 
with the dictates of an1~2tuitive grasp of 
situational exigencies.-

Force and violence being the ultimate legitimization of the state, 
and of the rules, or laws, which organize and structure that state, 
the police are the incarnation of that legitimacy. Along with the 
armed forces, the police ar.e instruments of force and coercion, 
whose role is to defend the prevcdling state system's claim to 
existence and to legitimacy. 

A. Political Role of the Police 

The pOLice role, by its very nature, in addition to being militant, 
is political. The police are a political weapon used by a group 
that is concerned with maintaining the status quo in society. The 
law establishes a system based on the values and attitudes of the 
ascendant class, and the pOlice serve to protect and preserve that 
system. In helping to impose the values and attitudes of the elite 
upon society through the enforcement of law, the policeman is ex
pected to act always in the interest of that elite. In fact, one 
analyst of criminal justice believes that the police role of enforc
ing the law is subordinate, in some instances, to the role of pro
tecting the interests of the dominant class. 

The police function (is) to support and enforce 
the interests of the dominant political, social, 
and econo,mic interests of. the to!2s and only 
incidentally to enforce the law. 

This is not a unique point of view, for other observers would concur. 
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The police official's job is dependent upon 
his having radar-like equipment to. sense what 
is the power St~~cture and what it wants en-
forceq as law. . 

In this respect, then, a police officer's job is political in nature, 
because he is entrusted with the job of defending the interests and 
ideology of a particular group in society. 

This is not a new or original insight into the character of the 
police role. One need not be an expert political analyst to be 
aware of the fa~t that politicians use their police forces in 
political roles, both on the federal and local levels of government. 
It is no mere coincidence that in many cities changes of the chief 
of police occur with changes in administration. A newly elected 
mayor is granted the right to select a new police chief, because 
he must have a man in that position wh.o·can be t"rusted to enforce 
the values and attitudes of his political superiors. On the na
tional level'of government, although the iJirector of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation is not removed from his office. with a change 
in administration, his nominal boss, the Attorney-General, is. 

The Chicago police force, apparently with the blessing of 
Mayor Daley, were assuming a very definite political role in their 
handling of the Democratic National Convention in 1968. Police 
officers are expected to alter their tactics and th~i~ routine when 
political changes occur in society. For example, police officers 
were often instructed to go easy and be more permissive toward law-' 
breaking Blacks during the political crisis following ghetto riots 
and Martin Luther King's assassination. Changes in the political 
envirOI;ment12311 for changes in the police officer's methods of 
operatlons. 

Unfortunately, policemen are usually not in a position to see the 
political character of their jobs, and they often tend to reserit 
orders whi,?h seem.to t~6m to be a conf,-:sion of the~r repressive and' 
law-enforclng dutles." Just as soldlers and armles have been used 
politically, as in World War II, Korea, and Vietnam, police are also 
used in this manner. Not being able to recognize or understand the 
role of political pawn they are often forced to play, they under
standably resent the limitations that are placed upon their actions. 

From the point of view of many members of society, policemen serve 
as symbols of oppression and of the injustices of society. They are 
the visible representation of the injustices that pervade the 
system, those which are particularly painful to the weaker and 
poorer segments of the population. As such, they receive the brunt 
of the reaction and animosity that the inequities of society foster. 
The fact that the police officer has not created the inequities, and 
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the fact that there is little or nothing that he can do about them,127 
is lost on most poor people and ghetto dwellers. They are looking 
for causes to their misery, and all they can see and all they can 
blame is the: policeman. This point has been very well stated in 
the Kerner Report, which attempted to explain the ghetto riots of 
1966 and 1967. 

The policeman in the ghetto is a symbol not 
only of law, but of the entire system of law 
enforcement and criminal justice. As such, he 
becomes the tangible target for grievances 
against shortcomings throughout the system ... 
against the basic i~zguities imposed by the 
system on the poor. 

studies have ~;hown that ~~~icemen feel alienated from the people 
with whom they interact. They feel that the public does not 
appreciate the service that they perform. This is especially un
comfortable for ·the officer on the beat, because the people who 
distrust and dislike him the most are the people that typify the 
social and economic background from which policemen emerge. That 
is, the working class population is most likely to feel oppressed 
by the established system that the police officer represents, and 
yet the majority of pol.icemen come from working class families. 

Police are recruited from a narrow segment 
of society. They are generally white and 
come from lower middle-class or working-class 
families. Their values are the values of 
their class background -- traditional and 

. conventional. God, country, the flag, hard 
work, self-reliance, and IItol.lghness" are 
valued ... Most simply do not like blacks; 
in fact, most13tl1tura1 and racial minorities 
are disliked. 

In a sense, then, they find themselves being used as a force of 
political oppression against their .own kind of people. The aliena
tion

13r
sulting from such hostility further embitters the police-

man, often motivating him to be more callous and unsympathetic, 
and thus the vicious cycle of violence and resentment is created 
"~1i th harsher and more bitter consequences. 

The bias of the police function in favor of the owning class and 
against the working and poorer classes is seen in the fact that law 
enforcement is not performed in an even-handed manner. The police 
fail to provide the order and security for thel~~etto dwellers that 
is granted to the "better" members of society. Crime and disorder 
in the ghetto are tolerated so long as they remain inside the ghetto 
and do not affect other segments of the population. Those who suf
fer from this lack of protection resent the police and become further 
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alienated, because they assume that -the police do not care about 
the lives and welfare of the poor. Niederhoffer, commenting on 
this phenomenon, states that, nIncidents that would cause commotion 
an~ consternation in quiet precincts seem so co~2~ in ghetto 
ne1ghborhoods that they are often not reported." The police do 
walk the ghetto areas and the poorer precincts, but they do so in 
order to maintain the repression and to keep violence and crime 
from spreading to the better areas. '_rheir role, in fact, seems 
to many residents to be that of an occupying force which represses 
but doeI3~ot provide protection or security for the colonized 
people. 

In summary, then, in terms of his role in enforcing the law, the 
police officer is expected to protect and support, oftentimes un
wittinglyv the interests and values of the ascendant class. The 
performance of this function requires him to repress the efforts 
of rebellion and change on the part of the disadvantaged members 
of society. It requires him to intervene, with force and violence, 
if necessary, when people who find themselves at- a disadvantage due 
to the law and the political system attempt to gain personal satis
factions outside of the legal system. The police officer beQomes 
a politic~l instrument used in the class strugglissand the instru
ment that he becomes is a coercive, violent one. He becomes an 
occupying force in a portion of society that feels frustrated, em
bittered, and alienated from the more privileged members of_ society . 
His job is to serve lias a buffer in i£3glating and protecting exist
ing political and social structures, lis-tanding be'tween the -violent 
and conflicting societal interests. It is a dangerous assignment, 
and it is a violent one. 

Mediating Conflict 

The second broad function of the police organization is to mediate 
conflict. In the myriad of human relationships that constitute the 
basis of daily social life allover the nation, there inevitably 
arise a great many problems and conflicts. The conflicts differ in 
intensity, in scope, in duration, but they all create problems that 
must be dealt with and solved. For those conflicts which seem to 
become dangerous o'r insoluble, it is oftentimes necessary to bring 
in an umpire or a mediator. This mediator is expected to deal with 
the conflicts in such a manner that they do not spread and do not 
become destructive. In our society, it is the police officer who 
is assigned the task of going out to deal with the many and diverse 
conflicts that society produces. 
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The conflicts with which a policeman must deal are many and varied. 
One large, general category of conflict which draws police ~ttention 
concerns the problems of equity that arise between individuals and 
groups. In such situations, for which there usually are no hard 
and fast solutions, the police officer must intervene, attempt to 
restore a semblance of peace and order and, hopefully, help to es
tablish a means of resolving the conflict. Consequently, when 
neighbors feud over property rights, or their children's activities, 
or anyone of a number of other issues, the policeman is expected 
to mediate and resolve. the conflict. More often than not, he must 
do this in an atmosphere of agitation, anger, hate, contempt, fear, 
and even violence. The people involved in such disputes are likely 
to be in a highly unstable emotional state, often aggravated by 
overconsumption of alcohol, and yet the police officer must rush 
into this hostile atmosphere. 

He often finds himself in a very similar atmosphere when ~37is 
called in to deal with such conflicts as family quarrels, street 
fights, bar brawls, and political confrontations. In each case, 
people~are found in a highly emotional and highly volatile conflict 
situation, which most people would think twice about before entering. 
Whe~ the situation becomes too complex or too dangerous for anyone 
else to enter, as mediator, the job falls on the pOlice officer by 
default. In fact, a considerable:portion of the policeman's work
load is devoted to this activity of mediating conflict, and this is 
the case in spite of the fact that mostl~~lice officers judge this 
to be their most disliked type of duty. 

In the situations mentioned above, the pol~c~ offi6er mediates con
flict to which he is an impartial, uninvolved third party. However, 
there are some conflicts in society that the policeman must deal 
with, to which he is an involved and participating actor. That is, 
there are many instances where he eith~r initiates or helps to pre
cipitate the conflict. Thus, in his role of enfcrcing law -- and 
particularly in enforcing the "victimless crime" laws -- the police 
officer helps produce a conflict with which he must deal. This is 
also the case vlhen he performs his role of issuing citations for 
traffic violations. In so doing, 11:e helps to produce an em~3~onally 
charged conflict situation which he is expected to resolve. 

The consequences that follow fLom these interventions into conflict 
situations are obvious and inevitable. The police officer very often 
finds that he himself becomes an object of anger, frustration, and 
violence, and animosi,ty that may originally have been directed at 
the two members of the dispute very easily can become redirected 
towaxd the police officer. This is eyen-~- stronger likelihood in 
those conflicts to which the poliCfZ.:rrran is himself a participant. 
Entering into a belligerent am!i"violent atmosphere, he is very 
openly and di~crctly subjecting himself to the dangers of violence 
and assault. 'Professor James Q. Wilson uses the term "order 
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maintenance" to describe the function of police activity that we 
have referred to as conflict mediation. Discussing this role of 
the police, he states that it is "one in which sub-professionals, 
working alone, exercise wide discretion in matters of the utmost 
importance (life and death, honor and dish~l1~r) in an environment 
that is apprehensive and perhaps hostile." 

We have noted above that the likelihood of violence being used is 
very greatly increased once a violent situation has been created. 
Thus, upon entering a scene -- say a domestic quarrel where husband 
and wife are battling -- where the inertia of nonviolence has al
ready been superseded, the chances of violence being used against 
the policeman are vastly increased. If violence has already oc
curred, and the inertia of violence has established itself in the 
situation, it even becomes likely, almost expected, that violence 
will continue to be used. With the police officer standing in the 
midst of such a confrontation, he finds himself a ready target for 
assaul t. This is the case regardless of 11m .. , the officer handles the 
situation, no matter how patient, kind, and understanding he may be. 
C~rtainly, there are better and worse ways to handle conflict situa
tions, but there are often situations \vhere the atmosphere has be
come so hostile that even a saint could not avoid a violent eruption. 

In smnmarizing the conflict mediation role of the police, it is 
difficult to reach any very optimistic conclusions. As the agents 
who are assigned to deal with conflict, conflict is going to be the 
perpetual and inevitable companion of the police officer. He will 
find himself constantly facing the difficult consequences of con
flict which will include hate, animosity, anger, insult, and vio
lence. That is the nature of the job. That is what the police 
officer, is for. . 

Performing Community Services 

The third general division of the police function is that of per
forming community services. This is a broad and amorphous ca'cegory 
for police performance, for it includes a great diversity of actions 
and activities. It is definitely distinct from the two previously 
mentioned roles, however, at least analytically, because unlike them, 
the police are performing nonadversarial duties. In enforcing the 
law and dealing with conflict, the police officer is typically in
volved in imposing force or some ,kind of restraint upon the people 
with whom he is interacting. That is to say, he is usually seen as 
an opponent or an adversary of the citizens he is dealing with, and 
his behavior is very likely to be punitive and restrictive in such 
encounters. 

In his community service role, however, his activities are not ad
versarial or competitive. Instead of imposing restraints, the 
policeman is seeking to aid, assist, or cooperate with people. Peo
ple with needs of various kinds must often look to the police officer 
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for assistance, and from a public relations point of view, this 
role helps create positive attitude~ toward police. In campaigns 
~ha~ are. designed to promote support and respect for the police, 
1t 1S th1S community service function that is emphasized. For 
example, some very striking billboards have been designed which 
depict a policeman holding an unconscious child in his arms and 
giving the child mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. Under this scene 
is written: "Some people call him 'pig. '" Now this is a very 
effective and emotion-packed attempt to gain sympathy and support 
for police o-fficers by demonstrating their very valuable and humane 
role in providing help and assistance to the community. 

The different activities that comprise police community service 
are almost limitless. The President's Commission on Law Enforce
ment and Administration of Justice lists the following as important 
examples of police community service: 

•.• direct and control traffic, watch the polls 
on election day, escort important visitors in 
and out of town; license taxicabs and bicycles, 
and operate animal shelters. Policemen assist 
strandec motorists, give directions to travelers, 
rescue lost children, respond to medical emergen
cies, help peoplel::Y~o have lost their keys unlock 
their apartments. 

Herraan Goldstein, writing on community services performed by police, 
lists several other important ·activities such as crowd control at 
various kinds of events, rescuing animals j locating missing persons, 
providing escort servicel~~ weddings and funerals, and processing 
los t and found prop~;rty. . 

Another activity that should be included in the community service 
role is that of dealing with neighborhood and family quarrels. We 
discussed this chore when describing the conflict mediating role, 
but this seems to be one of those problems that overlap the cate
gories of our analytic model. In dealing with domestic disputes, 
for example, the police officer, in addition to repressing physical 
conflict, also finds himself in the role of a social worker trying 
to suggest remedies to the dispute. 

These diverse activities require a great deal of flexibility and 
versatili ty on the part of the police officer, and what is more., 
they require a great deal of his time and attention. In fact, 
studies have shown that the largest part of the policeman's w~~~ing 
day is spent in the performance of nonadversarial activities. . 
The costs of performing and administering these service activities 
tend to consume a disproportionately large percentage of police bud
gets, and this demand on time and money limits some of the possible 
innovati.ons that might be made to improve their adversarial efficiency. 
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Perhaps the most serious problem regarding the community service 
function is that police officers are not qualified to perform them. 
At least it seems that there are other people, in other professions, 
who would be better qualified to deal with them. For exmuple, it 
is rather obvious that a policeman cannot be expected to conduct 
personal and marital counseling as effectively as a trained psy
chologist or social worker. It seems that people other than police 
could perform very adequately and withlw~re expertise functions that 
are presently being handled by police. This is not to say that 
police officers could not handle these jobs if they trained for 
them and could focus strictly on a given problem area. Toch found 
t~at poliI~6in a special program did very well in handling family 
dlsputes, and the New York City Police Department has had success 
with a family counseling un.it. still, the fact remains that "it 
might be desirable for agencies other than the police to provide 
community servicesl4~at bear no relationship to crime or potential 
crime situations." 

Police officersl4gnd to dislike performing many of the community 
service duties. This distaste for the duty probably doesn't 
increase their effectiveness, and this may further tarnish the 
police officer,' s image in the eyes of the public. The difficulty 
is, of cours~~; "that the police are the only public agency !~§-t has 
people on duty twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. Be
cause local governments will not spend the money that would be 
necessary to allow these services to be handled by qualified spe
cialists, they are handled inadequately by the police. The blame 
for this inadequacy should certainly not be laid at the feet of 
the police, and yet they are the ones who are ridiculed. 

What is more, no matter how concerned and sympathetic police may 
be in performing community services, their effectiveness is bound 
to be handicapped to some extent simply because they are police. 
To the ex"tent that they have assumed a negative image because of 
their adversarial roles, this image is bound to prejudice those 
people with whom they come into contact in nonadversarial situations. 
It would s~em also "that the military demeanor, equipment, and uni
form of the policeman is not conducive to effective interaction with 
people in service roles. Certainly, personal and family counseling 
are not areas where military regalia is conducive to peaceable and 
amicable solutions to difficult problems. 

In summarizing the role and function of the polite in society, clearly'" 
their lot is a difficult one at best. They are assigned the tasks 
to impose force, coercion, and violence on society, and they are 
expected to ~o out and attempt to deal with unauthorized and illegal 
conflict and violence when it erupts. In other words, they are the 
special agents who are expected to immerse themselves in society's 
violence. They are the state's violence officials, and the distract
ing and time-consuming duties in the area of community services do 
not make their dangerous and vulnerable lives appreciably safer. 
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THE CAUSES OF POLICE ASSAULTS 

In the preceding pages, we have attempted to analyze and place in 
perspective the problems of violence and police functions. In so 
doing, we have defined and assessed the characteristics of vio
lence, and we have reached some tentative conclusions regarding 
the causes of violence. We have also attempted to understand the 
part that police officers play in social interaction, for by so 
doing, we shall be better able to understand the feelings and 
react~ons that are assumed by members of society against them. 
We have gone to such lengths, in a somewhat detailed and indirect 
manner, because we have been convinced that a broad perspective 
is absolutely essential to understanding the specific assaults 
on police. 

Building An Assault Model 

Having established this broad and general framework within which 
police assaults occur, we can now proceed to make some more specific 
conclusions regarding the cause of assaults. It is our hope that in 
establishing a framework for analysis of assaults, and by establish
ing a conceptualization of the assaultive incident, we will be better 
able to anticipate problems in the future. That is, the analytical 
model for assaults may help us to predict assaultive behavior and 
may allow for changes to be made and for remedies to be prescribed 
that will lead to the reduction of police assaults. We are not so 
confident.that we feel that such progress can be made immediately, 
but with more time and attention directed toward the relevant prob
lem areas, there do seem to be possibilities for constructive change . 

nl constructing our causal model for assaults, we will build a three
tiered structure. That is, we shall separate our categories of causa
tion into three different levels. These different levels or categories 
of analysis will distinguish not only between differ~nt kinds of ex
planation, but they will also differentiate between scope and degree 
of explanation. Each level of analysis will represent a greater or 
lesser scope of explanation, and each will be more or less comprehen
sive than the others. In other words, the model represents an heir
archy of causation, with the first level offering the greatest scope 
and the widest or most comprehensive degree of explanation, while 
the second and third levels will progressively narrow the possi
bilities for identifying the causes of police assaults. 

It is our belief that the factors that constitute e~ch of the three 
levels or categories of explanation can be observed and measured 
systematically. It has been the aim of this research project to 
analyze and measure some of these factors, and by so doing, we have 
made a step toward removing some of the mist that engulfs the police 
assaults problem. Needless to say, much more still needs to be done 
by other researchers and other projects. The three levels of 
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causation, in the order of their importance and comprehensiveness 
in regard to police assaults, are the following: 

1. Factors Related to the Police Function 

2. Social - cultural Factors 

3. Police Personnel Factors 

Factors Related to the Police Function 

The causes of police assaults that are related to the function that 
police fulfill in society are the factors that offer the broadest 
scope for explanation. The causes of assault viewed from this per
spective are perfectly obvious, and in fact, they follow logically 
from the definition of terms. To say that the causes are obvious 
and simplistic, however, is not necessarily to conclude that every
one is consciously aware of them. In the analysis of many aspects 
of human interaction, people have 'a tendency to overlook the simple 
and obvious in order to search for the more complex. This seems 
especially to be the case when the simple and obvious reflect in
sights and information which is uncomfortable and contrary to es
tablished values. 

In the. first place, then, police officers are the targets for as
sault because they are the people who are assigned the task of 

.forcibly upholding the law. The reaction to this role of law en
forcement on the part of members of society is often to strike out 
at police. As long as society maintains practices and social struc
tures that cause people to be deprived of their needs, and as long 
as police officers enforce the laws that support these practices 
and structures, police are going to be the objects of violent action. 
This is the case whether the deprivation is in the area of basic 
survival needs or is of a higher level, such as belonging, esteem, 
or self-actualization needs. With such social practices operating, 
the people whose needs are being threatened or denied, as well as 
people who are in sympathy with them, are going to be threats to 
policemen. 

By the Sru~e token, as long as society, by means of legal and extralegal 
practices, tends to oppress the freedom and equality of various groups 
and classes in sQciety, the police officer. remains vulnerable. He re
mains vulnerable because his is the duty of imposing the oppression. 
As long as he performs this law-enforcing duty, he remains as a symbol 
and a representative of the oppressing and hateful system, and his 
presence is a visible, tangible, and vulnerable reality to those who 
are striking out. The fact that the system has not been created by 
the policeman, the fact that he is not at all to blame for the.in
justice and inequities that may prevail in society, matters not at 
all. He is there, visible, threatening, and available, and thus he 
becomes the logical target for violence. Those people in society who 
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are seething with frustration, hate, resentment towards authority, 
and a desire for revenge, often find the policeman.as the most 
logical and most readily available target for their'personal or 
political catharsis. 

In addition, it is important to bear in mind that violence is'con
ducive to violence. As long as police, in upholding and enforcing 
the law, are empowered and authorized to be violent, they must 
inevi tClbly produce violent reactions in some of those' wi th vlhom 
they deal. As long as policemen shoot, club, and beat people, 
which is what they are instructed to do under certain circumstances, 
they will themselves be shot, clubbed r or beaten. Uncomfortable 
though it may be to face up to it, this is what is expected of any 
person who decides to put on a badge. 

Enforcing and upholding the law, however, is only one part of the 
police function. We must also consider the officer's role ,as a 

I 

m?diator of conflict. Again, we must assume that the very' nature 
of the job leads to violent situations and dangerous confrontation~. 
As long as there are conflicts in society and as long as the police
man is assigned the task of dealing with them, he is going to be 
subject to assault. It is much the same as the prospects facing 
members of the armed forces. As long as there are armies and wars, 
there are going to be soldiers who are going to be injured and 
killed. With the police, the war assignment is internal to the 
nation, but it is' the same kind of problem. It seems that we must 
conclude that the nature of the police job requires that those ful
filling it will be assaulted. The only possibility for totally 
eliminating police assaults would be to eliminate. the conflict, op
pression, inequities, and injustices within 'society. If these could 
be eliminated, there would be no reason to assault a policeman; but, 
ironically, if we ever reach the point where injustice, inequality, 
oppression, and conflict are totally removed from society, there will 
be no need for policemen. In short, police officers will cease be
ing assaulted when the need for their services no longer exists and 
their jobs have been abolished. 

It is at this level of explaining the cause of police assaults that 
our coticlusions achieve the greatest scope. All police assaults ~an 
be accounted for, in one manner or another, by considering, the role 
of the police function. Only because they are police, carrying out 
the duties and roles that have been assigned to them, do they get 
assaulted. The more contacts that they make with conflict situations 
and the more contact that they make w:L'th people in their duties of 
enforcing and upholding the law, the more likely they are to be as
saulted. This level of causation is comprehensive, then, and relates 
to any"and all possible or actual assaults. In terms of proposing 
remedies for assaults against police, action in this area is very 
difficult and complex. To seek a comprehensive plan for eliminating 
assaults would require some very basic reevaluation of contemporary 
society's most sacred and unquestioned values, attitudes, and 
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institutions. As a consequence, remedies are not being sought at 
this level. In fact, the issues are not even really being discussed 
in the media or in the literature on crime and violence in the United 
States. Because of this failure, we must acknowledge a willingness 
on the part of our society to tolerate a certain amount of assaults 
on police. 

Social - Cultural Factors 

The second category of explanation, which represents another level 
of causation of police assaults, doals with the social-cultural 
factors that inhere in the environment. These social-cultural 
factors allow for a broad view to be taken on the subject of vio
lence, but they are less comprehensive and of somewhat narrower 
scope than the police function factors. They help us to account 
for many, or perhaps even most, assaultive incidents, but they 
cannot furnish a priori explanations for every single occurrence. 
At this level, we are dealing with factors that tend to explain \vhy 
violent behavior was resorted to in an assault situation, rather 
than some other types of behavior. 

The social-cultural factors to which we have reference are those 
mechanisms, structures, and practices within society th~t endorse 
violence. We have shown earlier that ours is a violent society, 
which, in man.y subtle ways, approves of, and even glorifies, the 
use of violence. Violence is an acceptable and noble form of be
havior within our culture, and to use violence is a subtle mechanism 
for. displaying one's prestige, authority, maturity, and superiority, 
and as such, it is a behavior pattern that many people are going to 
incorporate. We have noted how each individual is imbued with these 
insidious violent values and attitudes in his family environment, 
in his peer group, in his formal educational experience, and in his 
contact with society at large, either directly or through the mass 
media. The fact that individual members of our society are ta.ught 
and conditioned to use and respect violence means that under certain 
circumstances and within certain self-perceived crises, they will 
employ those strategies that they have learned alld absorbed. This 
means, of course, that policemen, who must deal with conflict and 
various kinds of crises situations, are going to find people using 
violent behavior against them. To expect otherwise would be to 
expect that social training, conditioning, and education had no ef
fect and were, in fact, totally useless. Very simply, then, police 
may be assaulted because our society and culture has taught its 
members that violence is a useful and legitimate form of behavior. 

We must emphasize that this level of explanation is only a partial 
explanation. It is a partial explanation for the overwhelming 
majority of assaults, perhaps, which makes it fairly comprehensive in 
scope, but it is n~bt a total explanation. Social-cultural factors 
go very far in explaining predispositions to violence, and thus to 
police assaults, but they do not allow us to explain the precipitating 
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cause of the assault. Without the predisposition to violence, the 
assault would not occur, but the predisposition, alone, does not 
precipitate the incident. We must realize that all, or almost all, 
peop~e have been conditioned and trained to have a predisposition 
t~ vlolence, and yet only a small minority of the population irii
tlates assaults against policemen. What is more, even the assailants 
act upon their predisposition only on rare occasions. 

It seems likely that police assaults could be radically reduced if 
fundamental changes were made in our social and cultural environment. 
That is, if we were to eliminate the practices and mechanisms which 
serve to teach and condition members of our society to value violent 
beha.vior, and if we were to instill new and more constructive non
violent values and attitudes, it seems certain that police assaults 
would be drastically reduced. It is probably unrealistic to assume 
that all police assaults could be el.iminated by this radical altera
tion in our social values, if other conditions were to remain the 
same, but a significant reduction would be almost inevitable. This, 
of course, is another area of causation that gets a certain a.mount 
of lip service and then is ignored. We talk about the violence of 
our culture, presidential commissions document it, and politicians 
deplore it with awe-inspiring rhetoric, but no one makes the least 
little effort to do anything about i-t. Thus, here again, our re
fusal and failure to deal with pervasive and complex problems leaves 
the police officer in a very vulnerable position. 

Police Personnel Factors 

The third and final level of assault causation deals with factors 
relating to police performance of duty. These factors tend to be 
much more specific than is the case with the first ,two categories. 
They allow us to focus on a specific incident and to observe the 
overt behavior involved in an assault. Yet, in a sensei these fac
tors are the least comprehensive. They allow us to make some con
clusions on specific events, but they say very little about the broad 
and general causes of assaults. From the perspective of a specific 
assault, we might refer to them as causes, but looked at_in a broader 
perspective, they are merely symptoms. That is, the assaults that 
occur upon the overt mishandling of a conflict situation are symp
tomatic of deeper and more pervasive causes. The factors at this 
level of explanation are symptoms of the problems which are caused 
at the two higher levels. If the problems were _solved regarding 
the assaults caused by the police function and by the social-cultural 
environment, there would be no need to talk about assaults caused by 
malfeasance of duty; there simply would be no assaults. 

Attempts to explain disturbances between pO!~8e and the public at 
this level of caus~tion are quite in vogue, however, and this 
leads to many misconceptions and distortions of the problem. By 
concentrating on the inadequacies of police performance, an 
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impression is conveyed that somehow the police are responsible for 
assaults on themselves. This point of view can be extended to al
low for police to ,be blamed for the violence, the crime, and the 
total disruption that are rampant in society. The fact of the 
matter is, as we have tried to stress earlier, that the police 
could not eliminate violence and assault no matter how wisely and 
efficiently they handled their duties. As'long as the police func
tion factors and the social-cultural factors are not dealt with, 
police are going to be assaulted even if patrolmen are recruited 
from the ranks of saints and sages. 

In spite of the fact that this third level of causation, even if 
well handled, offers the least possibility for meaningful reform, 
it is the level at which most time, attention, money, and rhetoric 
is directed. The people, parties, and pressure groups that are 
responsible for dealing with social problems and for making deci
sions on public policy have shown no inclination to deal with the 
basic social and legal structures that form our society. There 
has been no indication to suggest that the basic, fundamental prob
lems that cause violence and crime in our society are going to be 
called into question. Instead, our approach has been ·to impose 
more stringent and more efficient coercion on the seething elements 
of society. It is the old story of trying to screw the cover more 
tightly on the boiling pressure cooker, rather than reducing or 
eliminating the fire from underneath. 

Consequently, we can talk about incompetence in police performance, 
and certainly there are things that can be improved. In so doing, 
however, we must bear in mind that these are the least constructive 
ways of dealing "\'vith the problem. They reveal only a limited amount 
of meaningful information, and they offer no opportunity to make a 
large, significant'reduction in police assaults. Yet, we may con
centrate on this area because it is one where no sacred cows are 
endangered .. The police and their performance may be called into 
question, but the basic structures and values of society may not. 
With these reservations in mind, we will identify three different 
factors regarding the police performance of duty that may lead to 
violence and assault: 

1. lack of competence on the part of police officers 

2. errors in judgment by police officers 

3. negative attitudes and prejudices on the part of 
police officers 

The first category referring to a lack of competence on the part of 
police officers covers a broad array of issues. It accounts for such 
things as intelligence, education, training, experience, physical 
capacity, and other factors that define a police officer. Our 
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assumption is that if a policeman should be lacking in any of these 
traits, his chances for encountering violence and assault are in
creased. In other words, because of poor performance in his duty, 
traceable to some shortcoming in himself, a police officer stands 
a good chance of being assaulted. 

Secondly, an error in judgment can very well lead to violent con
frontation which results in some kind of assault. This category 
differs from the first insofar as it is possible for an officer 
to be very competent and very well trained, and yet he could mis
read or misperceive a situation and thereby make a decision that 
leads him to a bad result. Even wise men can make poor judgments 
now and then. In both of these first two categories relating to 
the police officer I s· performance of duty, there arises the problem 
of how a pOlice officer a~pproaches his task. We know that there 
are times that a policeman 'will act in a careless and perfunctory 
manner; and such attitudes illustrate instances of incompetence or 
poor judgment. 

Fina.lly, a police officer who is invested with certain prejudices 
or starts out his relationships with people with a negative attitude 
toward them probably increases his chances for being assaulted. 
For example, white policemen who have strong prejudices against 
non-whites may very well cause the tension and anxiety of an en
counter to be increased and allow it to become violent. Treatirig 
people with contempt, or ignoring their feelings of dignity or 
individuality, may very well precipitate a violent r~action. 

Very briefly, and qui·te tentatively, then, we have constructed a 
model for analyzing police assaults. within this model, we believe 
that all but the most rare and unusual assa.ult can be classified 
and analyzed. So much more study needs to be done on all these 
levels of this framework, and until more time, money, and attention 
are spent on them, police officers are going to continue to be as
saulted in increasingly large numbers. 
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The Causes of Police Assaults 

I. Factors Related Jco the Police Function 

A. Assault as an inevitable reaction by citizens to 
the policeman's role of forcibly upholding the 
law. 

1. When law leads to need-deprivation 

a. Assaults by needy 

b. Assaults by people II aidJng ll the needy 

2. When law and order'serves to oppress various 
groups and classes 

3. When policeman is viewed as a symbol of the 
oppressive system 

4. When poljcemanls violence creates violent 
reactioBs 

B. Assault as the inevitable consequence of the 
policeman's being society's conflict mediator 

1. Conflicts in which the officer is an impartial 
third party to the original conflict 

2. Conflicts in which the officer is a participating 
party 

II. Social-Cultural Factors 

A. Culture and tradition endorse violence as an effective 
and acceptable form of behavior -- to be used against 
police as well;as others 

". 
III. Factors Relating to Police Officer's Performance of Duty 

A. Lack of competence 

B. Errors of judgment 

c. Negative attitudes and prejudices 
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pp. 260ffj Sigmund Freud, A General Introduction to Psychoanalysis, 
New York: Washington Square Press, 1952, pp. 333-346. 

53 For an explanation of the death instinct, see Sigmund 
Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, New York: Bantam Books, 1959, 
and Sigmund Freud, Civilization and Its Discontents, New York: 
Norton, 1962. 

54For Electra complex, see The Interpretation of Dreams, 
Ope cit., pp. 260ff. Freud does not use the term "Electra complex," 
but the term was coined by his successors. See Patrick Mullahy, 
Oedipus: Myth and Complex, New York: Grove, 1948, pp. 49, 136-7, 
143. 

550n Wilhelm Reich, see Selected Writings, New York: 
Noonday Press, 1961, with a bibliography of his works. 

56see The Interpersonal Theory of Psychiatry, New York: 
Norton, 1953. 
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and Its Discontents, Ope cit.; Konrad Lorenz: On Aggression, New 
York: Bantam Books, 1967; Anthony storr, Human Aggression, New 
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behavior can be traced back to the frustration of some kind of goal
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67Fanon, ~. cit., pp. 52-4. 
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Report of the NationalAdVISory Commission on Civil Disorders, 
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The Death and Life of Great American Cities, New York: Vintage 
Books, 196r,-pp. 31-2. 
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Equilibrium" in Delivered Into ,Resistance, New Haven: Advocat.e 
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78 Hannah Arendt, o~. cit., pp. 63-4. 

79David Horowitz, "Revolui::iona.ry Karma Versus Revolu
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80Jerome H. Skolnick, The Politics of Protest, Ope cit., 
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see Monica D. Blumenthal, et al., Justifying Violence: Attitudes 
of American Men, Ann Arbor:- Institute fo~Social Research, The 
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Leviathan, Ope cit. 
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~ Force Report: The Police, op. cit., p. 15. 

146T h oc 1 Training Police Officers for Violence Reduction., 
~. cit. 

147 
Task Force Report: The Police, op. cit., p. 14. 

148Toch Study, op. cit.; see also Robert C. TrojarioVJicz, 
"Police Community Relations," in The Urban Policeman in Transition, 
John R . .and Homa M. Snibbe, eds., Springfield: Charles C7 Thomas,-
1973, pp. 119ff. 
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149Task Force Report: The Police, op. cit., p. 14. 
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of ~rime in a Free Society, op. cit., Chapter 4, and The Kerner 
Report, o~ ci~Chapter 11-.- In both of these reports, although 
a friendly and sympathetic attitude is adopted toward the police, 
their r~commendations on the pOlicing function give the impression 
that significant and far-reaching change can be affected in this 
area. 
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ABSTRACT 

Descriptive Profile of the Assault Incident: Municipal Agencies 

This study explores the set of characteristics most typical of 
assault events occurring in 37 south central municipalities. Data 
were gathered on 1143 assault incidents. The characteristics 
analyzed include the officer's and assailant's personal charac
teristics, the time and place of the assault, the original purpose 
for police intervention, and the actual event that precipitated 
the assault. The findings indicate that a certain set of circum
stances are more likely to result in an attack on a police offi
cer. For example, non-white individuals who are unemployed and 
have been drinking are disproportionately represented in the 
assailant population. The negative findings are as important as 
the positive. For example, the data do not indicate that officers 
are safer when patrolling in pairs, or that an officer's imposing, 
build.helps prevent an assault. 

Profile of 'the Assault'Incident: Municipalities with Populations 
of Over and Under lOO,OOO Residents 

The same variables used' in "Descriptive Profile of the Assault 
Incident: Municipal Agencies" are analyzed, but a further differen
tiation is made between cities over and under 100,000 in popula
tion. Thus, the general effect of city size in reference to the 
characteristics of assaults on police is considered. The major 
differences found between the two groups of cities are the exact 
time of the acsault within the arrest event, and the number of ' 
assaults occurring after the arrest during suspect transportation 
and jailing. 

Descriptive Profile of the Assault Incident: State Police and 
Highway Patrols 

Again, the same variables are analyzed, but south central state 
police and highway patrols, in addition to municipal agencies, 
provide the data. Accordingly, the differences in assault 
characteristics between state and municipal police agencies are 
explored. The findings indicate no significant differences 
existing between the agencies when their ref:;pecti ve roles are , 
considered. 
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DESCRIPTIVE PROFILE OF THE ASSAULT INCIDENT: 
MUNICIPAL AGENCIES 

Objectives 

This report is designed to describe a set of characteristics which 
most clearly typify events in which police off.icers are assaulted. 
A principle hypothesis of this study is that assaults on law 
enforcement personnel are not random events. Instead, it is 
argued that through an empirical analysis of a number of assaults, 
it will be possible to identify those attributes most common to 
the assault ~ncident. This information, in turn, can be utilized 
by the law enforcement community toward the ultimate goal of 
reducing violent attacks on police personnel,thereby increasing 
the occupational and personal safety of law enforcement officers. 

To obtain a descriptive profile of the characteristics most indic
ative of the assault situation, a total of 37 municipal law 
enforcement agencies in five south central states were asked to 
submit a complete report on all assault incidents occurring within 
their respective agencies for the calendar year of January I, 1973 
through December 31, 1973.1 While most of the reporting cities 
were located in Oklahoma, 11 additional cities in New Mexico, 
Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas cooperated in this phase of the 
research. Participating cities ranged in size from Gore, Oklahoma 
with a population of 344 to Oklahoma City with a population of 
over 360,000. 

In each reporting city all assaulted officers were asked to complete 
a Physical Contact Summary form describing in detail the circum
stances surrounding the assault event. 2 A total of 1143 municipal 
assault incidents in 1973 were reported to the Police Assaults 
Study. 3 Using the information provided in the Physical Contact 
Summary form, the Assaults Study staff was able to compile a general 
descriptive profile of assaults on police officers which includes 
the following assault dimensions: I) officer characteristics r 

II) assailant characteristics, III) the assault environment and 
IV) the dynamics of the assault event. This report consists of a 
detailed analysis of each of these assault dimensions. 

Ie Officer Characteristics 

A descriptive profile of officer characteristics is designed to 
deal with the problem of whether or not a lack of competence on the 
part of police officers is directly related to assault incidents. 
The category of law enforcement competence covers a broad array 
of issues including such factors as physical capacity, experience, 
training, education, and any additional attributes which seem 
characteristic of a police officer. The underlying assumption 
is that when a police officer is deficien·t in any of the traits 
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listed above, the off~cer's probability for encountering an 
assault is increased. 

To examine the hypothesis that officer characteristics are related 
to assault behavior, assaulted officers were analyzed in terms of 
their height, build, age, rank, tenure and training. S In addition, 
assaulteq officers were categorized by sex and race. While there 
is no evidence that sex and race are related to job performance, 
women as well as members of minority groups have been the victims 
of job discrimination in a variety of professions. Since women 
and minorities have been excluded from many positions of- respon
sibility in our society, including law enforcement, one can only 
conclude that race and sex have been utilized as criteria related 
to competence. For this reason, race and sex are incorporated into 
the analysis of officer characteristics. 

A. Officer Height 

The law enforcement community is currently faced with an array of 
social and legal pressures related to the minimum height standards 
employed in their police recruitment practices. These pressures 
stem largely from an administrative directive issued by the Office 
of Civil Rights - LEAA which deals with the use of minimum height 
standards for police personnel selection in those agencies which 
receive LEAA assistance funds. The ruling directs agencies 
employing minimum height requirements to demonstrate a relation
ship between height and job performance. If this relationship 
cannot be verified, then the minimum height standard is considered 
to be in violation of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

In an attempt to clarify the height issue, the Police Assaults 
Study has collected data on the height of assaulted officers in 
selected cities for 1973. Table 1 shows the distribution of 
assault incidents by officer height. The data indicate that 
officers assaulted range in height from a low of 64 inches to a 
high of 80 inches. The greatest frequency of assaults (21.4 per
cent) involve officers who are 71 inches tall. The majority of 
assaults (69.1 percent) include officers who fall within the 
height range of 70-73 inches. When officer height is divided 
into two categories of "shorter" officers (68 inches and below) 
and "taller" officers (69 inches and above), we find that 10.7 
percent of the incidents involve officers who are within the 
former category while 89.4 percent of the incidents involve 
officers in the taller group. 

Of course the statistics cited above cannot be interpreted as 
evidence that taller officers are more likely than shorter officers 
to be assaulted. The percent distribution may be a more accurate 
reflection of the distribution of officer height among police 
departments in general. Moreover, before any firm conclusions can 
be made concerning the probability of shorter or taller officers 
being assaulted, it will be necessary to obtain data on the 
height distribution of all non-assaulted officers. This informa-
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TABLE 1 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY OFFICER HEIGHT 

Height 
(In inches) 

64 
65 
66 (5 feet, 6 inches) 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 (6 feet) 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 (6 feet, 6 inches) 
79 
80 

Total 

Number 

v 1 
2 
5 

15 
99 

101 
216 
244 
177 
149 

62 
37 
23 

1 
1 
1 
4 

1138 

Percent 

.1 

.2 

.4 
1.3 
8.7 
8.9 

19.0 
21.4 
15.6 
13.1 

5.4 
3.3 
2.0 

.1 

.1 

.1 

.4 

* 100.1 

*Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

tion has been collected for selected southwestern cities and is 
presented in a subsequent section of the Police Assaults Study 
Final Report. 6 However, the data at this stage of the analysis 
does not support the premise that shorter officers have A greater 
probability than taller officers of being assaulted. 

B. Officer Build 

Officers who were victims of assaults were asked to c,ategorize 
their physical build as slender, medium or heavy. Table 2 indi
cates that most of the assault incidents involve officers with 
medium builds. Again, as in t.he case of officer height I the 
fairly high incidence of assaults on officers 'with medium builds 
is probably a refle~tion of the distribution of officer builds 

among those police departments surveyed. The remaining assault 
cases are fairly evenly distributed between officers characterized 
by slender and heavy builds. While the findings are not conclu
sive at this point in the analysis, they suggest that officer 
build is not directly related to assault proneness. 
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TABLE 2 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAUL'I' INCIDENTS BY OFFICER BUILD 

Build Number Percent 

Slender 219 19.2 
Medium 688 60.4 
Heavy 232 -2Q.4 

Total 1139 100.0 

C. Sex of Officer 

Of the 1140 assault incidents reported by sex only four of the 
officers assaulted were female. The low .,number of females as
saulted is more a reflection of the extent to which females are 
represented in law enforcement agencies and their role during 
1973 than an indication of a low probability of assaults among 
women officers. 

When female officers were assaulted, their assailants 
were women in all four cases. Two of the assaulted 
female officers were assigned to jail duty and were searching the 
offender prior to the assault. The remaining two officers were 
on routine patrol duty. One officer was assaulted by a burglary 
suspect who was suppoEledly in the custody of another police 
officer (a male), and the other officer was attacked by a dis
traught housewife while attempting to mediate a family dispute. 

Since few women officers are members of the assault population, 
it is not possible at this point to reach any conclusions concern
ing women officers and proneness to assault. One police chief 
from a populous western city has suggested that female officers 
are less prone to assaults in traffic situations and family 
disputes, particularly when the suspect is a male. Further 
research on the performance of female officers in hazardous situa
tions is definitely warranted. 7 

TABLE 3 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY SEX OF OFFICER 

Male 
Female 

Total 

Number 

1136 
4 

1140 

Percent 

99.6 
.4 

100.0 
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D. Race of Officer 

As in the case of women officers, only a small percentage (8.0 
percent) of the assault incidents involve non-white officers. At 
this point in time, national data describing the extent to which 
minority groups are represented in law enforcement agencies is not 
available. Therefore, it is difficult to determine whether 
non-white officers are over or under represented in assault inci
dents. 

TABLE 4 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY RACE OF OFFICER 

Race Number Percent 

White 1046 92.0 
Mexican American/ 

~~--~-r----·· .. 
:J 

Spanish American 

Black/Negro 

American Indian 

Total 

33 2.9 

27 2.4 

...2l 2.7 

1137 100.0 

The Assaults Study has, however, collected data on minority 
representation among police departments in 13 southwestern cities 
between the population of 40,000 and 360,000 as well as from one 
state highway patrol agency in the south central region. Data from 
these agencies indicate that members of minority groups comprise 
7 percent of the lavl enforcement personnel. While statistics from 
these agencies are not directly comparable to those for agencies 
submitting Physical Contact Summary reports for each assault, they 
nevertheless provide a crude yardstick by which proneness to assault 
among minority officers can be measured. 

As noted above, minority officers from those agencies participating 
in the Physical Contact Summary are representative of 8 percent of 
the assaulted officers. Since the percent of minorities repre
sented i!l 14 selected south central agencies is 7 pe:ccent, it may 
be tentgtively concluded that on the whole non-white officers are 
not any less likely than their white counterparts to be assaulted. 
Again, caution must be exercised in the interpretation of these 
statistics, since they are comparable only on a regional rather 
than on an agency by agency basis. 
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E. Officer Rank 

In the majority of assault incidents (88.2 percent) the victim is 
a patrolman. The high frequency of assaults among patrolmen is 
not surprising, since officers in this rank are subject to a 
greater amount of exposure and risk than those officers holding 
the rank of sergeant or higher. Detectives and serge~nts together 
were assaulted in 10 percent of the cases, while lieutenants were 
attacked in but one percent of the incidents. Officers with the 
rank of captain or higher were victimized in only .9 percent of 
the cases, and no assaults on majors or assistant chiefs were re
ported. 

TABLE 5 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY OFFICER IffiNK 

Rank Number ~rcen! 

Patrolman 1006 88.2 
Detective 52 4.6 
Sergeant 61 5.4 
Lieutenant 11 1.0 
Captain or Higher 10 .9 

Total 1140 100.1 
*Percentage total does not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

Only one case involved an assault on a police chief. This inci
dent is atypical of activity in most of the departments surveyed, 
since it occurred in a small police department where the police 
chief is expected to engage in routine patrol duties. Inthis 
particular instance, the police chief was attempting to arrest a 
suspect for drunk driving and had followed the suspect 
to his home. When the chief formally placed. the suspect under 
arrest, he was assaulted with a hammer. No serious injuries 
resulted to either party, and the assailant was later found by the 
court to be mentally ill. The circumstances surrounding this 
particular event point to the fact that even when a high ranking 
officer such as a police chief engages in routine patrol duties, 
it is certainly pO~1sib'le that his assault potential may be 
increased. 

Thus, on the whole, the data seem to point to a ralationship 
between proneness to assault and contact with the public. That 
is, the more 'an officer is dealing with conflict and social 
problems, the greater his potential for being assaulted, even 
if he is experienced and seasoned • 
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F. Officer Age 

The mean age of the assaulted officers is 27.9 years. Using the 
average age of 28 years to differentiate "younger" from "older" 
officers, 58.7 percent of the assaulted police personnel were under 
28 years old while 35 percent of the assaulted victims were older 
than the mean age. 

Although officers who are older than 28 were less frequently 
assaulted, the data do not suggest that age per se is related to 
assault proneness. Since officer age is likely to be correlated 
with tenure and, in turn, with officer assignment and rank, these 
possible intervening relationships must be examined before any firm 
conclusions can be made concerning the ~elationship between age and 
assaultive behavior. 8 As shown earlier, officers holding the rank 
of patrolman are the most frequently assaulted. It is not unlikely 
that officers between the ages of 19 and 27 are highly represented 
within this group. On the other hand, the older the police officer, 
the more likely it is that he will be assigned to an administra
tive position or to some other duty which involves less contact 
with conflict situations. Thus older law enforcement officers are 
not' as likely to be assigned to duties where a great deal of risk 
is involved. 

Some comparisons can be made between the age distribution of police 
personnel in 14 southwestern law enforcement agencies and the age 
distribution of the officers completing the Physical Contact 
Summary. Among the selected south central agencies, 37.2 percent of 
all officers are under the age of 28 in contrast to the 58.7 percent 
of the assaulted officers who fall within this age group. 

Another method for describing the age distribution of assaulted 
officers is to use FBI age categories for number of. arrests. 9 The 
FBI age classification will ultimately allow for comparisons 
between assailan't age and arrest rates by age group. It is utilized 
here to provide consistency in the reporting of data for the ages 
of both officer and assailant. Moreover, the FBI age breakdown is 
one which is familiar to police administrators, providing a stan
dard reference point by which comparisons can be made among police 
agencies. 

The frequency distribution of assaulted officers by FBI age cate
gories indicates that officers in the 25-29 age bracket suffer the 
greatest number of assaults, whereas officers over the age of 29 

, 10 . -. 
are less frequently assaulted (See Table 7). Agaln, the data 
on the age distribution of assaulted officers should be inter
preted with caution, since possible intervening relationships 
must be considered, such as shift and assignment. 
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DISTRIBUTION 

Age 
(In years) 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

Total 

*Percentage total 
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TABLE 6 

OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 

Number 

1 
2 

13 
44 
98 

100 
131 
124 
118 

69 
75 
60 
49 
21 
41 
32 

7 
28 
11 

9 
5 
5 
6 
7 
3 
3 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

1076 

does not equal 100.0% 
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OFFICER AGE 

Percent 

.1 ... 
• L. 

1.2 
4.1 
9.1 
9.3 

12.2 
11.5 
11. 0 

6.4 
7.0 
5.6 
4.5 
1.9 
3.8 
3.0 

.6 
2.6 
1.0 

• 8 
.5 
.5 
.6 
.6 i 

.3 • i • 

. 3 " I"" 

.4 

.3 
· 2 
.1 

0 
0 
0 
0 < i 

1 (I 
, ~ 

· 3 < ( 

: r 

0 r ~ 

0 I 
0 
0 
0 ·t, ' 
0 

.1 

100.1 

due to rounding. 
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TABLE 7 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS FOR OFFICER AGE 
BY FBI AGE CATEGORIES 

Age Number Percent 
(In years) 

19a 1 .1 
20 2 .2 
21 13 1.2 
22 44 4.1 
23 98 9.1 
24 100 9.3 
25-29 517 48.1 
30-34 203 18.8 
35-39 60 5.5 
40-44 24 2.3 
45-49 10 1.0 
50-54 3 .3 
55-59 0 0 
60-64 1 .1 
65 and over 0 1'\ ,-, 

Total 1076 100.1* 

a FBI age categories actually begin with age ten and under. 
However, the lowest age represented among assaulted law 
enforcement personnel is age nineteen. 

*percentage totals do not equa~ 100.0% due t6 rounding. 

G. Officer Tenure 

Officer tenure is examined as a possible correlate of assaultive 
behavior on the premise that seasoned, experienced officers may be 
more capable of avoiding assault situations. Officers involved in 
assault incidents were requested to submit. the number of years they 
have been employed in police service. Officer tenure ranged from 
one month of service to 25.4 years on the force. Xhe average tenure 
for an assaulted officer was 44.4 months (3.7 years). Sixty-four 
percent of the assaulted officers fall below the mean while 35.4 
percent of the incidents involve officers who have been members of 
the department for longer than 44.4 months. 

To facilitate description of the tenure variable, length of ser
vice was collapsed into five year intervals. Table 8 indicates 
that 79.3 percent of the incidents consist of officers who have 
served five years or less on the force. Officers with more than 
five years tenure are less representative of assault population. 
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TABLE 8 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY LENGTH OF SERVICE IN YEARS 

Length of Service Number Percent 
u ears or less: 888 79.3 

0.0 .5 years 69 7.8 
.6 - 1.0 years 195 22.0 

1.1 1.5 years 70 7.9 
1.6 - 2.0 years 140 15.8 
2.1 - 2.5 years 58 6.5 
2.6 - 3.0 years 139 15.7 
3.1 - 3.5 years 45 5.7 
3.6 - 4.0 years 86 9.7 
4.1 4.5 years 29 3.3 
4.6 - 5.0 years 57 6.4 

Sub-Total 888 100.1 

6 - 10 years 169 15.1 
11 - 15 years 46 4.1 
16 - 20 years 11 1.0 
21 25 years 5 .4 
26 30 years 1 .1 

Total 1120 100.0 

() 

While the data ostensibly suggest that officers with less experience 
are more likely to be assaulted, the relationship between tenure 
and assaults may be confounded-by a number of additional variables. 
For example, officer tenure was found to pe highly correlated with 
officer rank. ll As noted earlier in the report, officers holding 
positions higher than patrolmen are less likely to be assaulted. 
Furthermore, it is not unusual for police departments to allocate 
preferential beat assignments by officer tenure. Thus assignments 
valued by veteran employees r,,"lY be of relatively low risk. 

Since the majority of assaults involve officers who have· served 
five years or less in police work, this catego~y was examined more 
closely by division into six month intervals. Those categories 
representing the highest frequency of assaults include officers with 
length of service ranging from .6 to 1 year, 1.6 to 2.0 years and 
2.6 to 3.0 years. 

H. Officer Training 

Officer training is examined as a final characteristic which may be 
related to officer competence. Officers who had been assaulted 
during 1973 wer'e asked to designate whether they had received (1) 
no training whatsoever prior to the assault incident, (2) . training 
within the last six months prior to the incident, (3) training 
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within 12 months previous to the incident, and finally, (4) train
ing extended beyond one year prior to the assault. In addition to 
basic recruit training, officers were asked to designate their 
experience in specific areas which might be related to the dynamics 
of an assault incident. 

TABLE 9 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY OFFICER TRAINING 

Type of Training ~umber Percent 
'-

Basic Recruit 
No Training 25 2.2 
Within last 6 months 92 8.1 
within last 12 months 212 18.7 
Longer than 1 year 803 70.9 
Total 1132 99.9 

Arrest Procedures 
None 105 9.3 
within last 6 months 152 13.5 
Within last 12 months 239 21.2 
Longer than 1 year 631 56.0 
Total 1127 100.0 

Prisoner Handling 
None 118 10.5 
Within last 6 months 107 9.5 
Within last 12 months 229 20.3 
rJonger than 1 year 672 59.7 
Total 1126 100;0 

Police Community Relations 
None 118 10.5 
Within last 6 months 153 13.6 
Within last, 12 months 251 22.3 
Longer than 1 year 603 53.6 
Total 1125 100.0 

Defense Tactics 
None III 9.9 
Within last 6 months 106 9.4 
Within last 12 months 222 19.7 
Longer than 1 year 686 61.0 
Total 1125 101f:(f 
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Of those officers involved in assault event~, very few indicated 
that they had received no training. However, most of the officers 
who were assaulted had not received police training in any of the 
training areas within one year prior to the assault event. Of 
the'cases surveyed, fewer incidents involve officers who had 
received training within the last year prior to the assault, and 
even fewer incidents include officers who had received training 
within six months prior to the incident. 

While the data suggest that training may be related to a,ssault 
behavior, a number of possible confounding variables must be 
examined before conclusive findings can be reached concerning the 
relationship between training and proneness t:o assault. For 
example, there may be a strong relationship between tra.ining, 
officer tenure and officer assignment. That is, many o,f the offi
cers who have received training within six or 12 months prior to 
an assault have probably served on the force for a shorter period 
of time than the officers who have not received training within 
one year before the assault occurred. It is also possible that 
officers who have less experience on the force are given lower 
risk assignments or at least are placed in lower risk situations 
than more seasoned officers. If this is the case, tenure and 
assignment may be more strongly related to assaults than training 
as such. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The evidence and data that have been accumulated in regard to the 
characteristics of individual police officers point to some inter
esting hypotheses. They seem to indicate that factors such as 
the officer's height, bui~d, age, rank, experience, training, sex 
and race may be related to assault proneness, but only minimally .. 
That is, the data seem to shpw that assaults occur at all levels of 
these characteristic iffdfces, and that assaults are not directed 
at anyone particular kind of police officer. As long as police 
officers are out meeting the public and performing their duties, 
the possibility for assault exists. This is not to say that police 
offic~xs should not be constantly striving to improve their compe
tence and expertise in the performance of their duties. The data 
only suggest that the officer characteristics examined do not 
seem to be strongly related to assault behavior. It is possible 
that additional officer attributes which have not been examined 
in this Report are related to the assault event • 

II. Assailant Characteristics 

In addition to officer characteristics, a profile was developed 
for the assailant based on data provided in the Physical Contact 
Summary form. While a comprehensive analysis of the backgrounds, .. 
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attitudes, motivations and personality characteristics of offenders 
is beyond the scope of this study, it was possible to construct a 
profile describing certa.in characteristics of persons responsible 
for assaults on police officers. This information may be useful 
in assisting police offiGers to recognize and defend themselves 
against those persons who are most likely to threaten them with 
physical violence. Toward this end, a number of physical character
istics including suspect height, sex, age and race are examined 
as possible correlates of assaultive behavior. 

Of equal importance to the analysis of assailant attributes is the 
identification of those characteristics which may be related to 
broader social issues and problems present in contemporary American 
society. While police officers asindividua.1s or as a group have 
little impact on these social problems, the social dynamics of 
P~erican society nevertheless impact greatly on the performance of 
the police function. It is important that those who hold positions 
of influence in America recognize ~hese problems, particularly as 
they relate to law en~orcement . 

A number of characteristics which can be liri~ed·to broader social 
concerns are included in the analysis of ofiiendl=rs. AlcvhQl and 
drug involvement as well as employment stat~s are examined as 
variables which fall under the rubric of "JJ>cial dimensions." 
Severa.l of the physical ct,~~·J@.ac·teristics outlined above, particu
larly race, may also be considered as attributes having social 
significance. 

A. Suspec~ Height and Build 

Suspect height was examined to determine whether persons of ceFtain 
physical stature are ~re likely to assault law enforcement offi
cers. Numerous psychological :theories exist concerning behavior 
patterns of shorter people. Most notably, adherent~ to the 
"Napoleon complex" hypothesize that shorter individuals are more 
sensitive to power relationships and are prone to engage in 
self-assert've and aggressive behavior. While little empirical 
evidence ex~sts to substantiate theories relating height tc 
behavior, height was identified as a variable which should be con
sidered in the discussion of assailant att]~ibutes. 

The range in height is somewhat greater for assailants than for 
police officers. The shortest assailant was 54 inches ta·ll, while 
the tallest assailant measured 79 inch(~s. In 56.1 percent of the 
incidents the assailant falls within the height range of 68-72 
inches • Dividing the assailants into shor-'cer and ta.ller categories, 
Tile find that 41. 3 .,percen t are in the shorter group, \'Ihi Ie 58. 9 
percent of the incidents involve suspects who are taLller than 58 
inches. 
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TABLE 10 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENT BY ASSAILANT HEIGHT 

Height Number Percent 
(In inches) 

60 6 .6 
61 9 .8 
62 18 1.7 
63 30 2.8 
64 58 5.3 
65 46- 4.2 
66 81 7.4 
67 86 7.9 
68 115 10.6 
69 150 13.8 
70 113 10.4 
71· 117 10.7 
72 115 10.6 
73 67 6.2 
74 49 4.5 
75 12 1.1 
76 9 .8 
77 4 .4 
78 2 .2 
79 2 .2 
80 ~ ... 

Tot.al 1089 100.2 * 
* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

The 41 percent figure for shorter assailants can be contrasted with 
the ten percent figure for officers who stand below 59 inches. Of 
c,ourse ,"officer height is inflated in our population, since' many 
police departments have tr~ditionally,m~intained minimum height 
requirements. ' 

Since ~ number of,the offenders in the assault population were 
fematle, 'it is possible ·th-at the percent distribution of assailant 
height is somewhat 'biased orr the shorter end of the spectrum. 
When the dis~ibution of male heigh,.ts is controlled, males 5'8" 
and below are~representative of 33.8 pe~centof the assailants 
(Table 11). Thus the number of shorter suspects decreases some

what when female offen4e~s are not considered. 

The only conclusion that can be drawn concerning height and prone
ness to assaultive behavior at this point in the analysig· is 
that while shorter individuals are not more l~~ely to attack 
police personnel than taller individuals, shorter persons are 
nevertheless well represented in our population of assault"events. 
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TABLE 11 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY HEIGHT OF MALE SUSUECT 

Height 
(In inches) 

* 

60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 

Total 

Number 

2 
5 
4 
9 

32 
26 
63 
77 

108 
146 
III 
117 
115 

67 
49 
12 

9 
4 
2 
2 

960 

.. 

Percent 

.2 

.5 

.4 

.9 
3.3 
2.7 
6.6 
g.O 

11.2 
15.2 
11.6 
12.2 
12.0 

7.0 
5.1 
1.2 

• 9 
.4 
.2 
~ 

99.8 * 
Percentage totals do not equal ~OO.O% due to rounding. 

To determine whether assailants "choose" their victims by height, 
a correlation analysis was performed on officer and assailant 
height. An extremely low correlation of .05 suggests that there 
is no relationship between officer and assailant height. In other 
words, there is no evidence that shorter individuals attack taller 
officers or that taller persons victimize shorter police officers. 

Another aspect of the assailant's stature is his physical build. 
Table 12 shows that proportionately, the distribution of offender 
builds is similar to that for officers, although a smaller per
centage of assailants were classified in the category of medium 
build than was the case for officers~ 
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TABLE 12 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY ASSAILANT BUILD 

Build 

Slender 
Medium 
Heavy 

* 
Total 

Number 

272 
545 
280 

1097 

Per-.:::ent 

25.2 
49.4 
25.2 

99.8* 

Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

B. Suspect Sex 

Females were suspects in app+oximately 12 percent of the assault 
incidents. Conversely, in 88.3 percent of the cases the suspect 
was male. 

-~~ .. ~ .. " .... ----------.--------------.----------
TABLE 13 

DIS'J'RIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY SEX OF SUSPECT 

Male 
Female 

Total 

Number 

996 
132 

1128 

Percent 

88.3 
11.7 

100.0 

The percent distribution of fefuale assail~nts is lower than the 
national arrest figures for the female population. In 1972, total 
arrests for women were recorded as 15.1 percent in contrast to the 
11.7 figure for female assailants in selected south central cities. 
Males account for a greater percentage of the assaults than arrest 
figures would indicate. Men represent 84.9 percent of all arrests 
and are offenders in 88.3 percent of the assault cases. 

While the data base for national arrests and regional assaults are 
not strictly comparable, the statistics nevertheless suggest that 
when women corne into contact with law enj:orcement officers, they 
are somewhat less likely than males to physically abuse the offi
cer. One possible explanation for the relatively low number of 
female offenders is that esteem needs of women are not fulfilled 
through aggressive behavior. On the other hand, the use of physi
cal force is often linked to the demonstration of one's mascu
linity. The data suggest that socially defined roles of mascu-
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linity and femininity s,hou1d be cons.idered in explaining differences 
in assaultive behayior by sex. Of course, since women as a group 
have less contact than males. with law enforcement officials, the 
probability that women will participate in an assault is greatly 
reduced. 

~I 

Sex 

Male 
Female 

TABLE 14 

DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL ARRESTS BY SEX, 1972 

Total' 

Number 

5,955,783 
1,057,411 

7,013,194 a 

Percent 

84.9 
15.1 

100.0 

aFederal Bureau of Investigation, Crime in, the United States 
Uniform Crime Reports, 1972, Washington/~D. C.: U. S. Govern
ment Printing Office, Aug~st 8, 1973, p. 129. 

0 ...... '. 

C. Suspect Race 

Table 15 shows the distribution of assault incidents by suspect 
race. Fifty-eight percent of the cases involve white assailants 
~~hile 41.6 percent of the suspects are classified as non-white. 
The non-White category is comprised of Blacks, Spanish/Mexican 
Americans, ,and American Indians. 13 

TABLE 15 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY RACE OF SUSPECT 

Race Number Percent 

White 658 
Mexican/Spanish American 116 
Black-Negro 260 
American Indian 89 
Other , 3 

Total 1126 

The data indicate that more assaults are committed 
by whites than non-whites. However, since 

58.4 
10.3 
23.1 
7.9 

.3 
"';-'-

100.0 
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non-white individuals comprise .approximately 15 percent of the u.s. 
populatio~i'. tlle data sugge.st that members of minority groups are 
over~represented in the offender population14 of a ratio of almost 
three to one. Comparison of national statistics on total arrests 
(Table 16) with the Assault Study findings support the conclusion 
that race is an important variable in assault situations. 15 As 
mentioned above, 58. '1 percent of the assailants in selected south
western cities are white. However, the FBI reports that 69.5 
pe~cent of .the individua~s arresteQ in 1972 were white. 

While the percent of total arrests for caucasians is higher than 
their percent distribution in the assault population, the 
adverse is true for non-whites. Non-whites comprise 30.5 percent 
of the total arrests for 1972 but represent 41.6 percent of the 
assailants. Thus, a non-white individual is more likely to assault 
a po:ticeman. 

i:.:~------------------------------------

TABLE 16 

DISTRIBUTION OF 'rOTAL ARRESTIS BY RACE, 1972 

..... . Race 
I .. I ,'. ft-

......... . :.~~-
"Whi te 

Non-white 

Total 

Number 
... 

" *'~O<A' 4,664,22 a 
2,042,730 

6,706,950a 

Percent 

69.5 
30.5 

100.0 

aFederal Bureau of Investigation, Crime in the United 
States -- Uniform Reports, 1972, p. 131 . 

D. Suspect Age 

Suspe~t age is also examined as a variable which may possibly be 
relatedoto assaultive behavior. Of particular interest is the 
extent to which young adults participate in assaults. A number of 
social scientists have commented on the propensity of young per
sons to engage in aggressive and assertive behavior. For example, 
in ~hildhood and Society, Erik Erikson describes.the behavior of 
the young adult as motivated by a fear of ego loss. The young 
adult is inclined lito destroy those forces and people whose essence 
seems dangerous to one's own, and whose territory seems to encroach 
on the extent of one's intimate relations." 16 Extrapolating from 
Erikson's description of ego problems faced by the young adult, one 
C(in hypothes'ize that a police officer's attempts to interfere with 
the expressive behavior of young individuals may be met with resis
t.ance. 

~r'o analyze the relationship between age and assaults, data on 
assailant age was collected from police departments in the 37 south
western communities. The age for offenders ranged from a youth 
of 13 to a 72 year old individual. The average age of the 
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assailant is 2S.2 years which is somewhat higher than the mean age 
of assaulted police officers. 17 Approximately 56 percent of the 
assailants are under 2S years old, while 41.~ percent of the sus
pe'cts are above the mean ?-ge. 

The data on the age di~tribution of assailants is presented in 
Table 17. Age categories are adopted from the FBI classification 
of arrests by age to enable comparisons between assailant age and 
arrests for individuals falling within certain age groupings. lS 
Table 17 indicates that 4.S percent of the assailants are under the 
age of IS while the national arrest figure for'this particular age 
group is 25.5 percent (Table lS).- Thus, while individuals below 
the age of IS frequently have contact with law enforcement offi
cers in an arrest situation, they represent a very low percentage 
of assaults on police officers. 

TABLE 17 

DISTRIBUTION' OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS FOR ASSAILANT AGE 
BY FBI AGE CATBGORIES 

Age Number Percent 
(In years) 

1.0 and under 0 0 
11-12 0 0 
13-14 4 • 4 
15 10 · 9 
16 14 1.3 
17 23 2.2 
18 52 4.9 
19 72 6.S 
20 53 5.0 
21 62 5.9 
22 67 6.3 
23 S4 7.9 
24 57 5.4 
25-29 22S 21.5 
30-34 109 10.2 
35-39 72 6.S 
40-44 64 5.9 
45-49 31 3.1 
50-54 27 2.6 
55-59 12 1.2 
60-64 9 .9 
65 and over 9 • 9 

* Total 1059 100.1 

*Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 
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TABLE 18 

DIS']~RIBUTION OF TOTAL ARRESTS BY AGE, 1972 

Age Number Percent 
(In years) 

10 and under 80,551 1.1 
11-12 149,785 2.1 
13-14 435,551 6.2 
15 359,504 5.1 
16 403,311 5.8 
17 365,282 5.2 
18 352,707 5.0 
19 318,227 4.5 
20 288,896 4.1 
2J. 285,833 4.1 
22 262,982 3.7 
23 232,559 3.3 
24 216,690 3.1 
25-29 736,398 10.5 
30-34 533,588 7.6 
35-39 450,929 6.4 
40-44 433,116 6.2 
45-49 381,191 5.4 
50-54 299,747 4.3 
55-59 192,199 2.7 
60:-64 119,412 1.7 
65 and over 101,775 1.5 
Not Known 12,991 .2 

7,013,194a * Total 99.8 

aFederal Bur.eau of Investigation, Crime in the United 
States -- Uniform Crime Reports, 1972, pp. 126-27. 

*percentage total does not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

For purposes of analysis, Erikson's category of "young adults" 
outlined above is translated into an age bracket of 18 to 29. 19 
The young adults category comprises almost two thirds (63.7 per
cent) of the assault population.' On the other hand, individuals 
between the ages of 18 and 29 represent approximately 40 percent 
(38.3 percent) of total arrests for 1972. The data lend support 
to the hypothesis that confrontations between relatively young 
individuals and police officials may result in violent behavior. 

Finally, 31.6 percent of the assaults are committed by persons 
over the age of 29. These individuals are representative of 36 
percent of the 1972 arrests. 
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E. Suspect Emplc::-;trr.ent Status 

The employment status of assailant.s is examined on the'premise 
that knowing an individual's job status may tell something about 
his values, attitudes and life styie. These factors may, in turn, 
be related to the manner in which the individual will react to a 
confrontation with the police. For example, political scientist 
Edward Banfield suggests tha.t the values of the lower class -
the strata of society which is most likely to be unemployed --
are supportive of violent behavior. Furthermore, when comparisons 
are made between blue collar and white collar workers, Banfield 
would postulate t~~t the former are more likely to engage in 
violent behavior. 

Table 19 shows the distribution of assault incidents by the 
assailant's occupation and employment status. Foc~sing first on 
employment status, it is found that 31. 2 pE~rcent of the offenders 
are unemployed, and conversely 08.8 percent of the suspects are 
gainfully employed. These statistics indicate that it is not 
more likely that a policeman will be attacked by unemployed per
sons than by individuals holding a job. However, comparison of 
the unemployed assailants with the' national unemployment rate 
suggests that an unemployed person has a greater probability of 
assaulting a law enforcement officer than the employed individual. ' 
Since t,he national unemployment rate fluctuates around five per
cent, the percent distribution 'of unemployed assailants is six 
times higher than the national 'average. 

TABLE 19 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDHNTS BJ{ ASSAIL1\NT 
OCCUPATION AND EMPLOYMENT STA'I'US 

Occupation -- General Categories Number Percent ---

White Collar 140 17.9 
Blue Collar 293 37.6 
Student 42 5.4 
Retired 5 .6 
Housewife 18 2.3 
Juvenile 39 5.0 
Unemployed 243 31.2 

Total 780 * 100.0 

*N is less than 1143 due to a la~ge number of cases 
missing data • 
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Focusing on those offenders who are employed, almost forty per
cent (37.6 percent) of the suspects are employed in blue collar 
occupations. White collar individuals comprise 17.9 percent of 
the assailant population. Students, juveniles, housewives and 
the retired, account for a small percentage of the assaults. The 
data indicat.e that those situated at the bottom of the socio
economic ladder are more prone to assault law enforcement per
sonnel. When the blue collar and unemployed categories are com
bined, one finds that individuals in these two categories are 
responsible for .68.8 percent of the assaults. 

The reasons for the frequency of assaults on police by persons of 
low socio-economic status are complex and open to interpretation. 
Some, like Banfield argue that the presence of a "lower class 
culture" fosters violent behavior. Others ma.intain that members 
of the lower class are frustrated because their perceived needs 
are not met; persons within this sociai sector vent their frustra
tions on the police officer -- a convenient and readily available 
scapegoat. While the data do not specify why individuals within 
cer.tain social strata attack law enforcement personnel, the high 
participation of lower class. individuals in assault events suggests 
a need for further research on the relationship between social 
class and assaultive behavior. 

F. Suspect Involvement with Alcohol and Drugs 

Alcohol and drug involvement are also examined wi thin the contex·t 
of the assault event. Police officers were requested to identify 
whether their assai1ant(s) was under the influence of alcohol, 
whether the offender had been drinkLlg,and finally whether the 
suspect ha~ indulged in non-alcoholic drugs. 

Table 20 shows that in over half of the assault incidents (55.8 
percent) police officers described their assailant as under the 
influence of alcohol. An even higher percentage (63.9 percent) 
of suspects were identified "as having been drinking." (Table 
21) Thus, alcohol is present in almost two-thirds of the assault 
cases surveyed. Overall, the relationship between alcohol and 
assaults on police officers parallels in many ways the long known, 
and very frequent relationship between alcohol abuse and some 
other forms of violence. 

Suspect involvement with non-alcoholic drugs seems less prevalent 
than with alcoholic beverages. Victimized officers reported that 
the offender was under the influence of drugs in only 10.5 percent 
of the cases. However, in over one-third of the incidents the 
officer reported that he did not know whether the assailant was 
indeed under the influence of drugs. In addition to indicating 
a fairly low percentage of drug involvement among assai1ant·s, the 
data also point to the fact that police officers experience 
difficulty in identifying drug users. The non-alcohol drug in
volvement data seem sufficient, however, to declare that blaming 
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TABLE 20 

DISTRIBUTION OF "ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
(' 

BY SUSPECT UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL 

Suspect Under Influence of Alcohol 

Yes 
No 
Don't know 

Total 

TABLE 21 

Number 

630 
390 
107 

1127 

Percent 

55.9 
34.6 

9.5 

10000 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY SUSPECT DRINKING 

Suspect Been Drinking Number Percent 

Yes 721 63,9 
No 260 23.0 
Don't know 147 13.0 

Total 1128 99.9 

* totals do Percentage not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

* 

assaults on police on drug use and addiction does not seem 
warranted. This appears to parallel the findings stemming from a 
five-year research project on America's drug abuse problems con
ducted at Yale University.2l 

TABLE 22 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY DRUG INVOLVEMENT 

Sus}2ect Under Influence of Drugs Number Percellt 

Yes 118 10.5 
No 629 56.0 
Don't know 377 33.5 

Total 1124 100.0 

While statistics on suspect drug involvement are open to inter
pretation, the data clearly indicate that alcohol plays an impor
tant role in the assault event. Although alcohol in itself is not 
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the actual cause of police assaults, it may nevertheless serve as a 
catalyst to assault -- a medium through which the inhibitions of 
the short individual, the young adult, the minority group member 
or the unemployed individual are lowered. When the inhibitions 
of the frustrated individual are effectively reduced through the 
use of alcohol, aggressive beha~ior directed toward other human 
beings -- in this case police offi.cers -- may result. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The data on assailant characteristics indicates that police offi
cers are assaulted by individuals who exhibit a wide variation of 
physical and social attFibutes. Nevertheless, there is little 
doubt that members of the lower socio-economic classes are dis
proportionately represented in the assault population. In addi
tion to certain physical and socio-economic characteristics, 
alcohol involvement was identified as a salient factor associated 
with assault behavior. 

III. The Assault Environment 

A third dimension examined by the Police Assaults Study pertains 
to the environmental circumstances in which the assault event 
occurs. While in many cases it is not possible to "change" the 
environment in which assaultive behavior is directed against law 
enforcement personnel without undertaking fundamental and compre
hensi ve changes in so'ciety, increasing the line officer's aware
ness of the typical assault environment may contribute to police 
officer safety. For example, it is possible that officers may 
enter certain environment where assaults frequently occur with 
an extremely complacent a·tti tude. 22 Thus, officer awareness of 
these "high assault ll environments may ultimately result in assault 
reduction, or at a minimum in a reduction of the severity of 
assault-inflicted injuries. . 

In considering the milieu in which assaults occur, a number of 
factors such as the time frame within which a majority of assaults 
takes place,the location of the assault incident, the office~'s 
unit assignment, the number of officers and ctvilian witnesses 
present during an assault epiSOde, as well as the officer's, 
familiarity with his assailant are analyzed in this section and 
considered components of the assault environment. 

A. Time Frame of the Assault Incident 

The time frame in which the assault incident occurred is 
by hour of day, day of the week, and month of the year. 
23 shows the distribution of assault occurrences by time 

reviewed 
Table 
of day. 

To facilitate descr.iption of the hour of day when officers are most 
frequently the victims of assaults, the data from Table 23 was 
colla,psed into shifts commonly utilized by urban law enforcement 
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TABLE 23 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY TIME OF DAY IN WHICH THEY OCCURRED 

Time of Day Numbe'c Percent ---
1:00 a.m. 106 9.3 2:00 a.m. 113 9.9 3:00 a.m. 75 6.6 4:00 a.m. 32 2.8 5:00 a.m. 18 1.6 6:00 a.m. 5 .4 7:00 a.m. 12 1.1 8:00 a.m. 10 . 9 9:00 a.m. 5 .4 10:00 a.m. 7 .6 11:00 a.m. 12 1.1 12:00 p.m. 37 3.2 1:00 p.m. 26 2.3 2:00 p.m. 31 2.7 3:00 p.m . 30 2.6 4:00 p.m. 35 3.1 5:00 p.m. 58 5.1 6:00 p.m. 49 4.3 7:00 p.m. 55 4.8 8:00 p.m. 69 6.1 9:00 p.m. 96 8.4 10:00 p.m. 75 6.6 11:00 p.m. 98 8.6 12:00 a.m. 86 7.5 

Total 1140' 100.0 

agencies. When the data are arrayed by shift, the following 
distribution emerges. 

...... - TABLE 24 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY SHIFT 

Shift Time Number * Percent 
Day 8 a.m.- 4 p.m. 158 13.8 Afternoon 4 p.m.-12 535 47.0 p.m. 
Graveyard 12 p.m.- 8 a.m. 447 39.2 Four WatGh 8 p.m.- 4 a.m. 718 63.0 
* Totals are not shown due to overlapping shifts. 
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As would be expected, the fewest number of incidents occurred 
during the day shift (13.8 percent}. Forty-seven percent of the 
assaults took place during the afternoon shift and 39.2 percent 
of the assaulted officers were assigned to the "graveyard shift" 
or "dogwatch." Thus, the majority of the assaults occur under 
cover of darkness. Moreover, it is not surprising that 63 percent 
of the assault events took place during the "four watch," when 
the incidence of reported crime and street activity is 'particu
larly high in urban communities. Of course, the time of day 
when assaults most frequently occur is commensurate with leisure 
and drinking hours. As noted earlier in this report, alcohol 
appears to be highly associated with assaultive behavior. 

The distribution of assaults by the day of the week on which they 
occurred is presented in Table 25. Over one-third (36.6 percent) 
of the assault events took place on Saturdays and 
Sundays. Assaults are also somewhat higher for Thursdays and 
Fridays than for Mondaysr Tuesdays and Wednesdays. However, with 
the exception of Saturdays which account for 21.2 percent of the 
attacks on police personnel, assaults are fairly evenly distri
buted throughout the week. 

TABLE 25 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY THE DAY OF THE WEEK 
ON WHICH THEY OCCURRED 

Day of~,Week ~umber Percent 

Sunday 163 14.3 
Monday 137 12.0 
Tuesday 137 12.0 
Wednesday 122 10.7 
Thurspay 168 14.7 
Friday 173 15.1 
Saturday 242 21,.2 

Total 1142 100.0 

A final element in the analysis of assaults and the time frame 
within which they occur is the frequency of' assaults by month of 
the year. Table 26 indicates that July accounts for the greatest 
freq11ency of assaults. The warmer months of ,June through September 
are representative of 40 percent of the assaults. While fewer 
assaults occurred during the winter than summer months, officers 
were nevertheless the victims of assaults during the period of 
December through March ~n almost one-third (28.2 percent) of the 
cases. 
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TABLE 26 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY MONTH OF ASSAULT 

Month Number Percent 

January 52 4.5 
February 85 7.4 
March 102 8.9 
April 88 7.7 
May 81 7.1 
June 91 8.0 
July 139 12.2 
August 108 9.4 
September 119 10.4 
October 104 9.1 
November 89 7.8 
December 85 7.4 

Total 1143 * 99.9 
* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

B. Location of the Incident 

A major element of the assault environment is .the location in 
which the event occurred. Table 27 shows that over one-third of 
the assault incidents took place on a street or highway. The high 
incidence of assault activity in this particular location is 
suggestive of.certain types of activity which the officer may have 
engageJ in pursuant to an assault, e.g., enforcing traffic laws, 
drunkenness laws and .laws related to disturbing the peace. The 
assaulted officer's action prior to the assault will be examined 
in a subsequent section of the report. 

The second highest frequency of assaults occurred in a private 
residence. Since the private residence is likely to be the scene 
of a family dispute, the data confirm a hypothesis set forth by 
the President's Commission on Lavl Enforcement and Administration 
of Justice that marital and family disputes are a major setting 
for assaults on police. 23 

A surprisingly high percentage of assaults (13.6 percent) were 
also recorded for the jail and booking area. Since suspects are 
supposedly subdued and under control by the time they reach the 
jail area, the fact that over 10 percent of the assaults occur in 
this location should be of major concern to police administrators. 

Finally, private clubs and other commercial premises are locations 
which each account for approximately 8 percent of the assaults. 
From the 'incidents surveyed, officers were least likely to be 
assaulted in open areas, at schools or colleges and in hotels-
motels. . 
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TABLE 27 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY LOCATION OF THE ASSAULT EVENT 

Location 

Private club 
Other commercial premise 
Recreation facility 
Jail booking area 
Open area 
Street-highway 
School or college 
Private residence 
Hotel-motel 
Other 

-A' 

Total 

Number 

92 
98 
16 

160 
67 

374 
19 

259 
18 
77 

1180* 

Percent 

7.8 
8.3 
1.4 

13.6 
5.7 

31. 7 
1.6 

-21.9 
1.5 
6.5 

100.0 

N is greater than 1143 due to multiple reporting of cases . 

Th€ data on the location of assault incidents may be interpreted 
as evidence that traditional police training practices should be 
evaluated and perhaps revised. The training environment often 
consists of a relatively open, clutter-free area. However, only 
5.7 percent of the incident.s observed occurred in what would be 
dGfined as an open area. The fact that the majority of assault 
events take place in streets, highways, private residences, 
jail/booking areas and commercial premis·es suggests that officers 
are coping with environments which are often foreign to their 
training experience. 

C. Officer Assignment 

Most of the assault incidents (78.4 percent) occurred among offi- . 
cers assigned to auto patrol. The high percentage of assaults 
inflicted on officers working in auto patrol is no doubt a reflec
tion of the proportion of officers assigned to this task on the 
typical police force as well as the degree of exposure and risk 
involved in this particular assignment. 

The assignment which accounted for the second highest frequency 
of assaults was traffic patrol. The relationship between enforc
ing and. investigating traffic laws and assaults will be examined 
in a subsequent section of the report. While duties related to 
vice and detective work may be of a hazardous nature, officers 
assigned to these tasks accounted for only 4.6 percent of the 
assault incidents. Finally, law enforcement personnel working 
in the jail, foot patrol, and juvenile division are ~epresenta
tive of only a small percentage of the total assault cases 
reported. 
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TABLE 28 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY OFFICER ASSIGNMENT 

Assignment Number ___ rr Percent 

Auto Patrol 895 78.4 
Traffic patrol 79 6.9 
Foot patrol 12 1.1 
Vice, detective 53 4.6 
Jail 41 3.6 
Juvenile 1 .1 
Other 60 5.3 

Total 1141 100.0 

D. Unit Assignment of Officer 

The unit assignment of assaulted officers is of particular 
interest in light of the one-man, two-man motor patrol contro
versy. Advocates of two-man cars argue that officer safety is 
greatly enhanced when officers work as partners. On the other 
hand, proponents of one-man cars maintain the two-man unit is 
inefficient. Since salaries usually consume approximately 90 
percent of the police budget, the two-man motor patrol is an 
expensive proposition because under this system a police depart
ment can put only half as many cars on the street. 24 

The unit assignment of assaulted officers is examined here as part 
of the environment in which assaults occur. Table 29 indicates 
that from the assault population, the greatest percentage (63.1 
percent) of assaul·t incidents took place when officers were 
assigned to one-man units. Over one-third of the assaults (36.9 
percent) involve officers assigned to two-man cars, yet while the 
majority of assault events involve personnel assigned to one-man 
cars, the data should not be interpreted as evidence that one-man 
units are necessarily more hazardous. The number of assault 
events involving officers assigned to one-man units is probably 
a reflection of the proportion o£one-man cars in the typical 
police department. The President's Commission on Law Enforcement 
and Administration of Justice reports that the one-man system 
generally predominates among law enforcement agencies. From 1946 
to 1964 the percentage of large cities utilizing only two-man cars 
dropped from 62 to 20 percent. The percentage of all cities using 
one-man cars exclusively rose from 18 to 41 percent.

25
Almost one 

half of the smaller cities employ one-man cars only. 

Thus, before conclusions can be drawn regarding the relation3hip 
between unit assignment and proneness to assault, it will be neces
sary to review the distribution of both assaulted and non-assaulted 
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personnel to part~cular unit assignments. Data on the proportion 
of officers assigned to one-man and two-man ca'rs should be 
collected and analyzed in subsequent research efforts. 

TABLE 29 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY-UNIT ASSIGNMENT 
(ONE-MAN, TWO-MAN CARS) 

Unit Assignment 

One-man unit 
Two-man'unit 

Total 

Number 

643 
376 

1019 

Percent 

63 • .1 
36.9 

100.0 

Statistics on the presence of other officers' during the assault 
event is another element of the assault environment which mus:t 
be considered in conjunction with the officer's unit assignment. 
Table 30 indicates that no other officers were present during the, 
assault in only 12.4 percent of the incidents. _ Conversely, in 
87.6 percent of the cases at least one other officer was present 
at the event. These findings suggest that the presence of more 
than one police officer is not necessarily a deterrent to assault . 
The greatest percentage of assaults occurred when one (37.3 per
cent) or two (29.3 percent) other officers were present during 
the conflict. 

TABLE 30 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY NUMBER OF O'I'HER OFFICERS PRESENT 

Number of other Officers Present Number Percent 

None 137 12.4 
1 411 37.3 
2 323 29.3 
3 132 12.0 
4 45 4.1 
5 26 2.4 
6 12 1.1 
7 13 1.2 
8 2 .2 

Total 1101 100.0 
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The data on the presence of other officers at the time of the 
assault is particularly relevant to the one-man/two-man motor 
patrol controversy. The figures suggest that while more assaulted 
officers are assigned to one-man rather than·two-man units, those 
assigned to one~man units are usually not alone when the assault 
incident occurs. Thus, those assigned to one-man units do not 
seem to be assaulted because they lack the necessary back-up 
support. 

The findings do, however, raise some interesting questions which 
spould be the topic of further research. For example, are lone 
policemen more cautious and as a result less likely to be assaulted? 
Or are accompanied police officers more prone to "show off" in 
the presence of their peers, making an assault event more prob
able? These questions can best be answered through the use of 
more refined and sophisticated research techniques. 

E. Witness and Suspect Involvement 

Another aspect of the assault environment is the presence and 
participation of both witnesses and suspects in the assault event. 
Table 31 indicates that in 38.6 percent of the assault cases no 
civilian witnesses were present. Since in the majority of cases 
one or more civilians witnesses the event, the data suggest that 
the presence of witnesses is not necessarily a deterrent to 
assaults on police officers. 

TABLE 31 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY NUMBER OF' CIVILIAN WITNESSES PRESENT 

Number of Civilian 
Witnesses Present Number Percent 

0 293 38.6 
1 202 26.6 
2 95 12.5 
3 54 7.1 
4 14 1.8 
5 15 .' 2.0 
6 10 1.3 
7 3' .4 
8 or more 74 9.7 

Total 760 * 100.0 

* N is less than 1143 due to a large number of caSt;~S with 
missing data. 
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When witnesses were present during the assault, they remained 
passive or neutral in over 60 percent of the cases. If an indivi.
dual did become involved in the incident he was more likely to 
assist the officer than the assailant. Witnesses were reported 
to have assisted the officer in 22.5 percent of the cases, in 
contrast to only 7.4 percent of the incidents when one or more 
witnesses came to the aid of the assailant. Thus, civilian sup
port for the officer involved in a conflict situation is three 
times higher than support given to the assailant . 

TABLE 32 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY WITNESS INVOLVEMENT 

Witness Involvement 

Present, not involved 
Agitated suspect 
Assisted suspect 
Assisted officer 
Agitated officer 
Other 

Total 

Number 

472 
49 
56 

170 
o 

10 

757 

Percent 

62.4 
6.5 
7.4 

22.5 
o 
1.3 

100.1* 

* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

In terms of suspect involvement, Table 33 indicates that in the 
majority of cases (85.8 percent) only one suspect participated in 
the assault even't. These figures can be contrasted with the num
ber of officers present during the incident (~able 30). A~ noted 
e:'l,rlier more than one officer was present in 87.6 percent of the 
cases and furthermore, in two thirds of the incidents (66.6 per
cent) two or three officers w~re on the assault scene. Whether 
or not the presence of more than one officer precipitates assaul
tive behavior cannot be, determined at this point in the analysis. 
It is possible that the lone suspect may feel more compelled to 
"prove himself" in the presence of more than one officer than 
would be the case if he confronted a single officer. At any rate 
the data does suggest an interesting hypothesis which should be 
the subject of further research. 

From the practicaJ or operational end of the spectrum the data on 
suspect and officer involvement point to assault situations where 
a two-to-one or three-to-one confrontation is the norm. In light 
of this information, the data suggest that traditional training 
practices which emphasize defense in one-to-one situations should 
be reevaluated. 
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TABLE 33 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY TOTAL NUMBER OF SUSPECTS INVOLVED 

'" , 
NUIl1ber .. of Suspects Involved Number Percent 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

* 
Total 

939 
107 

29 
14 

5 

1094 

85.8 
9.8 
2.7 
1.3 

.5 

100.1* 

Percentage totals do not equal lOO.O% due to rounding. 

Since more than one officer is usually present during an assault, 
the extent to which other officers are assaulted is of interest. 
Although other officers w~re present in 87.6 percent of the cases 
observed, these additional personnel were assaulted in only 45.1 
percent of the incidents. While the data is certainly not defi
nitive at this point in the analysis, it tentatively suggests 
that when police officers come to the aid of one of their peers, 
they are fairly effective in subduing the assailant • 

TABLE 34 

DISTRIBUTION OP ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY MULTIPLE ASSAULT CASES 

Other Officers Assaulted 

Yes 
No 

Total 

Number 

513 
624 

1137 

Percent 

45.1 
54.9 

100.0 

However, the fact that 45 percent of the other officers present 
were assaulted suggests the need for additional scientific inves
tigation of al·ternative and/or improvement of assault reduction 
techniques. As mentioned above, review of traditional training 
practices which emphasize one-on-one situations appears to be 
in order. 
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F. Officer Familiarity with Suspect 

A final element of the assault environment considered in this re-
port is officer familiarity with the offender. 
majority of cases the suspect was not known to 
to the assault, in 21 percent of the incidents 
acquainted with the assailant. 

TABLE 35 

While in the 
the officer prior 
the officer was 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY OFFICER PRIOR ACQUAINTANCE WITH SUSPECT 

Suspect Known to Officer 
Prior to Assault 

Yes 
No 

Total 

Number 

236 
890 

1126 

Percent 

21.0 
79.0 

100.0 

In a subsequent section Qf this report officer familiarity with 
his assailant will be cross-tabulated with the level of injury 
suffered by both-officer ana suspect to determine whether prior 
acquaintance with the suspect is related to the level of violence .. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The data on the assault environment suggests, not surprisingly, 
that assaults occur in those places and during those times when 
the police most often meet the public -- either upon their own 
initiative or as a result of a citizen's call for assistance. 
That is, police officer1? are assaulted \vhenever they are perform
ing the police function of mediating conflict -- wherever that 
conflict occurs and wher.e police can see it occurring. 

Of particular interest to police administrators is the officers' 
environment as it relates to t.he number of officers present during 
the assault event. At present, the data do not support the 
premise that officer safety is enhanced through the use of two
man motor patrol assignments. 

IV. Dynamics·of the Assault Event 

In describing the dynamics of the assault event the primary focus 
is directed towards assessing both officer and suspect activity 
prior to the assault as well as the interchange between officer 
and suspect immediately before the assault took place. The 
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analysis of the dynamics of the incident also includes a descrip
tion of the level of violence directed against the officer in 
addition to a description of the weapons utilized by both suspect 
and officer. Finally an account of the injuries sustained by 
both officer and offender is included in this section of the 
report • 

It should be noted that the data that was available for analyzing 
the dynamics of the assault event was obtained exclusively from 
the Physical Contact Summary completed by assaulted police offi
cers. In other words, the analysis is based on data which was 
obtained by only one member of the assault conflict (i.e., the 
police officer), and does not reflect the assailant's version 
of the incident. For this reason, it must be assumed that at 
least a minimal amount of bias has entered into the reporting of 
the assault event. 

A. Officer's Action Prior to the Assault 

Police officers were asked to indicate the duties they were per
forming or the type of case they were investigating prior to the 
assault. Table 36 indicates that the greatest number of assa1..1.lts 
occurred when officers were engaged in the following activities: 
routine patrol duties, enforcing/investigating traffic laws, 
investigating a public disturbance, transporting and booking 
prisoners, investigating family disturbances and investigating/ 
enforcing drunkenness laws. 

Officers were least likely to be assaulted when they were inves
tigating or enforcing offenses against persons, offenses against 
property, drug laws, suspicious'persons or circumstances, liquor 
law violations, civil disord~rs and transporting the mentally 
ill. 

B. Suspect's Action Prior to the Assault 

The highest frequency of assault incidents occurred When the 
assailant was in the act of committing a crime or when the 
assailant was in custody. These two categories of suspect acti
vity are descriptive of 41.5 percent of the incidents. Traffic 
violations and attempting esca.pe were also frequently cited as 
descriptive of the offender1s behavior prior to the assault. 
(Table 37). 

Since the category of committing a crime accounts for over 20 
percent of the cases, the specific charges filed against the 
assailant were' examined to more accurately determine the suspect IS 

actions prior to the assault. For purposes of analysis, charges 
filed against the suspect were divided into FBI categories of 
Part I and Part II Offenses. Part I offenses are also termed 
Crime Index Offenses by the FBI. According to the FBI Uni'form 
Crime Reports, crime index offenses are "all serious crimes, 
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TABLE 36 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY OFFICER ACTION PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

Officer Action Number 

Transportation/booking prisoner 176 
Transporting suspect mentally ill 5 
Routine patrol 533 
Investigating/enforcing traffic laws 227 
Investigating/enforcing drug laws 30 
Investigating/enforcing drunkenness 

laws 181 
Investigating/enforcing liquor laws 21 
Investigating/enforcing offense 

against property 69 
Investigating/enforcing offense 

against person 88 
Investigating/enforcing public 

disturbance 217 
Investigating/enforcing family 

disturbance 163 
Investigating/enforcing suspicious 

person/circumstances 71 
Investigating/enforcing civil 

disorde2:"s 9 
Other 107 

Total 1897* 

* 

Percent 

9.3 
.3 

28.1 
12.0 
1.6 

9.5 
1.1 

3.6 

4.6 

11.4 

8.6 

3.7 

.5 
5.6 

99.9* * 

N is greater than 1143 due to mUltiple reporting of 
officer activity. 

** . Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

TABLE 37 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT EVENTS BY SUSPECT ACTION 
PRIOR TO A.SSAULT 

Suspect Action Number Percent 

Traffic violation 178 13.6 
Committing crime 306 23.4 
Suspicious behavior 92 7.0 
Interfering with officer 158 12.1 
Being transported 53 4.0 
Attempting escape 156 11.9 
In custody 237 18.1 
Appear mentally ill 3J. 2.4 
Other 98 7.5 

1309* 
--

* 
Total 100.0 

N is' greater tha.n, 1143 due to reporting of multiple actions. 
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either b¥ thei~ very nature or due to the volume in which they 
occur. 112 Part II offenses include crimes which do not fall with
in the FBI classification of serious crimes as defined by their 
nature and/or frequency. 

It is significant to note that the charges filed against the sus
pect fall within the category of FBI index crimes in only 8.9 
percent of the incidents. (Table 38). Thus in over 90 percent 
of the cases the assailant is not suspected of committing an index 
offense, but rather is charged with an offense of lesser conse
quence. 

TABLE 38 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY CHARGES FILED AGAINST THE 
SUSPECT FOR PART I AND PART II OFFENSES/TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS 

Charges Filed 

Part I Offenses 
Part II Offenses/Traffic Violations 

Total 

Number 

214 
2189 

2403* 

Percent 

8.9 
91.1 

100.0 

*N is gr~ater than 1143 due to filing of mUltiple charges. 

In terms of the types of Part I offenses which were allegedly 
committed by assailants, 64 percent of the index crime charges 
were for aggravated assault. (Table 39). Since the study consists 
of assault incidents, it is not surprising that a majority of 
the Part I charges involve aggravated assault. Charges for 
burglary account for the second highest number of Part I viola
tions. No charges were filed for forcible rape, while criminal 
homicide accounts for only 1.9 percent of the Part I offenses. 

Table 40 shows the distribution of charges filed against suspects 
for Part II and traffic offenses. As in the case of Part I 
offenses where aggravated assault predominated, misdemeanor as
sault represents the majority of charges (55.5 percent) for Part 
II offenses. Examples of other Part II. offenses for which charges 
were filed include driving under the influence, drunkenness, and 
disorderly conduct. 

To more accurately assess the type of activity the suspect was 
engaged in before the assault, charges filed for Part II offenses 
and traffic violations were retabulated with the omission of as
sault incidents. Table 41 indicates that in over one-third of 
the incidents the suspect was charged with' public· drunkenness. 
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TABLE 39 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY CHARGES FILED 
AGAINST THE SUSPECT FOR PART I OFFENSES (FBI INDEX CRIMES) 

Sharge Filed: Part I Offense Number Percent 

Criminal Homicide 4 1.9 
Forcible Rap(~ 0 0.0 
Robbery 14 6.5 
Aggravated Assault 137 64.0 
Burglary 30 14.0 
Larceny over $50 11 5.1 
Larceny under $50a 13 6.1 
Motor Vehicle Theft 5 2.3 

Total 214 99.9* 

a 
For purposes of classification, larceny under $50 is in-

cluded in Part I offenses by the FBI and was therefore included 
in the totals for Part I offenses. However, in the FBI Uniform 
Crime Reports, larceny under $50 is not included in the Crime 
Index totals. 

* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

When figures for driving under the influence of alcohol are com
bined with public drunkenness charges, alcohol-related charges 
describe over 40 percent of the incidents (43.7 percent). Thus 
the importance of alcohol as a catcdyst in assault si tuai:ions is 
confirmed by the data on suspect offenses. It warrants notice 
that the suspect was charged with violation of non-alcoholic 
drug laws in only 2.3 percent of the incidents. Thus, when 
comparisons are made between assailants who are charged with the 
violation of drug laws and those who indulge in alcohol prior 
to the assault event, the latter overwhelmingly predominai:es. 

The second highest frequency of assaults was recorded for traffic 
violations. It is reasonable to suggest that many .officers may 
not expect a violent confrontation to ensue from a routine traffic 
stop. However, almost one of every five (18.6 percent) of the 
charges filed against assailants involved traffic offenses" Per
haps the amount of discretion involved in enforcing traffic viola
tions is related to violent reactions illicited from suspects 
when they are charged with a traffic infringement. For exa.mple, 
it is possible that the motorist may become extre~elyirate when 
he is apprehended by a police officer for speeding, because 
throughout the week the motorist has seen dozens of speeders go 
unapprehended. At any rate, the high freqw:=ncy of traffic-related 
assaults suggests the need for further research in this area. .----.. 

However, assaults stemming from traffic stops may be related to 
more serious criminal activity. The Justice Department's 
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TABLE 40 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY CHARGES FILED 
AGAINST THE SUSPECT FOR PART II OFFENSES AND TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS 

Charge Filed: Part II Offenses 
and Traffic Violations 

Other Assaults 
Arson 
Forgery and Counterfeiting 
Fraud 
Embezzlement 
Stolen Property 
Vandalism 
Weapons, Carrying, Possessing 
Prostitution and Commercialized 

Vice 
Sex Offenses 
Narcotic, Drug Laws 
Gambling 
Offenses Against Family and 

Children 
Driving Under the Influence 
Liquor Laws 
Drunkenness 
Disorderly Conduct 
Vagrancy 
Suspicion 
Curfew and Loitering Laws 

(Juvenile) 
Runaway (Juvenile) 
All Other Offenses 
Traffic 

Total 

Number 

1215 
6 
3 
1 

3 
4 

19 

6 
6 

22 
4 

102 
20 

323 
172 

2 
7 

93 
181 

2189* 

Percent 

55.5 
.3 

1 
• .J... 

.1 
0.0 

.1 

.2 

.9 

.3 

.3 
1.0 

.2 

0.0 
4.7 

.9 
14.8 

7.9 
0.0 
0.0 

.1 

.3 
4.2 
8.3 

100.2** 

*N is greater than 1143 due to reporting of multiple 
charges. 

** 
Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 
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TABLE 41 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY CHARGES FILED 
AGAINST THE SUSPECT FOR PART II OFFENSES 

AND TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS EXCLUDING CHARGES FOR ASSAUL~ 

Cha~ge Filed: Part II Offenses 
and Traffic Vio~Ltions 

Arson 
Forgery and Counterfeiting 
Fraud 
Embezzlement 
Stolen Property 
Vandalism 
Weapons, Carrying, Possessing 
Prostitution and Commercialized 

Vice 
Sex Offenses 
Narcotics, Drug Laws, 
Gambling 
Offenses against Family and 

Children 
Driving Under the Inf~uence 
Liquor Laws 
Drunkenness 
Disorderly Conduct 
Vagrancy 
Suspicion 
Curfew and Loitering Laws 

(Juvenile) 
Runaway (Juvenile) 
All Other Offenses 
Traffic 

* 

Total 

Number 

6 
3 
1 

3 
4 

19 

6 
6 

22 
4 

102 
20 

323 
"172 

2 
7 

93 
181 

974 

Percent: . -
.6 
.3 
.1 

0.0 
v3 
.4 

2.0 

.6 

.6 
2.3 

.4 

0.0 
10.5 

2.1 
33.2 
17.7 

0.0 
0.0 

.2 
• 7 

9.5 
18.6 

* 100.1 

Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to r0unding. 
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National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals reports that: 

.•• There is a close interrelationship between 
traffic activity and all other police activi
ties .••• The situation where an arrest for 
serious nontraffic offenses occurs as a result 
of a stop for a traffic offense, is common. 28 

Charges of disorderly conduct represent the third highest 
frequency among assault incidents. It is possible that many of 
the disorderly conduct charges are alcohol related. The remain
ing charges for Part II offenses each account for two percent or 
less of the total assault incidents and are displayed in Table 
41. 

An overview of the types of activities the assailant was involved 
in prior to the ~ssault strongly suggests that in most cases the 
suspect was apprehended for committing 'a misdemeanor. Since the 
officer is confronting an assailant on the basis of violation 
of a minor crime, the suspect may question the legitimacy of the 
officer's action. If the suspect does not psrceive his action 
as a violation of the law, he may resist the officer's attempts 
to interfere with his behavior. Thus, the initial act of ques
tioning the officer's authority may lead to resisitng arrest, 
which in turn may escalate into an outbreak of violence. 29 

C. Assaults and Time Sequence of the Arrest Event 

Another aspect of the dynamics of an assault is the time frame 
within which the assault occurred in terms of the interchange 
between officer and suspect. In this unit, analysis is focused 
on whether the assault took place before the officer formally 
placed the suspect under arrest, during the process when the 
officer was actually making an arrest, or finally, after the 
officer had formally placed the suspect under arrest; i.e., the 
suspect was in the custody of the officer. Table 42 shows the 
distribution of assault incidents according to the time sequence 
of the arrest procedure. Data for this section of the analysis 
was obtained by analyzing the last thing the officer said or did 
prior to the assault. 30 

The greatest percentage of assaults (41.4 percent) occur prior 
to the officer's attempt to place the suspect under arrest. 
Examples of activities engaged in by the officer during this time 
frame include talking with or questioning the offender, talking 
with or questioning someone else, approaching the suspect, or 
awakening the prospective assailant. It is reasonable to suggest 
that prior to making an arrest, the officer is least likely to 
be given any warning that he will be assaulted. Much of the 
activity in this category could possibly be classified as assault 
for no apparent reason. However, since activity in this category 
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TABLE 42 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY TIME SEQUENCE OF ARREST EVENT 

Time Sequence 

Prior to Arrest 
During Arrest 
Following Arrest 
Unknown 

Total 
* 

Number 

469 
327 
327 

11 

1134 

Percent 

41.4 
28.8 
28.8 

.1 

99.1* 
Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

also includes verbal interchange with the suspect, the officer's 
demeanor and 60nduct may serve as a catalyst to assault during 
this stage of the arrest procedure. This particular aspect of 
police behavior undoubtedly deserves closer scrutiny in further 
research efforts. 

Almost 29 percent of the assault events occurred while the 
officer was in the process of making an arrest. Officer behavior 
within this classification includes verbally informing the sus
pect he is under arrest, disarming the suspect, arresting some
one else, or removing the suspect from a vehicle. As is the 
case with assaults prior to arrest, many of the assaults in the 
"during arrest" category might best be described" as "a"ttacks . 
without warning or assault for no apparent reason. However, since 
this phase in the arrest procedure involves verbal and sometimes 
physical interchange with the suspect, the officer's demeanor 
and conduct may again play an important role in the dynamiGs of 
the assault. event. 

Finally, 28.8 percent of the assaults occurred after the officer 
had made a formal arrest. Activity in this category includns 
transporting the suspect to the jailing/booking area, moving the 
suspect to a police vehicle, or placing the prisoner in a jail 
cell. The high incidence of assaults which occur after the sus
pect has been formally placed under arrest suggests at a minimum 
the need to focus on the improvement of prisoner custodial train
ing and procedures. In many instances the officer may be less 
careful once he feels the suspect has been arrested and is "under 
control. " However, the data Stlggest that if a false sense of 
security or a sense of complacency does exist after the suspect 
is placed under arrest, it certainly is not warranted. 
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D. Triggering Mechanisms 

Data on officer and suspect activity immediately prior to the 
assault wa~ gat~ered for the purpose of identifying possible 
assault ~r1gger1ng mechanisms. Triggering mechanisms do not 
neces~ar1ly represent the underlying causes of assaultive 
behav1or. Instead, a triggering mechanism may be described as 
an action, gesture or verbal exchange which causes an angry 
~nd~v~dual beh~vin~ in a nonviolent manner to become an angry 
~nd1v1dual.act~ng 1n a violent manner. In other words, a trigger-
1ng mechan1sm 1S a catalyst to violence rather than an underlying 
cause of violence against police. 

After analyzing what was reportedly the last thing the su~ct 
and officer did immediately before the assault, a number of cate
gories describing general types of activities for both policemen 
and offender were constructed. Table 43 shows the distribution 
of assault cases by the officer's last action prior to assault. 
The greatest percentage (15.4 percent) of assaults occur when the 
officer initially places the suspect under arrest; i.e., when 
the officer verbally informs the suspect that he is under arrest . 
Thus, the actual expressed inte~t of an officer to place an 
individual under arrest seems to serve as a triggering mechanism 
or catalyst to assault. It may also be important to discern the 
manner in which the officer initiates the arrest procedure since 
this may be related to his assault potential. 

The second highest frequency of assault events (12.4 percent) 
followed the office,r ~ s giving of an order or command. The giving 
of an order or command may serve as a catalyst to assault in cases 
where the suspect feels that "he doesn't take orders from any
body." As noted earlier in the report, many of the assailants 
are characterized as per'sons who may experience ego problems. 
For these individuals, any attempt by an officer to regulate 
their behavior through verbal injunctions might be perceived as 
a just cause for physical violence. The officer's conduct and 
demeanor when giving an order or command may also bear on the 
suspect's reaction to the command. 

A fairly high incidence of assaults (10.4 percent) occurred under 
circumstances where the officer reportedly was transporting the 
suspect, processing an arrest or booking, jailing and guarding the 
suspect as his last action prior to the assault event. This 
information, in addition to data reported in a previous section of 
this report, indicates the need to advise officers of potential 
hazards once the suspect is placed under custody and is supposed
ly subdued. The data also questions whether or not this particu
lar area of police activity has received sufficient consideration 
by police administrators and training officers. 

Officers listed intervening as a third party to a conflict as 
their last action prior to assault in 10.1 percent of the 
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TABLE 43 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY OFFICER ACTIVITY 
PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

Last Action 

Giving Order or Command 
Handcuffing (applying, loosening 

or removing) 
Applying Pressure or Force 

to Suspect 
Intervening as a Third Party 

to Conflict 
Assault by a Non-Suspect 
Assault for No Apparent Reason 
Transporting Suspect, Processing 

an Arrest or Booking, Jailing, 
Guarding Suspect 

Talking to or Questioning 
Suspect 

Placing Suspect Under Arrest 
Attempting to Overtake Suspect 
Searching/Disarming Suspect 
Traffic stop 
Miscellaneous, Other, Unknown 

Total 

Number 

141 

115 

110 

114 
52 
39 

117 

59 
175 

42 
71 
25 
74 

1134 

Percent 

12.4 

10.1 

9.7 

10.1 
4.6 
3.4 

10.4 

5.2 
15.4 

3.7 
6.3 
2.2 
6.5 

100.0 

incidents. In third party cases the officer often finus himself 
in a potentially explosive situation. An officer "is called upon 
to mediate a conflict, but once the officer arrives at the scene 
of the dispute, his presence may be resented by the parties 
involved. The officer's attempt to intervene in what the parties 
involved perceive as a "private" affair is in itself a catalyst 
to assault. 

Assaults are also fairly high (10.1 percent) in instances where 
the officer is applying, loosening or removing handcuffs from a 
suspect. It is reasonable to suggest that the application of 
handcuffs may serve as'a triggering mechanism to assault. The 
suspect may perceive the application of handcuffs as demeaning, 
unnecessary or a violation of his rights. Thus, it is conceivable 
that an action designed to protect the officer, 'in 
many cases yerves to increase the risk that an officer will be 
assaulted. 3 At any rate, the data suggest that officers should 
be ex-tremely cautious during the handcuffing stage of the arrest 
procedure. 

The data on handcuffing also warrants investigation 6f training 
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as well as policy guidelines given to patrolmen on the use and 
application of handcuffs. For example, some departments allow 
a great deal of discretion to the officer in handcuffing, while 
others require that all suspects be handcuffed regardless of the 
charge filed against them. An illustration of the import:ance 
of officer discretion in handcuffing as well as the need for 
policy guidelines in the use of this discretion is p~ovided by 
an in-depth ~nterview with an assailant in Albuquerque! New 
Mex~co. The offender in this particular case was a yo un sr 
MeXlcan American who was initially confronted by two policemen 
for public drunkenness (the suspect had been drinking at a 
wedding party). The assailant was a Viet Nam veteran and at the 
time of the arrest was suffering from a shrapnel wound which was 
healing very slowly on his right hand and wrist. When the 
officers arrested the suspect they attempted to lock his wounded 
and swollen wrist into the handcuffs. According to the assailant, 
his cries of limy hand, my hand" were either not understood or 
not heeded by the policemen .. As a result~ to relieve the pain, 
the offender attacked the officers with his free hand. 

The above is, of course, an extreme example of how office.r sensi
tivity to the particular circumstances of an arrest, especially 
as those circumstances relate to handcuffing, might have pre
vented an assault. Moreover, while the illustration is n:ot 
representative of conditions present during the "normal" course 
of events when a suspect is handcuffed, it nevertheless effec
tively points to the need fora closer examination of the: policies 
governing handcuffing among law enforcement agencies. 

The category of applying pressure or force to the suspect accounts 
for 9.7 percent of the officer's last actions prior to being 
assaulted. This category is descriptive of instances where the 
officer is trying to detain or restrain the suspect or wh~re after 
a.rresting an individual, the officer is attempting to move the 
suspect to a police car, booking area, etc. The application 
of pressure or force suggests that the suspect may be recalci
trant to begin with. Of course, applying pressure or force to 
the suspect involves physical contact with the individual and may 
be construed by the suspect as a violation of his territorial 
imperative. Body contact between officer and suspect must be 
considered as a very likely triggering mechanism to assault~ 

Of the remaining categories of officer acti vi ty immediat:ely 
prior to assault, each accounts for less than seven percent of 
the incidents. These include talking to or questioning the 
suspect, searching/disarming the suspect, assault by a non-sus
pect,33 attempting to overtake a suspect, assault for no ;apparent 
reason, and a miscellaneous category. 

As noted above, the data stem from asking officers about assaults 
on themselves and thus are not necessarily an impartial an.d 
unbiased description of the incident. An obvious result of this 
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is the fact that none of the police officers reported that the 
assault upon them was caused by their own initiation of violence 
on the suspect. Yet when suspects in Albuquerque 34 were inter
viewed; a sizeable proportion of them insisted that their 
violent behavior toward police officers was a protective reaction 
to the policeman's violent assault. Therefore it is impossible 
to include a category which discusses assaults in the context of 
a suspect resorting to violence as a reaction to police initiated 
violence. 

The preceeding unit has described those triggering mechanisms 
which may emanate from police officer behavior. Next a descrip
tion of the last thing the assailant did or said prior to the 
assault is outlined in Table 44 which shows the distribution of 
the suspect's activity immediately before the officer was 
assaulted. 

TABLE 44 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY LAST THING 
SUSPECT SAID OR DID PRIOR TO THE AS~AULT 

Activity Number Percent 

Verbal: Cursing, Swearing, Arguing 
wi th Officer, Verbal 'rhreat, 
Challenging 

Fleeing from Officer, Custody 
Attack without Warning, Attack for 

No Apparent Reason 
Resiating Officer/Ignoring Officer's 

Command 
Threatening Offic~r with Firearm, 

Knife, Weapon 
Involved in Fight with Third Party 
~iring on Officer/Attempting to Seize 

Officer's Firearm 
Other 

Total 

344 
106 

308 

176 

40 
71 

19 
63 

1127 

30.5 
9.4 

27.5 

15.6 

3.5 
6.3 

1.7 
5.6 

100.1. * 

* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

The greatest frequency of cases involves some form of verbal 
abuse by the suspect. Indeed, in over one third of the incidents 
the assailant engaged in cursing, swearing, arguing, threatening, 
or challengi~g ~he officer prior to the assault. However, the 
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data presently available do not allow any conclusions regarding 
the officer's reaction to this type of stress situation to be 
drawn. Rather, additional research should include a more accurate 
description 0f the interchange between officer and suspect. It 
will then be possible to determine whether the officer's reaction 
to verbal abuse serves to precipitate assaultive behavior . 

Based on the officers' reporting of the last thing the suspect 
did or said prior to the assault, over one fourth of the incidents 
were classified as ,an attack wi~hout warning or assault for no 
apparent reason. This category includes suspect behavior such as 
sleeping, responding to the officer's command, striking the offi
cer with no warning, acting complacent and saying or doing 
nothing. While it appears that a fairly large percentage of the 
cases are difficult to describe in terms of triggering mechanisms 
or warning signals, it is possible that thr0ugh techniques such 
as in-depth interviewing it would be possible to more accurately 
describe the events in~ediately preceeding the assault • 

The third highest incidence of assaults occurred when the suspect 
resisted or ignored an officer's command. Again, conclusions at 
this stage of the analysis are limited since it is not possible to 
determine the officer's reaction to the suspect's behavior. The 
act of resisting an officer or ignoring an officer's command is 
likely to be followed by the officer's attempt to use force or 
pressure. As mentioned previously, physical contact between offi-' 
cer and suspect may in itself be a significant triggering mechanism 
to assault. 

In 9.4 percent of the cases the officer reported that prior to the 
assault the suspect was fleeing from the officer (either before 
or after being placed under arrest). In this situation the sus
pect and officer apparently became involved in a scuffle once 
the officer overtook the suspect. The remaining categories of 
suspect activity account for 17.1 percent of the incidents. These 
include involvement of the suspect in a conflict with a third 
party, threatening the officer with a weapon, firing on an offi
cer and a category of miscellaneous activities. 

E. Weapon Used by Suspect and Officer 

.A major aspect of the dynamics of the assault in.cident is the 
amount of violence·exercised by both offender and officer. Table 
45 shmvs the level of violence directed by the suspect against 
the officer. In only 2.2 percent of the cases was an officer 
shot or shot at by an assailant. Tn 84.8 percent of the incidents 
the assailant wrestled with or ·struck the officer. When a weapon 
was used by an offender, the officer was more likely to be shot 
at with a firearm than cut or stabbed. 

The data on the level of violence directed against the officer 
suggests that suspects utilized weapons in a very small percen
tage of the cases. Table 46 displays the distribution of assault 
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TABLE 45 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY LEVEL OF VIOLENCE OF SUSPECT 

Level of Violence of Suspect 

Threat and Attempt Only 
Wrestled 
Struck Officer 
Cut/Stabbed Officer 
Shot/Shot at Officer 

Total 

Number 

128 
477 
477 

18 
25 

1125 

incidents by the type of weapon used by the offender. 

TABLE 46 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY TYPE OF WEAPON UTILIZED BY SDS?ECT 

Suspect's Weapon 

Hands, Feet, Teeth, Fists 
Officer's Stick or Sap 
Rock, Brick, Bottle 
Clubbin~ Instrument 
Cutting or Stabbing Instrument 
Motor Vehicle 
Spray Can Contents 
Other 

Total 

Number 

999 
12 
19 
20 
30 
16 

1 
78 

* 1175 

Percent 

11.4 
42.4 
42.4 
1.6 
2.2 

100.0 

Percent 

85.0 
1.0 
1.6 
1.7 
2.6 
1.4 

.1 
6.6 

100.0 

* N is greater than 1143 due to reporting of multiple 
weapons use. 

In the majority of the incidents (85.0 percent) the suspect relied 
on his hands, feet, teeth or fists to assault his victim. Cutting 
or stabbing instruments were used in 2.6 percent of the cases. 
The "other" category includes cases where firearms were utilized. 
As Table 47 indicates, firearms were used against police officers 
in only 5.3 percent of the cases. 35 In these incidents where fire
arms ware utilized, a handgun was involved in the majority of the 
events. 
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TABLE 47 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY FIREARM USE AND TYPE 

Firearm Use and TYEe Number Percent 

No Firearm Used 1066 94.7 
Handgun 50 4.4 
Shotgun 8 . 7 
Rifle 2 .2 

Total 1126 100.0 

In the cases where suspects did use a firearm, the weapon was 
reported stolen in only 10.6 percent of the incidents. However, 
officers reported that they did not know if the weapon was indeed 
stolen in well over one third (37.9 percent) of t~e cases. 

In terms of the level of violence utilized by the officer, in 
most cases (86.4 percent) the officer used neither his firearm 
nor his club to repel the assailant. Moreover, in one of every 
20 incidents (5.4 percent), the officer utilized his firearm. 
Generally, the officer defended hinlself with his hands or feet 
and in a nominal percentage of the assault events (8.2 percent) 
relied on his stick as indicated in Table 48. 

TABLE 48 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY TYPE OF {iEAPON 
UTILIZED BY OFFICER 

Weapon Number Percent 

Officer's Stick 95 8.2 
Hands or Feet 945 81.2 
Firearm 63 5.4 
Other 51 5.2 

* Total l16~ 100. O· 

*N is greater than 1143 due to reporting of multiple 
weapons use. 

Thus considering the weapons used by the majority of the assailants, 
officers do not appear to overreact in terms of the type of weapon 
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they use in response to an attack. 

Another point of interest is the direction from which the officer 
was assaulted. Table 49 indicates that in the majority of inci
dents the officer was attacked frontally. 

TABLE 49 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY POSITION FROM WHICH OFFICER WAS ASSAULTED 

Position Number Percent 

Front 849 77.0 
Side 134 12.2 
Rear 76 6.9 
Other (Combinations) 43 3.9 

Total 1102 100.0 

F. Officer and Suspect Injury 

In this section assault incidents are examined in terms of whether 
or not parties to the conflict were injured, the type of injuries 
sustained, and the part of the body injured during the confronta
tion. 

Table 50 indicates that in 54 percent of the cases the officer 
received no injuries. When officers were injured, they wer,e,most 
likely to have received a bruise or cut/puncture wound. In none 
of the incidents reported from municipal agencies were officers 
killed. 

The s·tatistics on the part of the officer I s body which was inj ured 
during an assault should be of interest to police administrators, 
particularly as the data relate to personal defense training. 
Table 51 and Figure 1 show that while the part of the body injured 
is fairly evenly distributed among the cases observed, head in
juries do appear to be the most common inflicted by assailants 
(31.3 percent). 

The figures on suspect injuries are similar to those for the offi
cers. Fifty-six percent of the offenders were not injured, and 
when suspects did sustain an injury it was most likely to be a 
bruise or cut and puncture wound, as displayed in Table 52. 

In contrast to officer injuries, suspects clearly suffered greater 
injury to the head (61.2 percent) than to other parts of the 
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FIGURE 1 

LOCATION OF OFFICER INJURY AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL INJURIES 
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TABLE 50 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY TYPE OF INJURY 
SUSTAINED BY OFFICER 

Injury Sustained Number Percent 

None 650 54.1 
Bruise 356 29.6 
Cut/puncture 138 11. 5 
Fracture/broken bone 24 2.0 
Gunshot wound 2 .2 
Killed 0 0.0 
Other ~ 32 2.7 

Total 1202* 100.1** 

* N is greater than 1143 due to reporting of multiple injuries. 

** Percentage totals do not equal 100.0 due to rounding. 

TABLE 51 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY PART OF BODY 
SUSTAINING THE INJURY - OFFICER 

Location of Injury Number Percent 

Head 184 31.3 
Torso/body 155 26.4 
Hands/ feet 121 20.6 
Arms/legs 128 21.8 

Total 588 100.1* 

* totals are not equal to 100.0% due to rounding. Percentage 

anatomy (Table 53 and Figure 2). In light of the frequency of 
head injuries incurred by assailants, further research is 
warranted. Of particular interest.is the fact that in most offi
cer training programs officers are instructed to repel an attacker 
by aiming for the tors.<?" arms, or leqs rather than _the. head. 
Furthermore, the high number of head injuries among suspects is 
of additional importance since the infliction of head injuries by 
law enforcement officers is most likely to precipitate cha:r-ges 
of police excess. 
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FIGURE 2 

LOCATION OF SUSPECT INJURY AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL INJURIES 
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TABLE 52' 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY SUSPECT INJURY 

Injur"y Number Percent 

None 657 56.3 
Bruise 237 20.3 
Cut-puncture 229 19.6 
Fracture/broken bone 12 1.0 
Gunshot wound 16 1.4 
Killed 5 .4 
Other 12 1.0 

Total 1168* 100.0 

* N is greater than 1143 due tD reporting of multiple 

TABLE 53 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY PART OF BODY 
SUSTAINING THE INJURY - SUSPECT 

Injury Number Percent 

Head 346 61.2 
Torso/body 126 22.3 
Hands/feet 37 6.5 
Arms/legs 56 9.9 

Total 565 99.9* 

injuries. 

* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

While basic information on injuries to both officer and assailant 
is presented in Tables 50 through 53, a more detailed overview of 
assault injuries is outlined in Tables 54 through 139. These 
tables consist of a cross tabulation of injuries by a number of 
variables such as height, build, race, training, alcohol/drug 
involvement, presence of other officers and witnesses, officer 
assignment, location of the incident, officer familiarity with 
the assailant, officer activity prior to the assault and hand
cuffing. In most instances data on both officer .and assailant 
characteristics were included, but in some CQses information on 
only officer injuries is tabularly displayed. 

Although no definitive conclusions can be made concerning the 
relationship between injuries and the variables described above 
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at this stage of the analysis, the tables are presented to enable 
the reader to focus on those relationships which may be of interest 
to him. 

Summary and Conclusions 

One of the most difficult tasks encountered by the Police Assaults 
Study was capturing the dynamics of the assault event through the 
use of standard questionnaire techniques. In spite of inherent 
difficulties in the research method, some interesting findings 
resulted from the procedure. For example, the identification of 
possible triggering mechanisms to assault provides a basis from 
which further research can proceed. Furthermore, the description 
of injuries sustained by both officer and suspect should be 
helpful to those concerned with enhancing the safety of law 
enforcement personnel as well as the citizens with whom they come 
into contact. 
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TABLE 54 

OFFICER INJURY BY OFFICER HEIGHT 

OFFICER 0 F F I C E R H E I 
INJURED 64 65 66 67 - 68 69 

N 9." 0 N g. 
0 N g. 

0 N % N % N g. 
0 

Injured 0 0 1 50.0 3 60.0 5 33.3 53 53.!: 50 50.0 

Non-Injured 1 100. 1 50.0 2 40.0 10 66.7- 46 46.5 50 50.0 

TOTAL 1 ~OO.O 1 100. 5 ~OO.O 15 ~OO.O 99 ... 00.0 100 ~OO.O 
----~---- L- ________ --------- - --------~- ~----

L-......._ L......._.~ -- --

OFFICER 0 F F I C E R H E I 
INJURED 73 74 75 76 77 

N g. 
0 N % N % N % N % 

Injured 67 45.0 27 43.5 18 48.6 11 47.f. 1 100.0 

Non-Injured 82 55.0 35 56.5 19 51.4 12 52.~ - 0.0 

TOTAL 149 100.0 62 100.0 37 100.0 23 ~OO.O 1 100.0 
I 

G H '1' 

70 71 
N % N % N 

77 35.6 93 38.:' 80 

139 64.4 150 61.7 97 

216 1100.0 243 ... 00. °1177 
--- - '--~ ~-~-~ --

G H T 
78 79 

N % N % N 

- 0.0 - 0.0 1 

1 1100.0 1 1100.0 3 

-' 

1 ~00.0(1 ~OO.O 4 
--

72 

80 

% 

45.2 

54.8 

00.0 

I-' 

~" -..J 

'55 

,. 

25.0 

75.0 

1'-00.01 
: 

I 
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TABLE 55 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY BY OFFICER HEIGHT 

TYPE OF 0 F F I C E R H E "1:-

OFFICER 64 65 66 67 68 69 
INJURY N % N 2-

0 N % N % N % N % 

Bruise -- 0.0 1 100. 3 100~ ( 3 50.0 37 69.f 37 74.0 

Cut/puncture -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 2 33.3' 15 28. : 12 24.0 
Fracture/ 
broken bone -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 1 16.7 1 1. ~ 1 2.0 
Gunshot 
wound -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- C.o -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL -- 0.0 1 100. ( . 3 tJ..OO.O 6 ... 00.0 53 p-OO. 0
1

50 1100.0 
- ----~------- - -- -

TYPE OF 0 F F I C E R H E I 
OFFICER 73 74 75 76 77 
INJURY N % N % N % N % N % 

Bruise 44 62.0 21 75.0 12 63.2 8 66.7 1 33.3 

Cut/puncture 20 28.2 7 25.0 6 31.6 4 33.3 1 33.3 

Fracture/broken bone 6 8.4 -- 0.0 1 5.3 -- 0.0 1 33.3 

Gunshot wound , 
..L 1.4 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 71 100.( 28 100. C 19 100.1 12 1100.0 3 99.9 
- -- - -----.---.~. -.-.---~ ----- - '--~--- -- -- -----.- _ .. - --

'.-'---'---'~------'-'-"-.:--~.....----

-IT H T 

70 71 
N % N 2-

0 

58 73.4 69 70.4 

17 21. 5 26 26.5 

4 5.1 3 3.1 

-- 0.0 -- 0.0 

-- 0.0 -- 0.0 

79 [LOO.O 98 lLoo.o 

G H T 
78 79 

N % N % 

-- 0.0 -- 0.0 

-- 0.0 -- 0.0 

-- 0.0 -- 0.0 

-- 0.0 -- 0.0 

-- 0.0 -- 0.0 

-- 0.0 -- 0.0 
- ---L-- --- --'~-

N 

58 

27 

5 

1 

--
91 

lIT 

--
--
--
--

--
--

-;. 

72 
2-
0 

63.7 

29.7 

5.5: 

1.1 

0.0 

100.( 

80 

t-' 
O'i 
co 

% 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 
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0.0 i 
i 

0.0 

0.0 
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TABLE 56 

LOCATION OF OFFICER INJURY BY OFFICER HEIGHT 

LOCATION OF 0 F F I C E R H E I G H 
OFFICER 64 )5 Ei6 67 68 6~9 70 
INJURY N % N % N % N 2, 

0 N % N % N % 

Head -- 0.0 2 66.7 4 80.0 13 81.2 12 21.( 25 35.2 32 31.4 

Torso -- 0.0 1 33.3 -- 0.0 2 12.5' 14 24.E 18 25.4 32 31.4 

Hands/feet -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 1 6.2 12 21. ( 11 15.5 16 15.7 

Arms/legs -- 0.0 -- 0.0 1 20.0 -- 0.0 19 33. 17 23.9 22 21.6 

TOTAL -- 0.0 ' 3 lIOO.O 5 100.0 16 ~9.9 57 99.9 71 00.0 102 00.1 
1 ~ __ -- ----_ .. _---- L _________ --.- ----~- ------- --.~- -- _L..-__ 

f r. 1 r .1 L,. IF . j 
I-iJ L. ...... " I-J ~.--

T 
71 72 

N 2, 
0 N % 

35 29.~ 29 31. 9 

31 26.t:: 25 27.5 

22 18.8 23 25.3 

29 24.E 14 15.4 

117 00.0 '91 100.1 

I-' 
0'\ 
I.D 

LOCATION OF 0 F F I C E R H E I G H T 
OFFICER 73 74 75 76 7'7 78 79 80 
INJURY N 2, 

0 N . % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

Head 14 23.3 6 25.0 7 30.4 1 10.( -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

Torso 19 31.7 7 29.2 4 17.4 -- O. O· 1 50.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

Hands/feet \ 14 23.3 7 29.2 5 21. 7 7 70.C 1 50.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 1 1100.0 

Arms/leqs 13 21.7 4 16.7 7 30.4 2 20.C -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 L 
-

TOTAL 60 100. ( 24 1'-00.1 23 ~9.9 10 _ 1~O~12 fLo OO • O -- 0.0 -- 0.0 1 100.0 
---- ------ -- - - -- ---- ~ 

~.-';--~:..-:-.-.--:..:-~-.-. -.. :"'-~,.:; ...... : .. 
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TABLE 57 

u 

-; 

u uu f ,.. 

L..J I .. 7: r .[I~ / .. ·.Ii [" ",::1. ~, 
~. L,.......;.ii ~ -...'· ... ·'h ... 

SUSPECT INJURY BY OFFICER HEIGHT 

SUSPECT 0 F F I C E R H E I G H T 
INJURED 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % 

Injured - 0.0 - 0.0 3 60.0 8 53.3 46 47.4 42 42.9 81 37.9 85 35.6 
-

Non-Injured 1 ,-00.0 2 1.00.0 2 40~0 7 46.7. 51 52.6 56 57.1 133 62.1 1:";4 64.4 

I 
, 

. 

TOTAL 1 1~0·9 2 100.( 5 100.C 15 100.0 97 100.0 98 100.0 214 ~OO.O 239 00.0 
------_. -- - - - -- --- - . - - ----- .. 

SUSPECT 0 F F I C E R H E I G H T 
INJURED 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 

N % N % N % N % N % N % N 2-
0 

Injured 60 41. 4 2.r: 41.0 15 42.9 9 39.1 1 1100.0 1 00.0 1 11- 0 0. 0 
. 

Non-Injured 85 58.6 36 59.0 20 57.1 14 60.9 - 0.0 - 0.0 - 0.0 
-+-

TOTAL 145 100.C 61 100.0 35 100.0 23 100.0 1 100.0 1 .1.00.0 1 00.0 
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91 
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N 

1 
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4 

72 
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TABLE 58 

u 1 " ,t-J J, "j J;' , iii L--.i ~, "t--.ij" 

TYPE OF SUSPECT INJURY BY OFFICER HEIGHT 

TYPE 0 F F I C E R H E I G 
SUSPECT 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 
INJURY N % N % N % N % N % N % N 

Bruise - - - - - - 4 44.4 24 51.1 25 52.1 46 

Cut/puncture - - - - 3 60.0 4 44.4 ' 23 48.9 21 43.8 35 

.LJ t......JJ 

H T 
7T 

% N 

54.1 36 

41.2 50 

1 '. it 
'\~" 

¥; . 
38.3 

53.2 

r " .Il. , I.:..ir 

72 
N' 't; 

40 45.4 

42 47.7 

Broken bone - - - - 2 40.0 1 11.1 - - 2 4.2 1 1.2 3 3.2 1 1.1 

Gunshot woun 1 - -

Killed - -

TOTAL - -
.. 
" 

;) 

.}:.~ 

TYPE , 

SUSPECT 
TN,TTTRV 

Bruise 

Cut/puncture 

Broken bone 

Gunshot wound 

Killed 
f--

TOTAL 
'---

........ '-"--'~,. ... - ... ,"-""'-'-"~.-"'" --~---. 

- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - 5 100.C 9 99.1 47 

0 F F I C E R 

73 74 75 
N % N % N % N 

30 46.2 14 53.8 10 62.5 4 

32 49~2 10 38.5 5 31.2 2 

'- - 1 3.8 - - -

2 3.1 1 3.8 - - 3 

1 1.5 - - 1 6.2 -

65 100. ( 26 99.9 16 99.91 9 
I 

- -

- - . 
lLOO.C 48 

H 

76 
% N 

44.4 1 

22.2 1 

- -
33.3 -

- -

99.9 2 

-
, 

-

100.1 

3 

-

85 

~ 
'V:-' 

E I 
77 

% N 

50.0 -
50.0 -

- -

- -
- -

100.0 -

3.5 

-
100.0 

G H 
78 

% 

-

-

-

-

-
-

~ __ . __________ . __ ._>' ~..,~,~ ......... ~_,-.. ____ ... ~ ___ ___..~ ___ . _~~"'''' ___ ~ _________ ~ _____ w'_._'~' ___ ~_'~"_ , 

4 4.2 3 3.4 

1 1.2 2 2.3 

94 100.1 88 00.0 

1-' 
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I-' 

T 
79 80 

N % N % 

- - - - I 

- - - -

- - 1 00.0 

- - - -

- .- - -

- - 1 ~OO.O 
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ILOCATION OF 
SUSPECT 64 
INJURY N 

Head -

Torso -- --

Hands/feet -- --

Arms/legs -- --

TOTAL -- -----

LOCATION OF 
SUSPECT 
INJURY 

Head 

Torso' 

Hands/feet 
" 

Arms/legs 

TOTAL 
-"--

~! 

TABLE 59 

o LOCATION OF SUSPECT INJURY BY OFFICER HEIGHT 
~ 

" 

\;tr 
~, 

~ ... ~, 

"~",;rij 
% ~~'~:'~J } N , 

- --

--
--

--
--

N 

46 

15 

6 

9 

76 

65 

73 

0 T" F I -66 
0% <I ' 

, N % 

-- a 1 20.0 

-- v 1 20.0 
d' 

-- 3 60.0 

-- -- -= 

-- 5 100.( 
~, , 

0 F F I 
74 

% N % 

60.5 19 67.8 

19.7 6 21.4 

7.9 2 7.1 

11.8 1 3.6 

99.9 28 99.9 

C E R H E I G 
o '67 013' b~ 

N % N % N % N 

6 54.5 34 73.9 28 50.9 62 
. 

3 27 .. 3"j , '-.? 10.9 17 30.9 26 
- I 

:~.~. \ ~ 

-- -- 2' 4 ;'3<" 5 9.1 4 

2 18.2 5 10.9 5 9.1 11 

11 hoo: 0 46 100.0 55 ~OO. 0 10~ 

C E v R H E I G 
75 76 77 

N % N % N % N: 

13 61. 9 6 66.7 r 1 -,-00.0 --

6 28.6 2 22.2 -- -- 1 

1 4.8 -- ;... -- -- --
1 4.8 1 11.1 -- -- --

21 ~00.1 9 00.0 1 00.0 1 

H T 
7-0 71 

% N % 

60.2 68 64.8 

25.2 20 19.0 

3.9 6 5.7 

10.7 11 10.5 

00.0 105 100.0 

H T 
78 79 

% N % 

-- 1 00.0 

00.0 -- --
-- -- --
-- -- --

1100.0 1 100.0 
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TABLS 60 

OFFICER INJURY BY PHYSICAL BUILD OF OFFICER 

OFFICER 
PHYSICAL BUILD OF OFFICER 

INJURED 
Slender Medlum Heavy 
N % N % N '5 

Yes 61 38.9 179 41.3 56 38.9 

No ~6 61.1 254 58.7 88 61.1 

TOTAL 157 100.0 433 100.0 144 100.0 

TABLE 61 

OFFICER INJURY BY OFFICER RACE 

RACE OF OFFICER 
OFFICE,i White Non-white 
INJUImb N % N % 

Injured 457 43.8 32 35.2 

• 587 56~ 59 64.8 Non-injured 

TOTAL 1044 100.0 91 100.0 
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TABLE 62 

TYPE OF INJURY BY OFFICER RACE 

RACE OF OFFICER 
TYPE OF White Non-white 
OFFICER INJURY N %. N % 

Bruise 334 68.3 21 72.4 

Cut/puncture 133 27.2 5 17.2 

Fractured/broken bones 21 4.3 3 10.3 

Gunshot wound 1 .2 -- 0.0 

Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 489 100.0 29 99 .• 9 

TABLE 63 

LOCATION OF OFFICER INJURY BY OFFICER RACE 

RACE OF OFFICER 
LOCATION OF White Non-white 
OFFICER INJURY N .'% N % 

Head " 176 31.8 8 2305 

Torso/body 142 25.7 12 35.3 

Hands/feet 11·1 20.1 10 29.4 . 

Arms/legs 124 22.4· 4 11.8 

TOTAL 553 100.0 34 100.0 
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TABLE 64 

RACE OF SUSPECT BY OFFICER INJURED 

RACE OF SUSPECT 
OFFICER White Non-white 
INJURED N % iN % 

Injured 267 40.7 218 46.6 

Non-injured 389 59.3 250 53.4 

TOTAL 656 100.0 468 100.0 

TABLE 65 

RACE OF SUSPECT BY TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY 

RACE --- OF SUSPECT-.. 
TYPE OF White Non"':'white 
OFFICER INJURY N % N % 

Bruise 195 70.7 158 66.4 

Cut/puncture 66 23.9 71 29.8 

Fractured/broken bones 15 5.4 9 3.8 

Gunshot wound -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 276 100.0 238 100.0 
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TABLE 66 

SUSPECT' INJURY BY SUSPECT RACE 

RACE· OF SUSPECT 
SUSPECT White Non-white 
INJURED N % N % 

' , 

Injured 258 39.6 200 43.8 

Non-injured 393 60.4 257 56.2 

TOTAL 651 100.0 457 100.0 

-

i J, . 
• I 

.t 

TABLE 67 

SUSPECT TYPE OF INJURY BY SUSPECT RACE, 

.'. 
" RACE OF SUSPECT 

TYPE OF White - Non-white 
SUSPECT INJURY N £. N % , 0 

Bruise 129 45.6 107 50.2 

Cllt/puncture 141 49.8 86 40.4 
1. 1 

Fractured/broken bones 4 1.4 8 3.8 

Gunshot wound 7 2.5 9 4.2 

Killed 2 . 7 3 1.4 

TOTAL 283 100.0 213 100.0 
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TABLE 68 

LOCATION OF SUSPECT INJURY BY SUBPECT RACE 

RACE OF SUSPPCT 
LOCATION OF Whl.te Non-whl.te 
SUSPECT INJURY N % N % 

Head 202 62.7 141 58.8 

Torso/body 73 22.7 53 22.1 

Hands/feet 20 6.2 17 7.1 

Arms/legs 27 8.4 29 12.1 

-TOTAL 322 100.0 240 100.1 

TABLE 69 

SUSPECT INJURY BY RACE OF OFFICER 

RACE OF OFFICER 
SUSPECT White Non-white 
INJURED N % N % 

Injured 433 42.2 28 30.8 

Non-injured 592 57.8 63 69.2 

To~rAL 1025 100.0 91 100.0 
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OFFICER INJURED 

Injured 

Not Injured 

TOTAL 

OFFICER INJURED 

Injured 

Not Injured 

TOTAL 

TABLE 71 

OFFICER INJURY BY TIME ELAPSED 
SINCE BASIC RECRUIT TRAINING PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

TYPE OF TRAINING: BASIC RRCRUIT 
No Training 6 Mo. or Less 12 Mo. or Less 

N % N % N 

13 54.2 41 45.1 79 

11 45.8 50 54.9 133 

24 100.0 I 91 100.0 212 

TABLE 72 

OFFICER INJURY BY TIME ELAPSED 
SINCE FIREARMS TRAINING PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

TYPE OF TRAINING: , FIREARMS -

% 

37.3 

62.7 

100.0 

No Traininq 6 Mo. or Less 12 Mo. or Less 
N !1, 

0 "N !1, 
0 N % 

5 62.5 188 52.5 162 40.5 

3 37.5 170 47.5 238 59.5 

8 100.0 358 100.0 400 100.0 

Over 1 Year 
N !1, 

0 

352 43.8 

451 56.2 

803 100.0 " 

Over ·~·Year 
N % 

130 35.7 

234 64.3 

364 100.0 
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TABLE 73 

OFFICER INJURY BY TIME ELAPSED 
SINCE ARREST PROCEDURE TRAINING PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

TYPE OF TRAINING: ARREST PROCEDURE 
OFFICER INJURED No Traininq 6 Mo. or Less 12 Mo. or Less/ Over 1 Year 

N % N % N % N % 

Injured 39 37.9 81 53.3 115 48.1 250 39.6 

Not Injured 64 62.1 71 46.7 124 51. 9 381 60.4 

TOTAL 103 100.0 152 100.0 239 100.0 631 100.0 

TABLE 74 
~ 

OFFICER INJURY BY TIME EL~SED 
SINCE PRISONER HANDLING TRAINING PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

TYPE OF TRAINING: PRISONER HANDLING 
OFFICER INJURED No Training 6 Mo. or Less 12 Mo. or Less Over 1 Year 

N % N % N % N % 

Injured 48 41. 4 61 57.0 106 46.3 270 40.2 

Not Injured 68 58.6 46 43.0 123 53.7 402 59.8 

TOTAL 116 100.0 107- 100.0 229 100.0 672 100.0 
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TABLE 75 

OFFICER INJURY BY TIME ELAPSED 
SINCE POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS TRAINING PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

TYPE OF TRAINING: POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
OFFICER INJURED No Traininq 6 Mo. or Less 12 Mo. or Less Over 1 Year 

'. 
N % N % N % N % 

Injured 49 42.2 84 54.9 122 48.6 229 38.0 

Not Injured 67 57.8 69 45.1 129 51. 4 374 62.0 

TOTAL 116 10D.O 153. 100.0 251 100.0 603 100.0 

TABLE 76 

OFFICER INJURY BY TIME ELAPSED 
SINCE DEFENSIVE TACTICS TRAINING PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

TYPE OF TRAINING: DEFENSIVE TACTICS 
OFFICER INJURED No Trainlng 6 Mo. or Less 12 Mo. or Less Over 1 Year 

N % N % N % N !1, 
0 

Injured 46 42.2 59 55.7 102 45.7 278 40.6 

Not Injured 63 57.8 47 44.3 121 54.3 407 59.4 

TOTAL 109 100.0 106 100.0 223 100.0 685 100.0 
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TABLE 77 

r':'f 
i.......j 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY BY TIME ELAPSED 
SINCE BASIC RECRUIT TRAINING PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

TYPE OF'TRA~NING: BASIC RECRUIT 

f--'~ 1 ~"-~"r 

W 
r- ." 
~ 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY No Traininq 6 Mo. or Less 12 Mo. or Less 
N % N % N % 

Bruise 8 66.7 32 78.0 62 68.1 

Cut/Puncture 3 25.0 8 19.5 28 30.8 

Fracture/Broken Bone 1 8.3 1 2.4 1 1.1 

Gunshot Wound -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 12 100.0 41 99.9 91 100.0 

r 'r tF-~ r '" r f P-.,~; 
t.......J! L....d ~ ~ 

Over 1 Year 
N 9-

0 

251 67.5 

98 26.3 

21 5.6 

2 .5 

-- 0.0 

372 99.9 
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TABLE 77 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY BY TIME ELAPSED 
SINCE BASIC RECRUIT TRAINING PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

TYPE OF T~~INING: BASIC RECRUIT 

r--r r'r ... ';~~. ,.,.' ... • ,< ,- ~ 

. ,. 
r , 
'L.;..;...,l b.....J: 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY No Trainin~ 6 Mo. or Less 12 Mo. or Less 
N % N % N % 

Bruise 8 66.7 32 78.0 62 68.1 

Cut/Puncture 3 25.0 8 19.5 28 30.8 

Fracture/Br9ken Bone 1 8.3 1 2.4 1 1.1 

Gunshot Wound -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 12 100.0 41 99.9 91 100.0 
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Over 1 Year 
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251 

98 

21 
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TABLE 78 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY BY TIME ELAPSED 
SINCE FIREARMS TRAINING PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

TYPE OF TRAINING: FIREARMS 
TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY No Training 6 Mo. or Less 12 Mo. or Less Over 1 Year 

N % N !l-
0 

Bruise 4 100.0 143 71.1 

Cut/Puncture -- 0.0 48 23.9 

Fracture/Broken Bone -- 0.0 9 4.5 

Gunshot Wound -- 0.0 1 .5 

Killed -- O. 0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 4 100.0 201 100.0 
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57 

11 

1 
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175 

% N 

60.6 100 

32.6 32 
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TABLE 79 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY BY TIME ELAPSED 
SINCE ARREST PROCEDURE TRAINING PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

TYPE OF TRAINING: ARRES T PROCEDURE 
TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY No Trai.ning 6 Mo. or Less 12 Mo. or Less 

N % N % N % 

Bruise 28 70.0 59 72.8 84 66.7 

Cut/Puncture 8 20.0 20 24.7 36 28.6 

Fracture/Broken Bone 2 5.0 2 2.5 6 4.8 

Glli'1shot Wound 2 5.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 40 100.0 81 100.0 126 100.1 

Over 1 Year 
N % 

182 67.7 

73 27.1 I 

14 5.2 
I. 

-".. 10 . 0 

-- 0.0 I-' 
co ~ 
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269 100.0 
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TABLE 80 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY BY TIME ELAPSED 
SINCE PRISONER HANDLING TRAINING PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

TYPE .OF TRATNTNr.:· P"R T c::::n1\TR"R T-Tn.1\TnT. Tl\Tr:: 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY No Traininq 6 Mo. or Less 12 Mo. or Less 
N % N % N % 

. Bruise 
It 

35 71.4 41 68.3 82 68.3 

I Cut/Puncture 10 20.4 17 28.3 32 26.7 

Fracture/Broken Bone 2 4.1 2 3.3 6 5.0 

.. Gunshot Wound 2 4.1 -- 0.0 . -- 0.0 

Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 49 100.0 60 99.9 120 100.0 
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Over 1 Year 
N % 

195 67.9 

78 27.1 

14 4.9 
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287 99.9 
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TABLE 81 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY BY TIME ELAPSED 
SINCE POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS TRAINING PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

TYPE OF TRAINING: POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY No Traininq 6 Mo. or Less 12 Mo. or Less Over 1 Year 

, N % N % N % N % 

Bruise 36 73.5 61 71. 8 93 67.9 162 66.7 

Cut/Puncture 9 18.4 23 27.1 39 28.5 65 26.7 

Fracture/Broken Bone 2 4.1 1 1.2 5 3.6 16 6.6 -
I 

I 
Gunshot vJound 2 4.1 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 I , 

::... 

Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 49 100.1 85 100.1 137 100.0 243 100.0 
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TABLE 82 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY BY TI~ill ELAPSED 
SINCE DEFENSE TACTICS TRAINING PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

TYPE OF T.RAINING: DEFENSIVE TACTICS 

1"''::'':'11 

"' r '--l 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY No Training 6 Mo. or Less 12 Mo. or Less Over 1 Year 
N % N % N % N % 

Bruise 35 74.5 43 74.1 78 65.5 197 67.5 

Cut/Puncture 8 17.0 12 20.7 38 31.9 79 27.1 

Fracture/Broken Bone 2 4.3 3 5.2 3 2.5 16 5.5 

Gunshot Wound 2 4.3 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 
. 

Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 47 100.1 58 100. '0 119 99.9 292 100.1 
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TABLE 83 

OFFICER INJURY BY NU~mER OF OTHER OFFICERS PRESENT 

NUMBER OF OTHER OFFICERS PRESENT 
OFFICER INJURED 0 1 2 

N % N % N 

I.njured 56 40.9 161 39.3 138 

Not Injured 81 59.1 249 60.7 184 

TOTAL 137 100.0 410 100.0 322 

TABLE 84 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY NUMBER OF OTHER OFFICERS PRESENT 

NUMBER OF OTHER OFFICERS PRESENT 
TYPE OF 0 1 2 OFFICER INJURY N % N % N 

Bruise 45 70.3 118 72.0 95 

Cut/Puncture 18 28.1 38 23.1 41 

Fractured/Broken Bone 1 1.6 8 4.9 11 

Gunshot Wound -- 0.0 -- 0.0 --, 

Killed· -- 0.0 -- 0.0 --

TOTAL 64 100.0 164 100.0 147 
, . - - -_._- - ----_._--
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0.0 
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100.0 

3 or More 
N % 

113 49.1 

117 50.9 

' 230 100.0 
, . 

3 or More 
N % 

81 67.5 
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TABLE 85 

LOCATION OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY NUMBER OF OTHER OFFICERS PRESENT 

NUMBER OF OTHER OFFICERS PRESENT 
LOCATION OF 

I---
0 1 2 

OFFICER INJURY N % N % N % 

Head 21 27.3 65 33.3 49 30.4 

Torso/Body 23 29.9 55 28.2 35 21.7 

Hands/Feet 13 16.9 28 14.4 44 27.3 

Arms/Legs 20 26.0 47 24.1 33 20.5 

TOTAL 77 . 100.1 195 100.0 161 99.9 

TABLE 86 

SUSPECT INJURY BY NUMBER OF OTHER OFFICERS PRESENT 

NUMBER OF OTHER OFFICERS PRESENT 
SUSPECT INJURED 0 1 2 

N % N % N % 

Injured 55 40.1 141 34.8 153 48.1 

Not Injured ,82 59.9 264 65.2 165 51.9 

TOTAL 137 100.0 405 100.0 ·318 100.0 
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40 31. 7 
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30 23.8 

22 17.5 

126 100.0 

I 

3 or More 
N % I 

I 
98 44.7 I 

121 55.3 I 
I 

219 100~ 

I 
I 

~ 
co 
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TABLE 87 

TYPE OF SUSPECT INJURY 
BY NUMBER OF OTHER OFFICERS PRESENT 

L...J 

NUMBER OF OTHER OFFICERS PRESENT 
TYPE OF 0 1 
SUSPECT INJURY N % N % N 

Bruise 29 50.9 76 50.7 81 

Cut/Puncture 24 42.1 66 44.0 76 

Fractured/Broken Bone -- 0.0 6 4.0 4 

Gunshot Wound 3 5.3 1 . 7 . 3 

Killed 1 1.8 1 . 7 1 

TOTAL 57 100.1 150 100.1 165 

.... - ... ~-.----... -,,~-. 
. __ "r ... -«.. ...... ,,_ ••.• ~'_ •• ' .•• 

'"". 'I '--J'Ls"# 

2 
% 

49.1 

46.1 

2.4 

1.8 

.6 

100.0 

r....", J...,;.,,;j 'I\I~' i' 
~ .. \ .. <, "," -. • 

3 or More 
N % 

44 41.1 

52 48.6 

1 .9 

9 8.4 

1 . 9 

107 99.9 
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\.D 
o 

!ii£'~":'~ 
. '~ 
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TABLE 88 

LOCATION OF INJURY TO SUSPECT 
BY NUMBER OF OTHER OFFICERS PRESENT 

. 
NUMBER OF OTHER OFFICERS PRESENT 

LOCATION OF 0 1 2 _3. or rrore 
SUSPECT INJURY N % N % N .% N % -
Head 109 75.7 124 66.3 37 35.9 !. 32 39.5 

Torso/Body 19 13.2 38 20.3 36 35.0 29 35.8 

Hands/Feet 7 4.9 10 5.3 13 12.6 6 7.4 

Arms/Legs 9 6.3 15 8.0 17 16.5 14 17,3 

TOrrAL 144 100.1 187 99.9 103 100.0 81 100.0 
. - . - --- ----- - - -- - -- ------~-~--

TABLE 89 
. 

OFFICER INJURY BY NUMBER OF CIVILIAN WITNESSES PRESENT 
~ 

.. 
-

NUMBER OF CIVIL :AN WI'T'NF.~~F.~ P~F.~;::;:Nrp • OFFICER '0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 INJURED N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N -
Injured 129 44.0 85 42.1 46 48.4 25 46.3 6 42.9 10 66.7 5 50.0-L-2 66.7 52 

Not Injured 164 ~6.0 117 57.9 49 51.6 29 53.7 8 57.1 5 33.3 5 50.0 1 33.3 22 
, 

.. 
TO~&:' 293 ~OO.O 202 1100.C 95 100.( 54 100.C 14 p.OO.O 15 100eO 10 ~OO.O 3 tLOO.O 74 

i~ .' ,1':,"1 
.~.:--:~ 

8 

; 

J-l 
~ 

J-l 

% 

70.3 

29.7 

1- 00 • 0 

~ 
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TABLE 90 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY NUMBER OF CIVILIAN WITNESSES PRESENT 

TYPE OF NUMBER OF CIVILIAN WITNESSES PRESENT 
OFFICER 0 1 2 3 4 5 
INJURY N S!, 

0 N S!, 
0 N % N % N % N % 

Bruise 85 ~2.5 60 69.0 32 65.3 19 79.2 6 60.0 10 50.0 

Cut/Puncture 41 ~0.1 22 25.3 13 26.5 5 20.8 4 40.0 10 50.0 
Fracture/ 
Broken Bone 8 ~.9 5 5.7 4 8.2 -- 0.0 --- 0.0 -- 0.0 
Gunshot 
Wound 2 1.5 -- ',0.0 ....... - 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

-
Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 136 ~OO.O 87 ~OO.O 49 100.0 24 100.0 10 ~OO.O 20 1100.0 
. 

6 
N % N 

5 83.3 1 

1 16.7 --
-- 0.0 --

, 

-- 0.0 --
-- 0.0 --

6 00.0 1 

7 
% N 

100. C 41 

0.0 11 

~ (). 0 2 

0.0 --
0.0 --

~OO.O 54 

8 
% 

75.9 

20.4, 

3.7 

0.0 

0.0 

_00.0 

I-' 
1.0 
N 

, 
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TABLE 91 

LOCATION OF INJURY TO OFFICER 
BY NUMBER OF CIVILIAN WITNESSES PRESENT 

LOCATION OF NUMBER OF CIVILIAN WITNESSES PRESENT 
OFFICER U 1 2 3 4 5 6 
INJURY N % N % N % N 2-

0 N % N % N % 

Head 46 ~1.5 28 28.6 15 30.6 9 31. 0 2 !28.6 5 62.5 1 25.0 

Torso/Body 37 ~5.3 23 23.5 15 30.6 10 34.5 2 28.6 2 25.0 1 25.0 
Hands,Fists 

~4.0 Feet,Teeth 35 23 23.5 11 22.4 4 13.8 -- 0.0 1 12.5 -- 0.0 

Arms/Legs 28 fl9.2 24 24.5 8 16.3 6 20.7 3 42.9 -- 0.0 2 50.0 

T.OTAL 146 100.0 98 ".00.1 49 99.9 29 tLOO.O 7 1'-00.1 8 00.0 4 100.0 

TABLE 92 

SUSPECT INJURY BY NUMBER 
OF CIVILIAN WITNESSES PRESENT 

SUSPECT NUMBER OF CIVILIAN WITNESSES PRESENT 

INJURED 0 1 2 3 4 5 
N % N % N 2- N % N 2- N % N % 0 0 

. 
Injured 1119 41. 9 91 46.2 41 43.2 28 51.9 5 35.7 10 66.7 2 22.2 

Not Injured 165 58.1 lOp 53.8 54 56.8 26 48.1 9 64.3 5 33.3 7 77.8 _. 

TOTAL 284 100.0 197 100.( 95 100. ( 54 100.( 14 100.0 15 100.0 9 ~OO.O 

- "..--
•• ;;.. ~ •• _ -< ' __ "_"0 

.... 

'~ ~ 

7 
N % N 

1 33.3 18 

-- 0.0 25 . ..... 
1 33.3 7 

1 33.3 18 

3 99.9 68 

7 
N % N 

2 66.7 34 

1 33.3 38 

3 100.0 72 

v 
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TABLE 93 

~ 

TYPE OF SUSPECT INJURY 

.~ .~ ~ .~ 

BY NUMBER OF CIVILIAN WITNESSES PRESENT 

TYPE OF NUMBER OF CIVILIAN WITNESSES PRESENT 
SUSPECT 0 1 2 3 4 5 
INJURY N % N 9, 

0 ,N % N % N % N 9,; N 9, 

Bruise 48 40;0 38 40.4 16 36.4 16 47.1 2 40.0 7 63.6 1 50.0 

Cut/Puncture 63 52.5 51 54.3 24 54.5 9 J 26. 5. 3 60.0 4 36.4 1 50.0 

Fracture/ 
1 0.8 1 1.0 1 2.3 5 14.7 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 Broken Bone 

Gunslio·t 
6 5.0 4 4.3 2 4.5 2 5.9 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 Wound 

Killed 2 1.7 -- 0.0 1 2.3 2 5.9 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 120 100.0 94 [100.C 44 100. C 34 100. 5 [100.C 11 100.0 2 100.0 

"-::-::~:";-:.=:-.':':::--:-:" ,. ".- ~-.---.-~.~. 
""_~~'_'_'W_ .,. __ -..--_,,,_. ,.".~_ e_~." 

.... ,~-:-., . .!~~ .. ,..-=-:~~' 

~ ~ '...--. 

N 9, N 9, 

-- 0.0 21 52.5 

2 100. D ·16 40.0 

-- 0.0 2 

-- 0.0 1 

-- 0.0 --

2 100.0 40 
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0.0 
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TABLE 94 

LOCATION OF INJURY TO SUSPECT 

.I_ll l_il, 
~~;.~ 

BY NUMBER OF CIVILIAN WITNESSES PRESENT 
,> 

LOCATION OF NUMBER OF CIVILIAN WITNESSES PRESENT 
SUSPECT '0 l 2 3 4 '" INJURY N 9-

0 N % N % N % N % N % N 

Head 91 73.4 71 55.5 31 ·63.3 21 51.2 2 33.3 7 53.8 1 

Torso/Body 28 22.6 17 13.3 11 22.4 11 26.8 2 33.3 4 30.8 2 
Hands/F1.sts -- ~.O 30 23.4 -- 0.0 2 4.9 -- 0.0 1 7.7 --Feet, Teeth -. 
Arms/Legs 5 4.0 10 7.8 7 14.3 7 l7.1 2 33.3 1 7.7 3 

TOTAL 124 ,100.e 128 ~OO.O 49 ).00.0 41 100.0 6 99.9 13 b-OO.O 6 

::-":'=,:.::.:~:.~-=. ~;.; 'i'" ",.:. , .. .;,...., ~,_ ••.• - f .. 

l_-~-

% 

16.7 

33.3 

0.0 

50.0 

1100.0 

~, ~·"i_C;" ~ 
.'<':'-

: 

N % 

-- 0,0 

-- 0.'0 

1 100.( 

-- 0.0 

1 [100.0 

N 

18 

25 

7 

18 

68. 

!k 

26.5 

36.8 

10.3 

26.5 
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D 
OFFICER 
INJURED 

Injured 

Non-Iniured 

TOTAL 

196 

TABLE 95 

OFFICER INJURY BY SUSPECT 
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL 

SUSPECT UNDER THE INFI,UENCE 
Yes No 

N % N % 

367 58.4 226 57.9 

261 41.6 164 42.1 

628 100.0 390 100.0 
i 

TABLE 96 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY 

~ .. 

OF ALCOHOL 
Don't Know 
N % 

650 56.9 

491 43-.1 

1141 100.0 

BY SUSPECT UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL 

TYPE OF SUSPECT UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL 
OFFICER INJURY Yes No Don't Know 

N % N % N % ... 

Bruise 196 71. 8 112 62.2 42 75.0 

cut/puncture 66 24.2 57 31.6 13 23.2 
~; 

. 
Fraqture/broken bone 11 4.0 11 6.1 1 1.8 

Gunshot wound -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 
----,c-. .. 

TOTAL 273 ~OO.O 180 99.9 ) 56 100.0 
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TABLE 97 

LOCATLON OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY SUSPECT UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL 

LOCATION OF 
OFFICER INJURY 

Head 

Torso/body 

Hands/feet 

Arms/legs 

TOTAL 

SUSPECT 
INJURED 

Inlured 

Non-Iniured 

TOTAL 
, 

SUSPECT UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
Yes No 

N % N % 

90 2·9.1 65 15.8 

90 29.1 50 12.2 

61 19.7 43 10.5 

68 22.0 47 11.5 

309 99.9 410 100.0 

TABLE 98 

SUSPECT INJURY BY SUSPECT 
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL 

SUSPECT UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
Yes No 

N % N % 

259 41. 6 153 40.2 

363 58.4 228 59.8 

622 100.0 381 100.0 

OF ALCOHOL 
Don't Know 

N % 

25 37.9 

14 21.2 

15 22.7 

12 18.2 

66 100.0 

OF ALCOHOL 
Don't Know 
N % 

48 44.9 

59 55.1 

107 100.0 

I ,. 
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TABLE 99 

TYPE OF INJURY TO SUSPECT 
BY SUSPECT UNDER INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL 

TYPE OF SUSPECT UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL 
SUSPECT INJURY Yes No Don't Rno't'l 

N % N 9, 
0 N % 

Bruise 128 45.4 86 51.8 22 45.8 

Cut/puncture 145 51.4 68 41.0 14 29.2 

Fracture/broken bone 5 1.8 7 4.2 -- 0.0 

Gunshot wound 3 1.1 3 1.8 10 20.8 
- . 

I-Kil1ed 1 .4 2 1.2 2 4.2 

TOTAL 282 100.1 i66 100.0 48 100.0 

TABLE 100 

LOCATION OF SUSPECT IN.JURY 
BY SUSPECT UNDER THE INF'LUENCE OF ALCOHOL 

LOCATION OF SUSPECT UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL 
SUSPECT INJURY Yes No Don't Know 

N % ~ % N % 

Head 204 68.5 114 54.0 28 50.9 

Torso/bodv 56 18.8 57 27.0 13 23.6 

Hands/feet 16 5.4 17 8.1 4 7.3 
; ; 

~rms/leqs 22 7.4 23 10.9 10 18.2 

TOTAL 298 100.1 211 100.0 55 100.0 
I 
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TABLE 101 

OFFICER INJURY BY SUSPECT BEEN DRINKING 

OFFICER INJUHED 

Injured 

Non-Injured 

TOTAL 

SUSPECT BEEN DRINKING 
Yes No 
N % N 

294 40.9 104 

425 59.1 156 

719' 100.0 260 

TABLE 102 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY SUSPECT BEEN DRINKING 

SUSPECT BEEN DRINKING 

% 

40.0 

60.0 

100.0 

Don't Know 
N % 

85 57.8 

62 42.2 

147 1100.0 

TYPE OF OFF.ICER 
INJURY 

Yes No Don't Know 
N ~%~~ __ ~N~ __ +-__ ~~o __ -+ __ ~N __ ~~~%~~ 

E :ise 219 70.4 66 60.0 65 73.0 

cut/Puncture 79 25.4 34 30.9 23 25.8 

Fracture/Broken Bon 13 4.2 10 9.1 1 1.1 

Gunshot Wound 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Killed 0.0 0 .. 0 0.0 

TOTAL 311 100.0 110 100.0 
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LOCATION OF 
OFFICER INJURY 

Head 

Torso/Body 

Hands/Feet 

Arms/Legs 
... - .. -

TOTAL 

200 

TABLE 103 

LOCATION OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY SUSPECT BEEN DRINKING 

SUSPECT BEEN DRINKING 
Yes No 

N % N 

105 30.3 41 

97 28.0 35 

72 20.8 26 

73 21. 0 27 

347 100.1 129 

TABLE 104 

% 

31.8 

27.1 

20.2 

20.9 

100.0 

SUSPECT INJURY BY SUSPECT BEEN DRINKING 

SUSPECT 
SUSPECT BEEN DRINKING 

Yes No 
INJURED N % N % 

Injured .300 42.3 88 34.6 

Not Injured 410 57.7 166 65.4 

TOTAL 710 100.0 254 100.0 

.. ~ 

Don t Know 
N % 

34 32.4 

22 21. 0 

22 21. 0 

27 25.7 

lor; 100'.1 

Don't Know 
N % 

72 49.0 

75 51.0 

147 100.0 
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TYPE OF 
SUSPECT INJURY 

Bruise 

cut/Puncture 

201 

TABLE 105 

TYPE OF SUSPECT INJURY 
BY SUSPECT BEEN DRINKING 

SUSPECT BEEN DRINKING 
Yes No 

N % N 

157 49.0 42 

155 48.3 46 

Fracture/Broken Bone 4 1.2 3 

Gunshot Wound 

Killed 

TOTAL 

LOCATION OF 
SUSPECT INJURY 

Head 

Torso/Body 

Hands/Feet 

Arms/Legs 

TOTAL 

4 1.2 2 

1 . 3 2 

321 100.0 95 

TABLE 106 

LOCATION OF SUSPECT INJURY 
BY SUSPECT BEEN DRINKING 

SUSPEC'r BEEN DRINKING 
Yes No 

N % N 

235 64.6 63 

75 20.6 36 

22 6.0 10 

32 8.8 9 

364 100.'0 118 

Don't Know 
% N % 

44.2 37 46.2 

48.4 ·26 32.5 

3.2 5 6.3 "' 
'. 

2.1 10 12.5 

2.1 2 2.5 

100.0 80 100.0 

Don t Know 
% N % 

53.4 48 58.5 

30.5 15 18.3 

8.5 5 6.1 

7.6 14 17.1 
-

100.0 82 100.0 
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OFFICER 
INJURED 

Injured 

Non-Injured 

TOTAL 

202 

TABLE 107 

OFFICER INJURY BY SUSPECT 
UNDER INFI.UENCE OF DRUGS 

SUSPECT UNDER INFLUENCE OF 
Yes No 

N % N % 

62 52.5 246 39.2 

56 47.5 381 6 0.8 

118 100.0 627 100.0 

TABLE 108 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY SUSPECT UNDER INFLUENCE OF DRUGS 

SUSPECT UNDER INFLUENCE OF 
TYPE OF Yes No 
OFFICER INJURY N % N % 

Bruise 47 74.6 183 68.3 

cut/Puncture 15 23.8 74 27.6 

Fracture/Broken Bone 1 1.6 11 4.1 

Gunshot Wound -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 
-

DRUGS 
Don't 

N 

173 

204 

377 

DRUGS 
Don't 

N 

119 

48 

12 

--

--

TOTAL 63 100.0 268 100.0 179 

\., 

. \ 

Know 
% 

45.8 

54.1 

99.9 

Know 
% 

66.5 

26.8 

6.7 

0.0 

0.0 

100.0 
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TABLE 109 

LOCATION OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY SUSPECT UNDER INFLUENCE OF DRUGS 

LOCATION OF 
OFFICER INJURY 

Head 

Torso/Body 

Hands/Feet 

Arms/Legs 

TOTAL 

SUSPECT 
INJURED 

Injured 

Not Injured 

TOTAL 

SUSPECT UNDER INFLUENCE OF 
Yes No 

N % N % 

21 29.2 105 34.2 

18 25.0 73 23.8 

20 27.8 54 17.6 

13 18.1 75 24.4 

72 100.1 307 100.0 

TABLE 110 

SUSPECT INJURY,BY SUSPECT 
UNDER INFLUENCE OF DRUGS 

SUSPECT UNDER INFLUENCE OF 
Yes No 

N % N 9-
0 

66 55.9 214 34.6 

52 44.1 405 65.4 

118 100.0 619 100.0 

.1 

DRUGS 
Don't Know 

N % 

55 27.5 

62 31. 0 

46 23.0 

37 18.5 

200 100.0 

DRUGS 
Don't Know 

N % 

179 48.1 

193 51. 9 

372 100.0 
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TABLE III 

TYPE OF SUSPECT INJURY 
BY SUSPECT UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF,DRUGS 

0 

SUSPECT UNDER INE'LUENCE OF DRUGS 
TYPE OF Yes No Don't Know 
SUSPECT " INJURY N % N % N % 

Bruise 28 42.4 133 55.9 75 39.1 

Cut/Puncture 36 54.5 91 38.2 100 52.1 

Fracture/Broken Bone 1 1.5 10 4.2 1 .5 

Gunshot Wound 1 1.5 2 . 8 13 7.0 

Killed -- 0.0 2 .8 3 1.5 

TOTAL 66 99.9 238 99.9 192 100.2 

TABLE 112 

LOCATION OF SUSPECT INJURY 
BY SUSPECT UNDER INFLUENCE OF DRUGS 

SUSPECT UNDER INFLUENCE OF DRUGS 
LOCATION OF Yes No Don t Know 
SUSPECT INJURY N % N % N % 

Head 49 66.2 171 58.6 125 63.8 
-

Torso/Body 15 20.3 67 23.0 43 21. 9 

Hands/Feet 4 5.4 23 7.9 10 5.1 

Arms/Legs 6 8.1 31 10.6 18 9.2 

TOTAL 74 100.0 292 100.1 196 100.0 
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L-JJ ~ ~ L-J L.JJ LJ LJJ L-W 

OFFICER 
INJURED 

Injured 

Not Iniured 

TOTAL 

TYPE OF 
OFFICER INJURY 

Bruise 

Cut/Puncture 

IFractured/Broken Bon 

Gunshot Wound 

Killed 

TOTAL 

.;... ... ,~;,.,~"".,.,.."":----' ........ ??'~. -':;7:..'~~ "';",:::, 

TABLE 113 

OFFICER INJURY BY OFFICER ASSIGNMENT 

OFF ICE R ASS I G N MEN T 
Auto Pat. Foot Pat. Traffic Juvenile Detective Jail Other 

N % N % N I % N 9-
0 N g. 

0 N % N g. 
0 

388 43.4 5 41. 7 29 ! 36.7 1 00.0 24 45.3 20 48.8 23 38.3 

505 56.6 ' 7 58.3 50 63.3 0 0.0 29 54.7 21 51. 2 37 61.7 

893 100.0 12 00.0 
- 1.-.-

79 1"-00.0 1 00.0 53 00.0 41 1-00.0 60 00.0 

TABLE 114 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY BY OFFICER ASSIGNMENT 

OFF ICE R ASS I G N ME N T 
Auto Pat. Foot Pat TraFfic Juvp'"\; 1 p 'npt- Ivi,....p .Trl . 1 Other 

N g. 
0 N I % N % N % N % N % N % 

228 64.6 3· 1 60.0 21 72.4 1 00.0 13 56.5 11 50.0 18 72.0 

108 30.6 2 40.0 6 20.7 -- 0.0 9 39.1 9 40.9 3 12.0 
'. 

~ 16 4.5 0 0.0 2 6.9 -- 0.0 1 4.3 2 9.1 3 12.0 

1 .3 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 1 4.0 

-.- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

353 1100.0 5 00.0 29 tJ..OO.O 1 ~OO.O 23 99.9 22 1'-00.0 25 1'-00.0' 
, 
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TABLE 115 

LOCATION OF OFFICER INJURY BY OFFICER ASSIGNMENT 

OFF ICE R ASS I G N MEN T 
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LOCATION OF Auto Pat. Foot Pat. Traffic Juvenile Det IVicp. Jail Other 
OFFICER INJURY N % N % N % N 

Head 143 30.4 3 50.0 10 33.3 1 

Torso/Body 123 26.2 1 16.7 10 33.3 --

Hands/Feet 95 20.2 1 16.7 7 23.3 --
-

Arms/Legs 109 23.2 1 16~7 3 10.0 --

TOTAL 470 ~OO.O 6 1.00.1 30 -99.5 1 

·'~~~."'~~~U'~~·,;,..<>~:-;;,~~~~~~~,,-, - .~'-~~ ... :.:_:::'~::,,::,,: __ ,":"7_'. 

% N % N 

00.0 1 7 25.0 9 

0.0 9 32.1 4 

0.0 8 28.6 3 

0.0 4 14.3 5 

100.( 28 100.C 21 

% N 

42.9 10 

19.0 8 

14.3 6 

23.8 6 

100.0 30 

% 

33.3 

26.7 

20.0 

20.0 

100.0 

, 

N 
o 
0'\ 
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OFFICER 
INJURED 

Injured 

Non-Injured "_.- -...... 

TOTAL 

TYPE OF 
OFFICER INJURY 

Bruise 

cut/puncture 

... ~ 
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'rABLE 116 

OFFICER INJURY 
BY OFFICER UNIT ASSIGNMENT 

UNIT ASSIGNM:~NT 
One-man Unit 

N % 

292 45.5 

350 54.5 
.... -_.' .- -

642 100.0 

TABLE 117 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY OFFICER UNIT ASSIGNMENT 

Two-man 
N 

145 

230 

375 

UNIT ASSIGNMENT 
One-man Unit Two-man 

N % N 

228 71.7 96 

80 25.2 40 

Unit 
'% 

38.7 

61. 3 

100.0 

Unit 
% 

65.8 

27a4 

Fractured/broken bone 9 2.8 10 6.8 

Gunshot wound 1 .3 -- 0.0 -
Killed -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 318 100.0 146 100.0 
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J 
] 

A, 

J 

] 

~ LOCATION OF 
OFFICER INJURY 

J Head 

Torso/body 

J Hands/feet 

J 
Arms/legs 

TOTAL 

J 

1 

I 
-J 

J SUSPECT 
INJURY 

J Injured 

I 
Non-injured 

TOTAL 

J 

I, 

I 
J 

208 

TABLE 118 

LOCATION OF INJURY TO OFFICER 
BY OFFICER UNIT ASSIGNMENT 

UNIT ASSIGNMENT 
One-man Unit Two-man 

N % N 

114 31.3 50 

95 26.1 42 

64 17.6 44 

91 25.0 26 

364 100.0 162 

TABLE 119 

SUSPECT INJURY 
BY OFFICER UNIT ASSIGNMENT 

UNIT ASSIGNMENT 
One-man Unit Two-man 

N % N 

258 41.0 157 

371 59.0 212 

629 100~O 369 

Unit 
% 

30.9 

25.9 

27.2 

16.0 

100.0 

Unit 
% 

42.6 

57.4 

100.0 

! 
l 

1 



TYPE OF 
SUSPECT INJURY 

Bruise 

Cut/puncture 

Fractured/broken 

Gunshot wound 

Killed 

TOTAL 

LOCATION OF 
, ,',', 

SUSPECT INJURY 

Head .. 
. , , ' 

Torso/body 

Hands/feet 

Arms/legs 

TOTAL 

209 

TABLE 120 

TYPE OF SUSPECT INJURY 
BY OFFICER UNIT ASSIGNMENT 

UNiT ASSIGNMENT 
One-man Unit 

N 9-
0 

136 49.3 

122 44.2 

bone 9 3.3 

7 2.5 

2 .7 

276 100.1 

TABLE 121 

LOCATION OF INJURY TO SUSPECT 
BY OFFICER UNIT ASSIGNMENT 

Two-man 
N 

81 

79 

1 

... 9 

2 

172 

UNIT ASSIGNMENT 
One-man Unlt Two-man 
N % N 

190 67.4 119 

38 13.5 36 

22 7.8 13 

32 11.3 21 

. 282 100.0 189 

Unit 
% 

47.1 

45.9 

.6 

5.2 

1.2 

100.0 

Unlt 
% 

63.0 

19.0 

6.9 

11.1 

100.0 
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TOTAL 

OFFICER 
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Non-Injured 

TOTAL 
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TABLE 122 

OFFICER INJURY BY LOCA'I'ION OF ASSAULT INCIDENT 
L 0 CAT ION o F INC IDE N T 

r-! 
ct! 

.r-! 
() 

..Q !-l 
r-! :;j Q) 
Q) r-! ~ Q) +J U 

() 0 0 
Q) s:: :E: Q) UQ) 
+J Q) '-.. +J Ul 
ct!'d r-I ct! !-l.r-! 
:>'r-! Q) :> Q) S 

'r-! Ul +J 'r-! .clQ) 
!-l Q) 0 !-l +J!-l 
t:4t::r: ::t: t:4 0t:4 

N % N % N : ~ N % N 
119 46.1 '. 7 38.9 40 43.5 55 56.7 7 
139 53.9 11 61.1 52 56.5 42 43.3 9 

258 100.0 18 100.0 92 100 0 en 1(\(\ (\ 1 h -L 0 CAT ION o F INC IDE N T 

tTl 
s:: 

'r-! 
~ ct! 
0 Q) 
0 !-l '-..:>! ""-.Q) 

t:Q ~ +Jct! r-!tn 
""-. Q) ~ o QJ 

r-Ict! s:: Q).cl Or-! 
'r-! QJ Q) !-ltn ..c:r-! 
ct! "'1 O! +J.r-! () 0 
I-.l~ 0 (J)::t: (J)U 

N % N % N % N % N 

71 44.4 7.1 ~l ~ 1 ~1 ~t; 0 Q .17 .1 54 
89 55.6 46 68.7 243 65.0 10 52.6 23 

160 100.0 67 100.0 374 100.0 19 100.0 77 
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% 
43 8 
1)6 3 

100 _1 
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TABLE 123 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY BY LOCATION OF ASSAULT INCIDENT 
L 0 CAT ION o F INC IDE N T 

I 
r-/ 
cU 

TYPE OF 'r-! 
0 

OFFICER ;.Q H 
r-/ ~ Q) 

INJURY Q) r-/ § Q) .fJ CJ 
0 ~ 0 

Q) ~ Q) CJQ) 
.fJQ) , .fJ Ul 
cU'"d r-/ cU H·r-f 
:>'r-! Q) :> Q) S 

-r-! Ul .fJ -r-! ..c: CD 
H Q) 0 ~~ .fJ J-I 
AlP:; II: p~ O~ 

N % N % N 9-
0 N 9-

0 

Bruise 84 63.6 " 5 62.5 27 71.1 44 78.6 
Cut/Puncture 4:G 31. 8 2 25.0 11 28.9 11 19.6 

Fractu~ea/Broken Bone 6 4.5 1 12.5 -- 0.0 1 1.8 
Gunshot Wound -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- .0 .• 0 
Killed -- 0.:) -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 

TOTAL 132 99.9 8 100.0 38 100.0 5.6 100 0 

L 0 CAT ION o F INC IDE N T 
TYPE OF 

til OFFICER ~ 

INJURY 'r-! 
,.\<! cU 
0 Q) 

0 H ,>t ,Q) 
r:Q ~ .fJ cU r-/b1 , Q) ~ o Q) 
r-!cU ~ Q)..c: Or-! 
.r-! Q) Q) H til ..c:r-! 
cU H O! -!-l'r-! o 0 
I-j~ 0 tfJlI: U) t) 

N % N % N % N % 
Bruise 51 66.2 16 69.6 94 71.8 5 .55 6 
Cut/Puncture 21 27.3 4 17.4 34 26.0 2 22.2 

Fractured/Broken Bone 5 6.5 3 13.1 3 2.3 2 22.2 
Gunshot Wound -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 -- 0.0 
Killed -- o 0 -- 0.0 o () - .n n 

" 

TOTAL 77 100.0 23 100.1 ' 131 1.00.1 9 100.0 
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N 
6 
---
1 
--
--
7 

N 
42 
14 
1 
2 

59 

~ 
0 

'r-! !>1 
.fJ.fJ 
cU-r-! 
Q)r-/ 
H·r-! 
o 0 
Q) cU 
P::1i! 

% 
85.7 
0.0 
14.3 
o 0 
0.0 

.l.D0 .Q 

~ 
0 

.r-! 
H.fJ 
Q) cU 
..c:o 
.fJ0 
0...:/ 

% 
71,,-2 
23.7 
1.7 
3.4 
o n 

100.0 
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TABLE 124 

~'~'::.;",,:::2::_;'::,3: 

LOCATION OF OFFICER INJURY BY LOCATION OF ASSAULT INCIDENT 

L 0 CAT T ~ N -) F I NC T n R N 'T' 
r-f 
cO 

LOCATION OF 
-r-/ 
u 

OFFICER ..Q l-I 
.-1 :::s III 

INJURY QJ r-l ~ Q) .jJ 0 
u 

~ 0 
Q) i=! Q) o Q) 
.jJ Q) '-.. .jJ til 
cO'U r-l cO l-I-r-/ 
!>-r-/ Q) !> Q) S 

-r-/ til .jJ -r-/ .c: (J) 
l-I Q) 0 l-I .jJl-I 
P-iP:: lJ4 P-i OP-i 

-
N % N % - N % N % 

Head 48 .:n.1 '5 45.4 10 20.4 23 35 9 
Torso/Bodv 31 21.4 4 36.4 16 ~2 6 15 23 4 . 
Hands/Feet 37 25.5 2 18.2 '. 11 22 4 12 18 8 
Arms/Leqs 29 20.0 -- 0.0 12 24 5 14 219 

TOTAL 145 100.0 11 100.0 49 99.9 64 100.0 

L 0 CAT ION o F INC IDE N T 
-

LOCATION OF . 
01 

OFFICER i=! • 

INJURY -r-/ 
~ cO 
0 Q) 

0 l-I '-:>t '-..Q) 
~ f:t! .jJ cO r-l01 , Q) :;: o Q) 
r-lcO i=! Q)..G Or-l 
-r-/ Q) Q) l-I01 ..Gr-l 
cO l-I ~ .jJ-r-/ U 0 
1Jf:t! 0 oop:: 000 

N % N % N % N % 
Head 28 36.4 5 20 8 39 248. 4 44 4 
Torso/Body 19 24.7 8 33.3 42 26.8 3 33.3 
Hands/Feet I 17 22.l 7 29.2 32 20.4 1 11.1 
Arms/Leqs 13 16.9 4 16.7 44 28.0 1 11.1 

-
TOTAL 77 100.1 24 100.0 157 100.0 9 99.9 .. ,'----- . - ---

, 

____ ~_~_ •. ......__=~b~._~_~ __ ~ __ ~~ ------------,-----,_._--------' ,,- --" --

N 
3 
5 
--
1 

9 

~ 

N 
20 
20 
6 
18 

64 

';"-, 
'\: 

'-'~---';"-i 

i=! 
0 

-r-/ ~ 
.jJ.jJ 
cO-r-/ 
Q)r-l 
i-/-r-/ 
o U 
Q) cO 
P::1il 

% 
33,,3 
S5 6 
o 0 
111 

100 0 

i=! 
0 

-r-/ 
l-/.jJ 
Q) cO 

..GO 
.jJ 0 
0.....:1 

% 
31 ~ 

31. 3 
9.4 
28.1 

100.1 
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OFFICER INJURED 

Injured 

Non-injured 

TOTAL 
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TABLE 125 

OFFICER INJURY BY SUSPECT 
KNOWN PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

OFFICER FAMILIARITY WITH SUSPECT 
Kno\<m Previously Not Known Previous 

N % N % 

120 51.1 364 40.9 

115 48.9 526 59.1 

235 100.0 890 100.0 

TABLE 126 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY 

y 

BY SUSPECT KNOWN PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

OFFICER FAMILIARITY WITH SUSPECT 
TYPE OF Known Previously Not Known Praviol.ls1 
OFFICER INJURY N J; N ~ 

Bruise 79 64 8 273 69 8 

cut/puncture 36 29 5 102 26.1 

Fractured/broken bones 7 5.7 16 4 1 

Gunshot wound -- OLO -- o 0 

Killed -- 0.0 -- O--"Q 

TOTAL 122 100.,0 391 100.0 
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TABLE 127 

LOCATION OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY SUSPECT KNOWN PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

LOCATION OF 
OFFICER INJURY 

Head 

Torso/body 

Hands/feet 

Arms/legs 

TOTAL 

SUSPECT 
INJORED 

Injured 

Non-injured 

TOTAL 

OFli'ICER FAMILIARITY WITH SUSPECT 
Known previous1v 

N % 

39 29.5 

27 20.4 

40 30.3 

26 19.7 

132 99.9 

TABLE 128 

SUSPECT INJURY BY SUSPECT 
KNOWN PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

[Not known previous1 
N % 

143 31.8 

127 28.2 

79 17.6 

101 22..4 

450 100.0 

OFFICER FAMILIARITY WITH SUSPECT 
Known Previous1v Not Known Previous1v 

N % N % 

107 45.7 353 40.3 

127 54.3 522 59.6 

234 1. 00 •. 0 875 99.9 
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TABLE 129 

TYPE OF SUSPECT INJURY 
BY SUSPECT KNOWN PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

OFFICER FAMILIARITY WITH SUSPECT 
TYPE OF Known Previous Iv !Not :known Previousl i1 

SUSPECT INJURY N % N % 

Bruise 70 60.9 166 43.3 f----- -
Cut/puncture 42 36.5 187 48.8 

Fractured/broken bones 2 1.7 10 .2.6 

Gunshot wound 1 1.0 15 3.9 

Killed -- 0.0 5 1.3 

TOTAL 115 100.1 383 99.9 

TABLE 130 

LOCATION OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY SUSPEC~ KNOWN PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

OFFICER FAMILIARITY WITH SUSPECT 
LOCATION OF Known Prevlously Not. Known Previous1 
SUSPECT INJURY N % N % 

Head 79 69.3 267 59.3 
~ 

Torso/body 23 20.2 103 22.9 

Hands/feet 3 2.6 34 7.6 

Arms/legs 9 7.9 46 10.2 

TOTAL 114 100.0 450 100.0 
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TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY BY OFFICER ACTION PRIOR TO ASSAULT 
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TABLE 133 

LOCATION OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY OFFICER ACTION PRIOR TO ASSAULT 
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"- "-01 
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TOTAL 90 100.0 2 100.0 344 100.0 125 100.0 
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OFFICER 
INJURED 

In'ured 

Non-in'ured 

TOTAIJ 

TYPE OF 
OFFICER INJURY 

Bruise 

Cut/puncture 

Fractured/broken 

Gunshot wound 

! . Killed 

TOTAL 

"i, ' 

219 

TABLE 134 

OFFICER INJURY 
BY HANDCUFFING OF SUSPECT 

HANDCUFFING OF SUSPECT 
Handcuffed 

N % 

57 48.7 

60 51. 3 

117 100.0 

TABLE 135 

TYPE OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY HANDCUFFING OF SUSPECT 

HANDCUFFING OF 
Handcuffed 

N % 

46 79.3 

10 17.2 

pones 2 3.4 

-- 0.0 -
-- 0.0 

58 99.9 

Not handcuffed 
N % 

415 42.1 

570 57.9 

985 100.0 

-" SUSPECT 
Not Handcuffed 

N % 

295 G6.9 

123 27.9 

22 5.0 

1 • 2 

-- 0.0 

441 J_OO.O 
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LOCATION OF 
OFFICER INJURY 

Head 

Torso 

Hands/feet 

Arms/legs 

I TOTAL 

SUSPECT 
INJURED 

Injured 

Non-injured 

TOTAL 

220 

TABLE 136 

LOC.f.1TION OF OFFICER INJURY 
BY HANDCUFFING OF SUSPECT 

HANDCUFFING OF 
Handcuffed 

N % 

15 24.2 

13 21.0 

11 17.7 

23 37.1 

I 62 

1 
100.0 

TABLE 137 

SUSPECT INJURY 
BY HANDCUFFING OF SUSPECT 

HANDCUFFING 
Handcuffed 

N % 

51 43.6 

66 56.4 

117 100.0 

SUSPECT 
Not Handcuffed 

N % 

162 32.1 

135 26.8 

107 21. 2 

100 19.8 

504 99.9 

OF SUSPECT 
Not Handcuffed 
N % 

401 41.4 

567 58.6 

968 100.0 
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Fractured/broken 
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:1 Gunshot wound 
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Killed 
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LOCATION OF 
SUSPECT INJURY 

Head 

Torso/body 

Hands/feet 

Arms/legs 

TOTAL 
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221 

TABLE 138 

TYPE OF SUSPECT INJURY 
BY HANDCUFFING OF SUSPECT 

HANDCUFFING 
Handcuffed 

N 9-
0 

33 62.3 

16 30.2 

bones 2 3.8 

2 3.8 

-- 0.0 

53 100.1 

TABLE 139 

LOCATION OF SUSPECT INJURY 
BY HANDCUFFING OF SUSPECT 

HANDCUFFING OF 
Handcuffed 
N % 

40 66.7 

13 21.7 

3 5.0 

4 6.7 

60 100.1 

'<S <\ 

. I 

OF SUSPECT 
Not Handcuffed 

N % 

195 44.9 

210 48.4 

10 2.3< 

14 3.2 

5 1.2 

434 100.0 

SUSPECT 
Not Handcuffed 

N % 

297 60.1 

112 22.7 

34 6.9 

51 10.3 

494 100.0 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 
In addition to municipal police agencies, three state agencies 

and fourteen county agencies participated in this phase of the 
analysis. 

2The five cities which returned the greatest number of 
Physical Contact Summary forlns were Oklahoma City, Tulsa, 
Albuquerque, Austin and Santa Fe. 

3In most cases the total N is greater than or less than 1143 
due to multiple reporting of cases or due to missing data. Those 
instances where the total N deviates greatly from 1143 are noted 
with an asterisk~ > > 

4see Danie~ C. Kieselhorst, "A Theoretical Perspective of 
Violence Against Police," in Perspectives on Police Assaults in 
the South Central United States, Norman, Oklahoma: University of 
Oklahoma, June, 1974. 

5See Charles D. Hale and Wesley R. Wilson, "Personal 
Characteristics of Assaulted and Non-Assaulted Officers," Pers
pectives on Police Assaults in the South Central United stateS, 
Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma, June, 1974. 

6Ibid. 

7Interview with police administrators attending Police 
Assaults Study Conference, February, 1974, >Norman, Oklahoma. 

8The correlation coefficients between age, tenure and rank 
are as follows: 

Age 
Tenure 
Rank 

Age 

1. 00 
.72 
.45 

Tenure 

1. 00 
.53 

Rank 

1. 00 

Correlation coefficients between the above variables and the 
assignment variable are not shown since the assignment variable 
is comprised of a nominal level of measurement. 

9Federal Bureau of 
1972, Washington, D.C.: 
8, 1973, pp. 126-127. 

Investigation, uniform Crime Reports, 
U. S. Government Printing Office, A.ugust 

lOIn the fourteen south central cities officers between the 
ages of 25 and 29 comprise 34.2 percent. of all sworn personnel. 
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lIThe correlation coefficient between tenure and rank is .53. 

12The analysis of the height distribution of assailants would 
ha~e been enhanced if comparisons were made between offender 
helghts and the height distribution of males in the United States. 
However, the only available national figures on height are HEW 
s~atistics for 1960. The average male height in 1960 was 5'8". 
Slnce the World Almanac reports that the average height for 18 
year old males in 1970 was 70.2 inches, the 1960 figures appear 
to be inadequate for comparison wi·th the assailant population. 
See Public Health Service, "Vital and Health Statistics," Series 
11, No. 14, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1972; and The Vlorld Almanac and Book of Facts, New York: News
paper Enterprise Association, 1973. 

13The other category is comprised of suspects identified as 
Arab as well as those with mixed parentage. 

14'The 15 percent minority figure is inclusive of Mexican
Americans. The non-white figure exclusive of Mexican-Americans 
is approximately 12 percent. . 

15comparisons are not strictly comparable since arrest data 
is nationally based while assailant data is regional. 

16Erik H. Erikson, Childhood and Society, New York: W.W. 
Norton, 1963, p. 264. 

17The mean age of assaulted officers is 27.9 years. 

18Again, data are not strictly comparable since arrest figures 
by age are nationally based while the assault data was collected 
from the south central United Sta.tes. 

19Erikson does not outline an absolute age breakdown for the 
"young adult." However, from his description of the kinds of 
issues and problems confronted by the young adult, e.g., finding 
an occupational niche as well as uncertainties in terms o·f choosing 
one's life style, it can be concluded that persons between the 
ages of 18 and 29 would appropriately fall within Erikson's classi
fication. 

20Edward C. Banfield, The Unheavenly City, Boston: Little, 
Brown, 1970, pp. 45-66. 

21Robert M. Press, "Blaming Crime on Drug Addiction Draws Fire," 
The Christian Science Moni~or, November 16,' 1973. 

22For a discussion of complacency as it relates to law enforce
ment, see Clarence M. Kelley, "Message from the Director,"The FBI 
Law Enforcement Bulletin, 43 (February 1, 1974), p. 1. 
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23The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Adminis
trat~on of Justice, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, 
Washlngton, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967, p. 92. 

24 Ibid ., p~ 117. For a fUrther discussion of the one-man, 
two-man motor patrol controversy see Samuel G. Chapman, Police 
Patrol Readings, Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1970, 
pp. 171-177. 

25Ibid . 

26 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Rnports, 

1972, Ope cit., p. 1. 

27Ibid., p. 61. 

28The National Advisory Commission on 
dards and Goals, Police, Washington, D.C.: 

Criminal Justice stan
U.S. Government 

Printing Office, 1973, p. 227. 

29F d" " f or a lSCUSSlon 0 arrests 
to resisting arrest, see Albert J. 
New Haven: Yale University Press, 

for misdemeanors as it relates 
Reiss, The Police and the Public, 
1971, p. 57. 

30Samuel G. Chapman, C. Kenneth Meyer, Charles D. Hale; 
Cheryl G. Swanson and Patton N. Morrison, Operations Research 
... \1.anual, Appendix I, "Physical Contact Summary," Norman, Oklahoma: 
University of Oklahoma, June, 1974. 

310f the cases surveyed, in 10.7 percent of the incidents, 
the assailant was handcuffed before the assault took place, whi~e 
in 89.2 percent of the cases the assailant was not handcuffed. 

32This incident was described in an interview with a police 
assailant in Albuquerque, New Mexico. For the complete analysis 
of offender interviews, see Denise L. Heller, Samuel G. Chapman, 
Daniel C. Kieselhorst and C. Kenneth Meyer, "An Analysis of 
Police Assaults in Albuquerque r " Perspectives on Police Assaults 
in the South Central United States, Norman, Oklahoma: university 
of Oklahoma, June, 1974. 

33Although the category of assault by a non-suspect does not 
constitute an action on the part of the officer, it was reported 
by a number of officers as their last action prior to assault and 
is therefore included i,n this portion of the analysis. 

34Heller , et. al., Ope cit. 

35The 5.3 percent figure is higher than the figure for shooting 
or shooting a.t an officer because it includes threatening an officer 
with a weapon in addition to the act of actually firing the weapon. 
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PRQFILE OF TEE ASSAULT INCIDENT: 
MUNICIPALITIES WITH POPULATIONS 

OF OVER AND UNDER 100,000 RESIDENTS 

Since the preceding .in-depth ·analysis.of variables surrounding the 
assault incident is inclusive of citi~s ranging in population from 
344 to 360,000 persons, police assaqlts were analyzed within popu
lation groups of cities: 1) over 100,000; and 2) under 100,000 
to determine whether similar relationships were operating when 
controlling for population size~ 

The data for cities over 100,000 and cities under 100,000 popu
lation closely parallel the findings for all 37 cities. l In 
addition, there are no appreciable differences in assault char
acteristics on the basis of population size. The few differences 
which do exist between smaller and larger municipalities warrant 
some description. 

Looking first at officer characteristics in cities below 100,000 
population, about three times as many shorter officers (21.2 per
cent compared to 6.8 percent) were assaulted than was· the case 
for officers employed in larger cities. A probable explanation 
is that police departments in smaller cities may have less strin
gent height requirements than their more populous counterparts, 
increasing the probability that shorter officers will be more . 
proportionately represented in the assault population. 

There are also some disparities between the larger and smaller 
cities in terms of the rank of assaulted officers. Police depart
ments in smaller cities had approximately seven times as many 
incidents (4.8 percent compared to .7 percent) where officers 
with the rank of lieutenant or higher were victims of assaults. 
The greater proportion of higher ranking police personnel who are 
assaulted in smaller municipalities is almost certainly a product 
of their role within these communities. In smaller cities higher 
ranking officials are more likely to engage in the kinds of 
activities, e.g. patrol dutiep and field observation, where as
saults on officers are mos~ likely to occur. 

A final difference between the two groups in terms of officer 
characteristics emerges for officer training. On the whole, 
assaulted officers in cities below 100,000 population are less 
likely to have received instruction in the selected training ~reas 
than was the case for officers assaulted in the more populous 
municipalities. The findings, however, do not necessarily 
suggest a relationship between training and proneness to assault. 
The data are probably more descriptive of the fact that police 
officers in smaller cities are less likely to receive as much 
training as their peers in larger communities • 

..... ....::..._ .. _~ ________ .. __________________________ l*f~_ ... 
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TABLE 1 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY OFFICER 
HEIGHT FOR CITIES OVER AND UNDER 

100,000 POPULATION 

Cities over 100,000 Cities under 100,000 
Po;eula:tion PO}2ulation 

fIeight (Inches) Number Percent Number Percent 

64 1 .1 0 .0 
65 1 .1 1 .3 
66 0 .0 5 1.6 
67 5 . 6 10 3.3 
68 50 6.0 49 16.0 
69 71 8.6 30 9.8 
70 179 21.6 37 12.1 
71 190 22.9 53 17.3 
72 125 15.1 52 16.9 
73 .118 14.2 ,31 10.1 
74 43 5.2 19 6.2 
75 25 3.0 12 3.9 
76 17 2.0 6 2.0 
77 0 0.0 1 . 3 
78 1 .1 a • 0 
79 0 0.0 1 .3 
80 4 .5 a 0.0 

Total 830 100.0 307 100.1* 

* Percent totals do no·t equal 100.0% due to rounding .. 

Turning to assailant characteristics, for the most part there are 
few differences between the over and under 100,000 groups. How
ever, one of the differences is tha.t women were far less repre
sented in the assailant population for smaller cities than for 
larger communities (6.8 percent as compared to 13.6 percent). 
In terms of suspect race, 35.7 percent of the assailants were 
non-white in the smaller municipalities compared to the 43.6 
percent figure for more populous cities. The somewhat higher 
percentage of non-white assailants in cities over 100,000 popu
lation is not surprising since minority group members usually 
represent a greater proportion of the resident population in 
larger cities. 

The distribution of assailants by employment status is similar 
for both city size categories. However, the combined percentages 
of unemployed and blue collar offenders is even higher for cities 
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TABLE 2 

ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY OFFICER RANK FOR CITIES 
OVER AND UNDER 100,000 POPULATION 

Rank 

Patrolman 
Det.Gctive 
Sergeant 
Lieutenant 
Captain or Higher 

Total 

* Percentage 

Cities over 100,000 
Population 

~umber Perce-nt 

744 89.3 
42 5.0 
41 . 4.9 

2 .2 
4 .5 

833 99.9 * 

totals do not equal 100.0% 

Cities under 100,000 
Population 

Number Percent 

261 85.3 
10 3.3 
20 6.5 

9 2.9 
6 1.9 

306 99.9 * 

due to rounding. 

under 100,000 population than for the larger municipalities 
(86.0 percent compared to 70.9 percent). 

The characteristics surrounding -the assault environment do not 
vary substantially between the cities over and under 100,000 
population. The only major disparity in the findings for the 
two population groups is officer familiarity with the offender. 
The officer had made a prior acquaintance with his assailant in 
34.0 percent of the cases among smaller cities, while the figure 
for the more populous municipalities is 16.4 percent. The 18 
percent difference is not surprising, since the very nature of 
smaller communities is more conducive to personal associations 
between the police and the public. 

Again, differences between the two population groups are not 
striking in terms of assault dynamics. However, in smaller cities 
assailants were more likely to be charged with Part I Offenses 
(11.8 percent) than in cities over 100,000 (6.2 percent). This 
difference probably results from the fact that offenders in 
smaller communities are more frequently charged with aggravated 
assault -- (75.0 percent) -- a Part I Offense -- than was the 
case for more populous cities (46.3 percent).2 These findings 
suggest that: 1) assaults in smaller communities tend to be of 
a more serious nature; or 2) police officers in smaller commu
nities perceive assaults as a more serious offense than their 
counterparts in larger cities. Since injuries sustained by offi
cers do not deviate substantially between t.he two population 
groups, the latter explanation is more easily supported by the 
data. 

Finally some dif:Eerences between cities over and under 100,000 

._-- -- -----------.-... .. --..... -"'P"~ ... 'r;~'."' .. ~~'''".\,';;.''~'7.''''"'"''''....".. .. ~,-.• --~~:-~~''.,..., ... -:,.~-;~ •• -':.:.-4;i".".J;;o-~ • ...,;'-.:':,.- .. ~"~;-:.~~ •. ~, --::::-" ''":''"." . :::I,~;:;,":. ".-," _ 
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TABLE 3 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
OFFICER TRAINING FOR CITIES OVER 

AND UNDER 100,000 POPULATION 

Cities OVer 
100,000 

Population 

Cities Under 
100,000 

PO}2u1ation 

Type of Training Number Percent Number Percent 

Basic Recruit 
None 7 .8 18 6.0 
Within last 6 months 41 4.9 51 17.1 
Within last 12 months 151 18.1 60 20.1 
Longer than 1 year 634 76.1 169 56.7 

Total 833 99.9* 298 --* 99.9 

Arrest Procedures 
None 4 .5 101 34.2 
within last 6 months 113 13.6 39 13.2 
Within last 12 months 170 20.5 68 23.1 
Longer than 1 year 544 65.5 87 29.5 

Total 831 100.1* 295 100.0 

Prisoner Handling 
None 4 .5 114 38.8 
Within last 6 months 73 8.8 34 11.6 
within last 12 months 168 20.2 60 2 0.4 
Longer than 1 year 586 70.5 86 29.3 

Total 831 100.0 294 100.1* 

Police Community Relations 
None 6 . 7 112 38.2 
within last 6 months 121 14.6 32 10.9 
Within last 12 months 172 20.7 78 26.6 
Longer than 1 year 532 64.0 71 24.2 

Total 831 100.0 293 99.9* 

Defense Tactics 
None 7 .8 104 35.5 
Within last 6 months 63 7.6 43 14.7 
Within last 12 months 151 18.2 71 24.2 
Longer than 1 year 610 73.4 75 25.6 

Total 831 100.0 293 100.0 

*p . ercen"Cage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 
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TABLE 4 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY ASSAILANT OCCUPATION AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS 

Cities Over Ci ties Undt3r 
100,000 100,000 

Occupation 
Population POEulation 

--
General Cate~ories Number Percent Number Percent 

White Collar 73 12.8 25 10.0 \ 
Blue Collar 228 40.0 107 43.0 
Student 37 6.5 5 2.0 
Retired 4 • 7 1 .4 
Housewife 17 3.0 1 .4 
Juvenile 35 6.1 3 1.2 
Unemployed 176 30.9 107 43.0 

Total 570 100.0 249 100.0 

population emerge for assault~ in relationship to the time se
quence of the arrest event as well as the officer's action imme
diately prior to the assault. Looking first at assault incidents 
by time sequence of the arrest event, the data indicate that pro
portionately more assaults occurred prior to arrest in small cities 
than was the case for cities over 100,000. Conversely, more 
assaults took place following the arrest in large cities than in 
smaller municipalities. 

TABLE 5 

DIs'rRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY TIME SEQUENCE OF THE ARREST 
EVENT FOR CITIES OVER AND UNDER 100,000 POPULATION 

Cities Over Cities Under 
100,000 100,000 

populat~on ~~.tion 

'illne Sequ~ Number Percent Number Percent --
Prior to Arrest 336 40.4 63 21.2 
During Arrest 260 31. 3 74 24.9 
Following Arrest 229 27.6 157 52.9 
Unknown 6 . 7 3 1.0 

Total 831 100.0 297 100.0 
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Turning to the last thing the officer said or did before the 
assault, officers were more likely to be assaulted in cities over 
100,000 population following the giving of an order or command 
and after formally placing the suspect un~er arrest than was the 
case in cities with under 100,000 residents. 

While a number of additional disparities can be found between the 
two population groups, a major difference emer.ges for assaults 
which occur during the transporting, booking or jailing of the 
offender. Officers in smaller cities are apparently victimized 
much more frequently than their peers in larger municipalities 
after the suspect has been placed in custody. In light of these 
findings, emphasis on training practices relating to the trans
porting and processing of arrested persons seems of particular 
importance for those police officers working in smaller communi
ties. 
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TABLE 6 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT ACTIVITY BY OFFICER ACTION 
IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO THE ASSAULT' 

Cities Over 
100,000 

___ p_op .... ,,!-lla t~_()_n __ 

Officer Action Number 

Giving Order or Command 86 
Handcuffing (applying, 

loosening, removing) 78 
Applying Pressu~e or Force 

to Suspect 78 
Intervening as a Third 

Party to a Conflict 90 
Assault by a Non-Suspect 44 
Assault for no Apparent 

Reason 33 
Transporting Suspect, 

Processing an Arrest 
or Booking, Jailing, 
Guarding Suspect 89 

Talking to or Question-
ing Suspect 36 

Placing Suspect Under 
Arrest 125 

Attempting to Overtake 
Suspect 35 

Searching/Detaining 
Suspect 65 

Traffic Stop 21 
Miscellaneous, Other, 

Unknown 51 

Total 831 

Percent 

10.3 

9.4 

9.4 

10.8 
5.3 

4.0 

10.7 

4.3 

15.0 

4.2 

7.8 
2.5 

6.1 

99.8 * 

Cities Under 
100,000 

Population 

Number 

3 

10 

30 

13 
3 

25 

143 

2 

6 

4 

44 
o 

14 

297 

Percent 

1.0 

3.4 

10.1 

4.4 
1.0 

8.4 

48.1 

• 7 

2.0 

1.3 

14.8 
0.0 

4.7 

99.9* 

* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 
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DESCRIPTIVE PROFILE OF THE ASSAULT INCIDENT: 
STATE POLICE AND HIGHWAY PATROLS 

, 

Introduction 

In a~dition to collecting assault data for municipal agencies, the 
Physlcal Contact Summary form was distrib.uted to assaulted officers 
in three state law enforcement agencies within the south central 
region. Information on 141 assaults for the year 1973 was collected 
fro~ the Oklahoma State Highway Patrol, the New Mexico State Police 
and the Louisiana State Police. l Information is tabularly displayed 
for the four assault dimensions which include officer characteristics, 
assailant characteristics, the assault environment and the dynamics 
of the assault event. 

Since the data for state agencies closely parallels the findings for 
municipal police departments, the statistics for state agencies are 
discussed in less detail than was the case for the municipal assault 
incidents. The findings are for the most part. reported in terms of 
comparisons between the two agency types. Prior to discussion of the 
research findings, however, a delineation between the two agency 
types will facilitate a better understanding of how the differing 
functions of municipal and state agencies may impact on the assault 
situation. 

Role of the State Police and Highway ~atrol 

The role of state police and highway patrol agencies differs sharply 
from municipal forces. State force~ were originally formed in the 
early 1900's to deal with the problems of automotive traffic safety 
and auto theft. While a few state agencies are still restricted to 
a mission of enforcing traffic laws and protecting life and property 
on the highways, most have been granted general statewide policing 
authority in criminal matters. 2 . 

Eyen. though legislatures have broadened the legal jurisdiction of 
'cheir state patrols to ex·tend beyond the enforcement of traffic 
laws, traffic enforcement continues to be the principle function 
performed by highway patrol or state police departments. The 
summary provided in Table 1 confirms this fact. 3 

Some agencies that originallY had only traffic law enforcement 
functions have increased their personnel numerically to meet in
creased traffic volume and regulation activities. In addition, 
state agencies have assumed broadened regulatory functions under a 
general public safety department .. Such a department typically 
handles all general police activities such as criminal identification, 
communications, training, and other miscellaneous activities. 

Therefore, the h~ghway patrol, as traditionally structured, is 
generally a division of the state public safety department which 
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ORGANIZATION 
ACTIVITY OF TOTAL PERSONNEL 

Other Traffic Traffic 

!'1:o~'~J - r'~'-7 

Other 
Agency Functions Related Activities Subtotal Activities 

State Police 47.4 26.7 74.1 25.9 

Highway Patrol 51.0 46.2 97.2 2.8 

--- - -

Total 
Percentage 

100.0 

100.0 
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conc~ntr~tes on traffic supervlslon, safety education, driver 
exa~lnatl~ns, vehicle inspection and in certain departments, 
vehlcle Slze and weight enforcement activities. In addition, the 
~ta~e highway patrol may assist other general purpose police 
Jurlsdictions in criminal investigations when requested to do so. 

I. Officer Characteristics 

Table 2 shows the distribution of assault incidents by officer 
height. Only 5 percent of the assaulted officers working in 
state law enforcement agencies were 5'8" or below compared to the 
10.7 percent figure for municipal police departments. The fewer 
number of assaulted officers who fall within the shorter category 
is probably a reflection of more stringent height requirements 
found among state law enforcement agencies. 

TABLE 2 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY OFFICER HEIGHT 

Height Number Percent 

68- 7 5.0 
69 17 12.1 
70 28 20.0 "", 71 23 16.4 
72 30 21.4 
73 16 11. 4 
74 12 8.6 
75 2 1.4 
76 3 2.1 
77 0 0.0 
78 2 1.4 

Total 140 99.8* 
*Percentage totals do not equal 
100.0% due to rounding. 

Of those officers assaulted, 69.2 percent fall into the 70-73 inch 
height range. Although data are not available on the height dis
tribution of all officers within the three state forces, it is not 
unrikely that a large percentage of the officers fall within this 
range. The data on state agencies compare favorably with municipal 
departments where 69.1 percent of the assaulted officers were 
between the heights of 70 and 73 inches. 

When the build of assaulted officers is considered, the majority 
(64.3 percent) fall into the self-classified category of medium 
build. These statistics are comparable with the municipal data 
where 60.4 percent of the victimized officers were of medium 
physical build. 
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TABLE 3 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY OFFICER BUILD 

Officer Build Number Percent 

Slender 17 . 12.1 
Medium 90 64.3 
Heavy 33 23.6 

Total 140 100.0 

There were no assaults reported for female police officers among 
state agencies. The 100 percent figure for male assault victims 
parallels the findings at the"municipal level where 99.6 percerit 
of the assaulted officers were male. 

The race of assaulted officers was collapsed into white and non
white categories. White officers represent 90.1 percent of the 
assaulted policemen with non-whites accounting for the remaining 
9.9 percent. For municipal departments the white officers 

TABLE 4 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY RACE OF OFFICER 

White 

Non-white 

Total 

N.,urnber 

127 

14 

141 

Percent 

90.1 

9.9 

100.0 

accounted for 92 percent of the assault vic·tims while non-whites 
comprise the other 8 percent. As is the case at the· municipal 
level, data are not available on the distribution of non-whites 
among the state agencies examined. 

Da'ca on the rank of assaulted state law enforcement personnel is 
similar to that for city ·agencies in that most of the assault 
victims were among the ranks of those who are subject to the 
greatest amount of exposure and risk. Among the three state 
agencies, 92.9 percent of the assaulted officers fall within the 
"patrolman, deputy trooper" category, while 7.1 of the victims 
were sergeants or field supervisors. 

Consideration of officer age reveals that the mean age for assaulted 
members of state agencies is 31.2, which is slightly higher than 
the average for municipal departments. 
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TABLE 5 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY OFFICER AGE 

Age Number Percent 

23 3 2.3 
24 2 1.5 
25 13 9.9 
26 14 10.7 
27 17 13.0 
28 8 6.1 
29 12 9.2 
30 ,5 3.8 
31 3 2.3 
32 4 '3.1 
33 15 11.5 
34 2 1.5 
35 5 3.8 
36 12 9.2 
37- 3 2.3 
38 1 .8 
39 2 1.5 
40 2 1.5 
41 2 1.5 
42 1 .8 
43 0 0.0 
44 1 .-8 
45 0 0.0 
46 i .8 
47 0 0.0 
52 1 .8 
65 2 1.5 

Total 131 100.2* 
*Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due 
to rou.nding. 

Applying FBI age categories, the age distribution of assaulted 
personnel is found to be very similar between municipal and state 
types of agencies. For both groups of assaulted officers, the 
25-29 year range accounts fer the greatest frequency of assault 
incidents. . 

The distribution of assault incidents by tenure does not differ 
substantially between municipal and state agencies, al thoug'h one 
disparity does emerge. Overall, assaulted state police officers 
have less tenure than their municipal counterparts. ,For example, 
63.8 percent of the assaulted officers from state agencies had 
five years or less in tenure while the statistics at the municipal 
level are 79.3 percent. 
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TABLE 6 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
FOR OFFICER AGE BY FBI AGE CATEGORIES 

Age Number Percent 

23 3 2.3 
24 2 1.5 
25-29 64 48.9 
30-34 29 22.1 
35-39 23 17.6 
40-44 6 4.6 
45-49 1 .8 
50-54 1 .8 
55-59 0 0.0 
60-64 0 0.0 
65 and over 2 1.5 

Total 131 100.1* 

*Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% 
due to rounding. 

TABLE 7 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY LENGTH OF SERVICE IN 'YEARS 

Length of Service Number Percent 
5 years or less: 88 63.8 

0 .5 years 3 3.4 
. 6 - 1.0 years 12 13.6 

1.1- 1.5 years 6 6.8 
1.6 - 2.0 years 14 15.9 
2.1 - 2.5 years 4 4.5 
2.6 3.0 years 16 18.2 
3.1 - 3.5 years 3 3.4 
3.6 4.0 years 13 14.8 
4.1 - 4.5 years 5 5.7 
4.6 - 5.0 years 12 13.6 

Sub-total 88 99.9* 
6 - 10 years 33 23.9 
11 - 15 years 13 9.4 
16 - 20 years 4 2.9 
21 - 25 years 0 0.0 
26 30 years 0 0.0 

Total 138 100.0 

">, 
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TABLE 8 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY OFFICER TRAINING 

Type of Training Number Percent 

Basic Recruit 

No basic training 
Last 6 months 
Last 12 months 
Longer than 12 months 

Total 

Arrest Procedure 

No arrest procedure training 
Last 6 months 
Last 12 months 
Longer than 12 months 

Total 

Prisoner Handling 

No prisoner handling trainillg 
Last 6 months 
Last 12 months 
Longer than 12 months 

Total 

Police-Community Relations 

No police community relations 
training 

Last 6 months 
Last 12 months 
Longer than 12 months 

Total 

Defensive Tactics 

No defensive tactics training 
Last 6 months 
Last 12 months 
Longer than 12 months 

5 
12 
18 

106 

141 

13 
22 
21 
85 

141 

14 
29 
16 
82 

141 

14 
26 
21 
80 

3.5 
8.5 

12.8 
75.2 

100.0 

9.2 
15.6 
14.9 
60.3 

100.0 

9.9 
20.6 
11.3 
58.2 

100.0 

9.9 
18.4 
14.9 
56.7 

i Total 141 99.9* 
~Percentage totals do not equal~lOO.O% due to rounding.' 

'----------------------------------~'--------.------------~-------
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~i~ally, no striking dissimilarities between the state and mun- / 
lClpal statistics on officer training were found. For both groups 
most of the assaulted officers had experienced some training in 
the selected areas, and in most cases the assaulted officers had 
received no training within one year prior to the assault. Officer 
training characteristics are displayed in Table 8. 

II. Assailant Characteristics 

In this section, many of the physical characteristics which were 
examined for the assaulted officer are similarly reviewed for the 
assailant. Some additional information including alcohol/drug 
involvement and employment status is also outlined. 

The analysis of suspect height parallels closely with that for 
suspects who assaulted municipal officers. For state agencies, 
42.4 percent of the offenders (male and female) were classified 
as 5'8" or below, while the figure for city departments is 
41. 3 percent. 

TABLE 9 
DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAILANT INCIDENTS 

BY SUSPECT HEIGHT 

Suspect Height in Inches Number Per'cent 

59 1 .7 
60 2 1.4 
61 0 0.;0 
62 0 0.0 
63 4 2.9 
64 5 3.6 
65 11 7.9 
66 -12 8.6 
67 13 9.4 
68 11 7.9 
69 16 11.5 
70 16 11.5 
71 15 10.8 
72 lB 12.9 
73 6 4.3 
74 5 3.6 
75 2 1.4 
76 2 1.4 

Total 139 99.8* 

* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 
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The comparison of suspect build for the two types of agencies re
veal si.milar distributions -- the maj ori ty of suspects V.Tere 
classified as having medium builds. However, among the state 
agencies, more officers categorized their assailant as slender 
(39.3 percent) -than was the case for municipal departments (25.2 
percent) . 

TABLE 10 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY SUSPECT BUILD 

Suspect Build Number Perce~!lt 

Slender 55 39.3 
Medium 63 45.0 
Heavy 22 15.7 

Total 140 100.0 

The sex ratio of state law enforcement assailants is almost iden
tical to that of municipal officer assailants. The statistics 
between agency types are also remarkably similar for race of. the 
offender. At the state level, 41.7 percent of the suspects were 
non-white, while the non-white figure for municipal agencies is 
41. 6 percent . 

TABLE 11 

. .... ~ DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY SEX OF SUSPECT 

Sex of Suspect 

Male 
Female 

Total 

Number 

125 
16 

141 

. Percent 

88.7 
11.3 

100.0 

Data on the age distribution of offenders is presented in Tables 
13 and 14. Only.8 percent of the assailants are under ~8 years 
of age in contrast to 4.8 percent of the suspects at the municipal 
level. While the young adult is well represented in the assailant 
population, .the percent qistribution i.s somewhat lower for state 
agencies than for city de~artments (53.8 percen~ and 63.7 per7ent 
respectively). Thus, offlcers from state agencles are more llkely 
to be assaulted by individuals who are slightly older than those 
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TABLE 12 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY RACE OF SUSPECT 

Race of Suspect 

White 
Non-white 

Total 

Number 

81 
58 

139 

Percent 

58.3 
41.7 

100.0 

who victimize municipal police personnel. The disparities in age 
between the two groups may be a reflection of differences in 
types of contacts made by the state and municipal officers. 

Assailant characteristics can be further examined by looking at 
such factors as employment status. As is the case with municipal 
agencies, unemployed and blue collar workers predominate, but at 
the state level the percent distribution is much higher than for 
the municipal group. As noted earlier, among city departments 
the blue collar and unemployed comprise 68.8 percent of the total. 
For the state agencies this particular social class accounts for 
87.1 percent of the assaults; conversely, white collar workers 
are less representative of the assailant population for state 
agencies, comprising 10.3 percent of the total. The comparable 
figure for municipal agencies is 17.9 percent. 

The involvement of suspects with alcohol and non-alcoholic drugs 
was evident to a greater extent for offenders of state officers 
than was the case for municipal police officer assailants. For 
municipal agencies 55.9 percent o~ the assailants reportedly 
were under the influence of alcohol, as compared with 74.3 per
cent of state police assailants. 

The incidence of non-alcoholic drug involvement is again somewhat 
higher for state than municipal law enforcement departments. 
The figure for assailant drug involvement for the state police is 
16.3 percent in contrast to 10.5 percent at the municipal level. 
This difference is perhaps attributable to the types of citizen 
contacts made by state law enforcement personnel, particularly 
the contact with suspects who demonstrate some alcohol involvement. 

III. Assaul·t Environment 

A major aspect of the assault environment is the time frame with
in'~hich the assault occurred. Tabla 19 shows the distribution 
of assault events by time of day and Table 20 outlines assault 
events by shift. Comparing the state and municipal agency as
saults, the data indicate that more assaults occur in daylight 

'hours for the former group. For municipal departments, the break-
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TABLE 13 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY SUSPECT AGE 

I:, Age Nurnbe~ E§rcent 

17 1 · 8 
18 7 5.4 
19 3 2.3 
20 9 6.9 
21 7 5.4 
22 6 4.6 
23 10 7.7 
24 5 3.8 
25 4 3.1 
26 8 6.2 
27 4 3.1 
28 4 3.1 
29 3 2.3 
30 3 2.3 
31 5 3.8 
32 5 3.8 
33 1 · 8 
34 6 4.6 
35 6 4.6 
36 3 2.3 
37 2 '1.5 
38 1 • 8 
39 2 1.5 
40 3 2.3 
41 2 1.5 
42 4 3.1 
43 2 1.5 
44 0 0.0 
45 2 1.5 ",i 

48 2 1.5 
51 3 2.3 
53 1 · 8 
54 1 · 8 
56 1 • 8 
59 2 1'.5 
64 1 · 8 
71 1 .8 

* Total 130 99.9 

* totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. Percentage 
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TABLE 14 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
FOR ASSAILANT AGE BY FBI AGE CATEGORIES 

Age in Years Number 

17 1 
18 7 
19 3 
20 9 
21 7 
22 6 
23 10 
24 5 
25-29 23 
30-34 20 
35-39 14 
40-44 11 
45-49 4 
50-54 5 
55-59 3 
60-64 1 
65-69 0 
70-74 1 

Total 130 

Percentage totals do' not equal 100.0% due to 

TABLE 15 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
OCCUPATION AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS 

Occupation/General Categories 

White Collar 

Number 

12 
52 

2 
o 
1 
o 

Blue Collar 
Student 
Retired 
HOUSewife 
Juvenile 
Unemployed 50 

Total 117 

~£§.£:t 

.8 
5.4 
2.3 
6.9 
5.4 
4.6 
7.7 
3.8 

17.7 
15.4 
10.8 

8.5 
3.1 
3.8 
2.3 

.8 
0.0 

.8 

* 100.1 

rounding. 

Pe:t."cent 

10.3 
44.4 
1.7 
0.0 
1.0 
0.0 

42.7 

100.1* 

* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 
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TABLE 16 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT' INCIDEi\ITS BY 
SUSPECT UNDER INFLUENCE OF AJ .. COHOL 

Suspect Under Influence 
of Alcohol 

Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

Total 

TABLE 17 

Number --
104 

21 
15 

140 

DISTRIBUTION OF itSSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
SUSPECT BEEN DRINKING 

Suspect Been Drinking 

Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

Total 

Number 

113 
16 
12 

141 

Percent 

74.3 
15.0 
1,0.7 

100.0 

Percent 

80.1 
11. 3 

8.5 

99.9* 

* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

TABLE 18 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
DRUG INVOLVEMENT 

Suspect Under Influence 
of Drugs 

Yes 
No 
Don't Know 

Total 

Number 

23 
73 
45 

141 

Percent 

16.3 
51.8 
31. 9 

100.0 
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down for the day, afternoon, and graveyard shifts are 13.8 percent, 
47.0 percent, and 39.2 percent respectively. On the other hand, 
the distribution of assault events by shift for state agencies is 
21.6 percent, 52.5 percent, and 25.4 percent. 

Time 

1:00 
2:00 
3:00 
4:00 
5:00 
6:00 
7:00 
8:00 
9~00 

10:00 
11:00 
12:00 
1:00 
2:00 
3:00 
4:00 
5:00 
6:00 
7:00 
8:00 
9:00 

10:00 
11:00 
12:00 

TABLE 19 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY TIME OF DAY IN WHICH THEY OCCURRED 

of Day Number 

a.m. 15 
a.m. 12 
a.me 2 
a.m. 3 
a.m. 0 
a.m. 1 
a.m. 0 
a.m. 3 
a.m. 0 
a.m. 2 
a.m. -4 
p.m. t 
p.m. 5 
p.m. 3 
p.m. 6 
p.m. 3 
p.m. 3 
p.m. 6 
p.m. 10 
p.m. 16 
p.m. 8 
p.m. 9 
p.m. 12 
a.m. 9 

Percent 

10.8 
8.6 
1.4 
2.2 
0.0 

• 7 
0.0 
2.2 
0.0_ 
1.4 
2.9 
5.0 
3.6 
2.2 
4.3 
2.2 
2.2 
4.3 
7.2 

11.5 
5.8 
6.5 
8.6 
6.5 

* 
Total 139 100~1 

Percentage total does not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

TABLE 20 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY SHIFT 

Shift Time Number Percent 

Day 8 am - 4 pm 30 21.6 
Afternoon 4 pm - 12 pm 73 52.5 
Graveyard 12 pm - 8 am 36 25.9 
Four Watch 8 pm - 4 am 70 50.4 

,'~"" 
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The distribution of assault events by the day of the week on which 
they oc~u7 also differs sOTIlewhat for the two agency types. While 
for rnunlclpal departments assaults are fairly evenly distributed 
throughout the week with the exception of Saturdays, for the state 
group, almost one-third of the incidents (27.1 percent) occur on 
Sundays. Apparently the nature of state police work brings law 
enforcement officers into more contact with the public on Sundays. 
For example l highway patrolmen no doubt increase their number of 
contacts on Sundays when weekend traffic flow is heavy. Almost 
70 percent of the assaults took place on a weekend when Friday, 
Saturday, and Sunday are grouped together • 

TABLE 21 

DISTRIBUTION OF' ASSAULT EVENTS 
BY DAY OF WEEK ON WHICH THEY OCCURRED 

Day of Week Number Percent 

Sunday 38 27.1 
Monday 11 7.9 
Tuesday 12 8.6 
Wedneqday 7 5.0 
Thursday 14 10.0 
Friday 27 19.3 
Saturday 31 22.1 

Total 140 100.0 

A final aspect of the analyses of assault events and the time frame 
wi~hin which they occur is assault frequency by month of the year. 
The figures for state and municipal agencies do not differ radi
cally from each other, although there is one disparity on a month
to-month basis. This involves November where at the state level 

G it accoUi. ts for . 7 percent of the as saul ts. At the local level, 
7.8 percent of assaults occurred during that month. 

Another element of the ass~ult environment is the location in 
which the assault event 'took place. Due principally to the dif
fering nature of police work requirements, assaults occur much 
more frequently (51.6 percent) on a street or highway among the 
state agencies than among municipal agencies (31.7 percent). The 
next highest frequency of incidents is in ~he jail and booking 
area (12.7 percent) which is essentially similar to the figures 
for municipal agencies (13.6 percent). 

When the assignment of the officer is ,considered as an integral 
aspect of the assault environment, the data indicate that almost 
all assault victims were assigned to ~uto or traffic patrol. This 
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TABLE 22 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY MONTH OF ASSAULT 

Month Number 

January 12 
February 9 
March 17 
April 9 
May 17 
June 15 
July 17 
1I.ugust 13 
September 9 
October 11 
November 1 
December 10 

Total 140 

* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to 

TABLE 23 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCID~NTS 
BY LOCATION OF THE ASSAULT EVENT 

Locatfo~n Number 

Private Residence 13 
'Hotel-motel 1 
Private Club 1 
Other Commercial Premises 13 
Recreation Facility 5 
Jailor Booking Area 20 
Open Area 7 
Street or Highway 81 
School or College Ground 4 
Other 12 

Total 157 

Percent 

8.6 
6.4 

12.1 
6.4 

12.1 
10.7 
12.1 

9.3 
6.4 
7.9 

. 7 
7.1 

99.8* 

rounding. 

Percent 

8.3 
.6 
• 6 

8.3 
3.2 

12.7 
4.5 

51.6 
2.6 
7.6 

100.0 

is hardly surprising when the mission of state forces is acknow
ledged. 

In terms of unit assignment, a greater percentage of assault vic
tims were assigned to one-man units (73 percent) in state agencies 
than in municipal departments (63.1 percent). However, as in 
the case of the municipal group, state law enforcement personnel 
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are usually not alone when they are assaulted. 

Number of 

None 
One 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five 
Six 
Seven 
Eight 

'rABLE ,25 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY NUMBER OF OTHER OFFICERS PRESENT 

Other Officers Present Number 

34 
46 
23 
14 

2 
1 
3 
5 

or More 1 

Total 129 

~-. 

Percent 

26.4 
35.7 
17.8 
10.9 
1.6 

.8 
2.3 
3.9 

.8 

100.2* 

*Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due t,o rounding. 

witness and suspect involvement are also important aspects of the 
assault environment. Data on the presence of civilian witnesses 
parallels that for municipalities. For state agencies, civilians 
witnessed the assault event in 64 percent of the cases and for 
city departments the figure for civilian witnesses is 61.4 per
cent. 

TABLE 26 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY NUMBER OF CIVILIAN WITNESSES PRESENT 

Number of Civilian 
Wi'tnesses Present Number Percent 

None 36 36.0 
One 16 16.0 
Two 9 9.0 
Three 9 9.0 
Four 3 3.0 
Five 4 4.0 
Six 5 5.0 
Seven 4 4.0 
Eight or More '14 14'.0 

Total 100 100.0 
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As was the case with municipal police officers, when state law 
enforcement personnel are assaulted and civilian witnesses are 
moved to intervene, they are far more likely to aid the officer 
t~an the o~ferider. However, in most cases, witnesses remain pas
Slve or unlnvolved, as in municipal assault incidents. 

TABLE 27 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY WITNESS INVOLVEMENT 

Witness Involvement 

Present -- Not Involved 
Agitated Suspect 
Assisted Suspect 
Assisted Officer 
Agitated Officer 
Agitated and Assisted Suspect 
Present -- Not Involved/ 

Assisted Officer 

Total 

* 

Number 

49 
5 
9 

22 
o 
o 

1 

86 

Percent 

57.0 
5.8 

10.5 
25.6 

0.0 
0.0 

1.2 

100.1* 

Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

While in most cases more than one state officer was present during 
the assault, usually only one suspect was involved in the inci
dent. The record for multiple assaults is somewhat better for 
state law enforcement personnel than for local police officials. 
Among municipal departments other officers were assaulted in 45.1 
percent of the cases, while the figure for the state group is 
only 34.3 percent. 

Number of 

one 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five 

TABLE 28 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY NUMBER OF SUSPECTS INVOLVED 

Suspects Involved Number 

118 
17 

3 
0 
0 

Total 138 

Percent 

85.5 
12.3 

2.2 
0.0 
0.0 

100.0 
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TABLE 29 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS 
BY MULTIPLE ASSAULT CASES 

.other Officer Assaulted rumber 

Yes 
No 

Total 

48 
92 

140 

Percent 

34.3 
65.7 

100.0 

A final variable considered in the assault environment is whether 
the assaulted officer was acquainted with his assailant before 
the incident. Staote law enforcement officials were sliOghtly more 
likely to know their attackers than municipal agents. State 
police officers were familiar with the offender in 27.7 percent of 
the cases while the statistic for local police is 21.0 percent. 

TABLE 30 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT EVENTS BY 
OFFICER PRIOR ACQUAINTANCE WITH SUSPECT 

Suspect Known to Officer 
Prior to Assault Number 

Yes 39 
No 102 

Total 141 

IV. Dynamics of the Assault Event 

Percent 

27.7 
72.3 

100.0 

A final dimension discussed in the analysis of state agency assaults 
is the dynamics of the assault incident. Of initial concern is 
the comparison between municipal and state agencies in terms of 
the officer's action prior to the assault. 

with a few exceptions, the officer's actions before they were 
assaulted are similar between agency types. For example, owing 
to the nature of state police work, one would expect a greater 
number of cases where officers were investigating or enforcing 
traffic laws than would be the case among municipal police per
sonnel. Moreover, the lower number of state police assaults 
following the investigating or enforcing of public disturbances 
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i~ not surpri~ing. The p~rcent distribution for assaults following 
t e transportlng and booklng of prisoners is similar for both 
gr~ups. In 11.0 percent of the cases state police were performing 
thl~ func~ion prior to the assault while the figure for municipal 
offlcers 1S 9.3 percent. 

TABLE 31 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
OFFICER ACTION PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

Officer Action 

Transporting or booking suspect 
Transporting suspected mentally 

ill person 
Routine patrol duties 

Investigating and Enforcing 

Traffic laws 
Drug laws 
Drunkenness laws 
Liquor laws 
Offense against property 
Offense against person 
Public disturbance 
Family disturbance 
Suspicious person or circumstances 
Civil disorder 
Other 

Total 

Number' 

33 

o 
92 

73 
3 

52 
5 
2 
9 

11 
3 
2 
1 

14 

300 

PercwJ:. 

11.0 

0.0 
30.7 

24.3 
1.0 

17.3 
1.7 

• 7 
3.0 
3.7 
1.0 

.7 

.3 
4.7 

100.1* 

* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

Turning to the suspect's action before the assault took place the 
only major difference between the two agency types is again the 
frequency of traffic violations. For municipal agencies the 
officers reported that suspects were involved in traffic viola
tions in 13.6 percent of the cases. On the other hand, state 
police personnel reported that offenders committed traffic viola~ 
tions in almost one-third of the incidents. 

Looking at the specific charges filed against assailants of state 
officers, the data indicate a remarkable similarity between the 
two agency types for the breakdown of Part I and Part II Offenses/ 
Traffic Violations. Charges for Part I offenses accounted for 
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TABLE 32 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
SUSPECT AC~ION PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

Suspect Action 

Traffic violation 
Committing crime 
Suspicious behavior 
Interfering with officer 
Being transported 
Attempting escape 
In custody 
Appeared mentally ill 
Other 

Total 

* 

Number 

57 
4 
9 

23 
12 
12 
27 
10 
25 

179 

-~----

Percent 

31.8 
2.2 
5.0 

12.8 
6.7 
6.7 

15.1 
5.6 

14.0 

99.9 
*. 

Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

8.8 percent of the total state agency assaults and 8.9 percent of 
the total municipal assaults. Similarly, the percent distribution 
for Part II Offenses/Traffic Violations among state and municipal 
agencies' is 91.2 percent and 91.1 percent respectively. Thus, 
for both groups, assailants are likely to be committing less 
serious crimes before they assault police personnel. A more de
tailed breakdown for the charges filed against the offender is 
presented in Tables 33 through 36. 

TABLE 33 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSP!.ULT INCIDENTS BY CHARGES FILED AGAINST THE 
SUSPECT FOR PART I AND PART II OFFENSES TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS 

9!J.arges Filed Numb.§.!" Percent 

Part I Offenses 28 8.8 
Part II Offenses/Traffic 

Violations 289 91.2 

Total 317 100.0 

'po' 
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TABLE 34 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
CHARGES FILED AGAINST THE SUSPECT FOR PART I OFFENSES 

(FBI INDEX CRI1~S) 

Charges Filed -- Part I Offenses 

Criminal homocide 
Forcible rape 
Robbery 
Aggravated assault 
Burglary 
Larceny 

Under $50.00 
OVer $50.00 

Motor vehicle theft 

* 
Total 

Number 

2 
o 
3 

23 
o 

o 
o 
o 

28 

Percent 

7.1 
0.0 

10.7 
82.1 

0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

99.9* 

Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% du'e to rounding. 

As was the case for municipal agencies, a large percentage of the 
charges filed against the suspect were for assault. To obtain 
a more accurate description of the specific crimes offenders 
allegedly committed, Part II Offenses and Traffic Violations are 
tabularly displayed excluding assault charges. Comparing agency 
types, the percent distribution of charges is similar for both 
with only a few minor exceptions. Charges for driving under the 
influence represeri.t a greater percerltage of tbe total assaults 
for state agencies than for the municipal group. On the other 
hand, charges for disorderly conduct comprise a greater percentage 
of the total for city police. 

Another component of the dynamics of the assault incident is the 
time sequence when the assault occurred during the arrest process. 
The'percent distribution for assaults occurring prior to arrest 
is·similar for the two agency types. Assaults which occurred 
during the arrest are slightly higher for state agencies (32.8 
percent) than for municipal ones (28.8 percent). Assaults which 
took place after the arrest comprise 25.2 percent of the total 
at the state level and 28.8 percent at the municipal level. 

In considering the possible triggerIng mechanisms to the assault 
incident, the analysis is focused on the officer and suspect's 
action immediately prior to the assault. In terms of officer 
activity, state policemen are more likely than their municipal 
counterpar·ts to be giving an order or command before the assault 
took place. In addition, state officers were more likely than 
municipal personnel to be placing the offender under arrest 
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TABLE 35 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
CHARGES FILED AGAINST THE SUSPECT FOR PART II 

OFFENSES AND TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS 

Charges Filed -- Part II 
Offenses and Traffic Violations 

Other Assaults 
Arson 
Forgery and Counterfeiting 
Fraud 
Embezzlement 
Stolen Property, Buying, 

Receiving, Possessing 
Vandalism 
Weapons, Carrying, Possessing, etc. 
Prostitution and Commercialized 

Vice 
Sex Offenses 
Narcotic Drug Laws 
Gambling 
Offenses Against Family and 

Children 
Driving Under the Influence 
Liquor Laws 
Drunkenness 
Disorderly Conduct 
Vagrancy 
suspicion 

. Curfew and Loitering Laws 
(Juveniles) 

Runaways (Juvenile) 
All Other Offenses 
Traffic Violations 

Total 

Number 

136 
1 
o 
o 
o 

1 
2 
2 

o 
o 
3 
o 

o 
52 

8 
39 

6 
o 
o 

o 
o 
5 

34 

289 

Percent 

47.1 
.3 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

.3 
• 7 
.7 

0.0 
0.0 
1.0 
0.0 

0.0 
18.0 

2.8 
13.4 

2.1 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
1.7 

11.8 

* 99.9 

*percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 
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TABLE 36 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
CHARGES FILED AGAINST THE SUSPECT FOR PART II 

OFFENSES AND TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS EXCLUDING 
CHARGES FOR ASSAULT 

Charges Filed -- Part II 
?ffenses and Traffic Violations 

Arson 
Forgery and Counterfeiting 
Fraud 
Embezzlement 
Stolen Property, Buying, Receiving, 

Possessing 
Vandalism 
Weapons, Carrying, Possessing, etc. 
Prostitution and Commercialized 

Vice 
Sex Offenses 
Narcotic Drug Laws 
Gambling 
Offenses Against Family and 

Children 
Driving Under the Influence 
Liquor Laws 
Drunkenness 
Disorderly Conduct 
Vagrancy 
All Other Offenses 
Suspicion 
Curfew and Loitering Laws 

(Juvenile) 
Runaways (Juvenile) 
Traffic Violations 

Total 

Number 

1 
o 
o 
o 

1 
2 
2 

o 
o 
3 
o 

o 
52 

8 
39 
6' 
o 
5 
o 

o 
o 

34 

153 

Percent 

.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

.7 
1.3 
1.3 

0.0 
0.0 
2.0 
0.0 

0.0 
34.0 
5.2 

25.5 
3.9 
0.0 
3.3 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

22.2 

100.1 * 

*percentage totals do notE!qual 100.0% due 'to rounding. 
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TABLE 37 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY TIME SEQUENCE OF ARFBST EVENT 

Time Sequence Number Percent 

Prior to Arrest 54 39.4 
During Arrest 45 32.8 
Following Arrest 35 25.5 
Unknown 3 2.2 

Total 137 99.9* 

* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

before the assault, and less likely to be applying pressure or 
force to the assailant. 

For reasons not clearly identifiable, state patrolmen were more 
likely than municipal officers to be a·ttacked by a handcuffed 
suspect. Among municipalities, law enforcement officers were 
assaulted by handcuffed individuals in 10.7 percent of the cases 
while the statistics for state police personnel are 21.2 percent. 

TABLE 38 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT ACTIVITY BY 
OFFICER ACTIVITY PRIOR TO ASSAULT 

Last Action 

Giving Order or Command 
Handcuffing (applying, loosening, removing) 

. Applying Pressure or Force to Suspect 
Intervening as a Third Party to a Conflict 
Assault by a Non-Suspect 
Assault for No Apparent Reason 
Transporting Suspect, Processing an Arrest 

or Booking, Jailing, Guarding Suspect 
Talking to or Questioning Suspect 
Placing Suspect Under Arrest 
Attempting to Overtake Suspect 
Search, Disarming Suspect 
Traffic stop 
Miscellaneous, Unknown, Other 

Total 
*Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% 

Number 

37 
13 

2 
2 
5 
4 

14 
7 

32 
6 
2 
6 
'7 

137 
due to 

Percent 

27.0 
9.5 
1.5 
1.5 
3.6 
2.9 

10.2 
5.1 

23.4 
4.4 
1.5 
4.4 

- 5.1 
100.1* 

rounding. 
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Turni~g ~o suspect activity irruuediately prior to the assault, the 
~ata lndlcate that the assailant was. most likely engaged in direct
lng verbal abuse against the officer prior to the assault occur
rence. For state departments the verbal abuse category accounted 
for 47.4 percent of the total while the figure at the city level 
was ~o~er at 30.5 percent. The percent distribution for the 
remalnlng categories of suspect activity are similar between agency 
tYP7s, although suspects were less likely to have resisted arrest 
or 19nored an officer's command among state agencies than munici
pal departments. 

TABLE 39 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
LAST THING SUSPECT SAID OR DID PRIOR TO THE ASSAULT 

Activity 

Verbal: cursing, swearing, arguing 
with officer, verbal threat, 
challenge 

Fleeing from Officer Custody 
Attack Without Warning, Attack for No 

Apparent Reason 
Resisting Officer/Ignoring Officer's 

Corruuand 
Threatening Officer with Firearm, Knife, 

Weapon 
Involved in Fight with Third Party 
Firing on Officer, Attempting to Seize 

Officer's Firearm 
Other 

Total 

~~rcent 

64 47.4 
11 8.1 

37 27.4 

10 7.4 

2 1.5 
0 0.0 

7 5.2 
4 3.0 

135 100.0 

The weapons utilized by suspect and officer are also considered 
in the analysi.3 of assault dynamics. State police assailants 
were somewhat less likely than municipal assailants to assault 
their victims with hands, fists, teeth or feet. Otherwise, the 
weapons used by assailants compared favorably between agencies. 
policemen were threatened with firearms in 9.4 percent of the 
state cases and in 5.3 percent of the municipal incidents. 

Similar to municipal police, state officers were most likely to 
use their hands or feet to repel their assailant. State police 
personnel found it nominally more necessary to use their fire
arms' (8.9 percent) than were city law enforcement agents (5.4 
percent) which is perhaps linked to the fact that state troopers 

. -----,--. - ----
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were threatened with firearms somewhat more often than their 
municipal counterparts. 

TABLE 40 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
TYPE OF WEAPON UTILIZED BY SUSPECT 

Suspect's Weapon 

Officer's Stick or Sap 
Hands, Fists, Teeth, Feet, etc. 
Rock, Brick or Bottle 
Clubbing Instrument 
Cutting or Stabbing Instrument 
Motor Vehicle 
Spray Can Contents 
Other 

Total 

TABLE 41 

Number 

o 
118 

2 
3 
4 
2 
o 

21 

150 

Percent 

0.0 
78.7 
1.3 
2.0 
2.7 
1.3 
0.0 

14.0 

100.0 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY FIREARM USE AND TYPE 

Firearm Use and Type Number Percent 

Non-Firearm Used 125 90.6 
Handgun 9 6.5 
Shotgun 0 0.0 
Automatic Weapon 0 0.0 
Explosive Device 0 0.0 
Incendiary Device 0 0.0 
Rifle 4 2.9 
Imitation Weapon 0 0.0 

Total 138 100.0 

A final aspect of assault dynamics is the injuries sustained by 
both officer and suspect during the encounter. In contrast to 
the municipal group where no officers ""ere killed, there was one 
fatality for state agencies. Otherwise, the percent distribu
tion of injuries between the two agency types are quite similar. 

In terms of the part of the body where the officer sustained an 
inj ury, Table 44 indicC\,tes that 40.3 percent of the stat~ police 
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TABLE 42 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY TYPE OF WEAPON UTILIZED 

Weap~ Number 

Officer's Stick or Sap 7 
Hands or Feet 100 
Firearm 12 
Other 16 

Total 135 -

* Percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to 

TABLE 43 

DISTRIBUTION OE' ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
TYPE OF INJURY SUSTAINED BY OFFICER 

Injuries Sustained Number 

None 84 
Bruise 46 
Cut or Puncture 14 
Fractured or Broken Bone 2 
Gunshot Wound 0 
Killed 1 
Other 2 

Total 149 

TABLE 44 

Percent 

5.2 
74.1 

8.9 
11.9 

* 100.1 

rounding. 

Percent 

56.4 

3~.,:~~' 
1.3 
0.0 

.7 
1.3 

100.0 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
PART OF BODY SUSTAINING THE INJURY - OF:I~'ICER 

Location of Injury Number Percen't ----
Head 27 40.3 
Torso/Body 15 22.4 
Hands or Feot 9 13.4 
Arms or Legs 16 23.9 

Total 67 100.0 
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received head injuries while the figure for municipal law en
forcement agents is 31.3 percent. State officers were less likely 
to have suffered injuries to the torso, hands and feet than 
their municipal counterparts. 

T~rning to suspect injuries one finds that suspects were more 
llkely to be injured in an encounter with state police (41.6 
perc~n~ non-injured) than with municipal officers (56.3 percent 
non-ln]ured). The percent distribution for bruises, gunshot 
w~~nds and.f~t~l~ties i? also higher at the state level. Among 
o er.pos~lbllltles, thlS seems to indicate a different kind of 
confllct In cases where state officers are involved. 

'l'ABLE 45 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY SUSPECT INJURY 

Injury Number Percent 

None 62 41. 6 
Bruise 57 38.3 
Cut or Puncture 21 14.1 
Fractured or Broken Bone 0 0.0 
Gunshot Wound 4 2.7 
Killed 4 2.7 
Other 1 . 7 

Total 149 100~1* 

*percentage totals do not equal 100.0% due to rounding. 

Finally, comparison between the two agency types for the part of 
the anatomy injured during the confrontation indicates no major 
disparities between groups. As was -the case for municipal 
assaults, offenders were most likely to receive head injuries 
following physical violence with a st~te policeman. 

Summary 

A comparison between municipal and state agencies suggests that 
the similarities between the two types of organizations in terms 
of assault behavior are much more apparent than the differences. 
In those instances where there are disparities in the assault 
characteristics between the two types of law enforcement agencies, 
these differences can usually be attributed to the differing 
roles of the respective agencies. 
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TABLE 46 

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSAULT INCIDENTS BY 
PART OF BODY SUSTAINING THE INJURY -- SUSPECT 

Location of Injury Number Percent 

Head 
57 57.6 Torso 20 20.2 Hands or'Feet 9 9.1 Arms or Legs '13 13.1 

Total 99 100.0 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 
For the three state agencies the number of assaults reported 

for each agency are as follows: Oklahoma Highway Patrol, 89; 
Louisiana State Police, 20; New Mexico State Police, 32. 

2The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Adminis
tration of Justice, Task Force Report: The Police, Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1967, pp. 6 and 8. 

3Thomas W. Cooper and Edward A. Gladstone, State Highway 
Patrols: Their Functions and Financing, Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Public Roads, Office of Planning, 
1966, pp. 20-21 and Table 4. For a detailed description of the 
genesis and early development and role of state police and high
way patrol forces, see Bruce Smith, The State Police: Organiza
tion and Administration, New York: The National Institute of 
Public Administration, 1925, pp. 36-80. 
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